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the chemical principles, half-equations and overall equations of simple electrolytic cells; 
comparison of electrolytic cells using molten and aqueous electrolytes, and inert and non-inert 
electrodes

Electrolytic Cells
Reactions are the OPPOSITE to those in the galvanic cell. 
Reactions are non-spontaneous and require energy.

Examples Galvanisation 
Extracting metals from ores 
Recharging rechargeable batteries including car batteries 
Increasing the thickness of the surface oxide layer of aluminium

plating a thin film of metal over another metal to make it prettier or more resistant to corrosion

mining

e.g. cans

Diagram
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At cathode, tin is reduced 
Sn2+(aq) + 2e– → Sn(s)

Cathode is NEGATIVE in this cell

At anode, tin is oxidised 
Sn(s) → Sn2+(aq) + 2e–

Anode is POSITIVE in this cell

+ – AN OIL RIG CAT: Cathode gains electrons & is reducedAN OIL RIG CAT: Anode loses electrons & is oxidised

A coating of tin forms around the can.Tin plating rod loses mass.

Electrolytes Allow charged ions to flow between the electrodes

Molten Electrolytes Aqueous Electrolytes
Large amounts of energy are 
required to melt the 
electrolyte

Little energy required. 
Cheaper than using molten 
electrolytes.

Examples Examples
When producing H2 and Cl2, a selective 
membrane is placed in the middle of the 
electrolyte to prevent the H2 and Cl2 from 
reacting with each other.

Used in the electro-refining of copper. 
98% pure ‘blister copper’ is the anode; 
99.999% pure copper is the cathode.

Sodium chloride electrolyte

Sulfuric acid electrolyte

Molten sodium electrolyte

Na3AlF6 (cryolite) electrolyte
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organic reaction pathways including appropriate equations and reagents: function of organic 
molecules in the design and synthesis of medicines including the production of aspirin from 
salicylic acid.

Making Aspirin

Synthetic Pathway

Quicker Synthetic Pathway

1444444141From organic molecules to medicines
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was an extract from coal tar—the black, sticky substance that is produced 
when coal is heated in the absence of air. Once he had made salicylic acid 
he replaced the hydroxyl functional group with an ester functional group 
to form acetylsalicylic acid (Figure 14.4). This is the compound known 
commercially as aspirin.

The production of a substance to be used as a medicine usually requires 
a number of chemical steps, known as a synthetic pathway. You should recall 
that the general chemical reaction to form an ester is:

 carboxylic acid + alcohol –—³ ester + water

This reaction could be used to form acetylsalicylic acid. Interestingly, it is the 
hydroxyl group in the salicylic acid molecule that functions as the alcohol 
in a reaction with ethanoic acid (acetic acid) to form acetylsalicylic acid 
and water.

This is a slow reaction. Also the yield is low, as the water formed tends 
to drive the reaction backwards. In an alternative reaction pathway, which is 
faster and produces higher yields, the ethanoic acid is replaced with ethanoic 
anhydride (acetic anhydride). This is the preferred pathway for the synthesis 
of aspirin (Figures 14.3, 14.4).

 Figure 14.2
Felix Hoffmann, who fi rst synthesised aspirin in 
a chemically pure form in 1897.

!
Ethanoic anhydride is prepared by combining 
two molecules of ethanoic acid (Figure 14.3). 
A water molecule is also produced.

 Figure 14.4
Structural equation for the preparation of acetylsalicylic acid (aspirin) from salicylic acid and ethanoic 
(acetic) anhydride. Unreacted ethanoic anhydride is converted to ethanoic acid by the addition of water.
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The products, acetylsalicylic acid and acetic (ethanoic) acid, have to be 
separated and the product purifi ed before it can be put into tablet form and 
packaged for sale.

Acetylsalicylic acid is virtually tasteless and is much less irritating to the 
stomach than salicylic acid itself. It is not until after it has passed through the 
stomach that it reacts with water (hydrolyses) in the alkaline conditions in 
the small intestine and returns to the more effective salicylic acid.
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Water  Figure 14.3
Formation of ethanoic anhydride. 

 Figure 14.5
Acetylsalicylic acid is hydrolysed in the small 
intestine to salicylic acid.
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chemfact
During World War I, Britain was unable to 
obtain aspirin from its German manufacturer. 
In 1915, the British government offered a 
reward of £20 000 to anyone who could 
develop a workable manufacturing process 
for aspirin so that the country could make 
its own supply. The reward was won by a 
Melbourne pharmacist, George Nicholas, 
who went on to market aspirin under the 
name ‘Aspro’. The name ‘Aspro’ comes from 
Nicholas Products.
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During World War I, Britain was unable to 
obtain aspirin from its German manufacturer. 
In 1915, the British government offered a 
reward of £20 000 to anyone who could 
develop a workable manufacturing process 
for aspirin so that the country could make 
its own supply. The reward was won by a 
Melbourne pharmacist, George Nicholas, 
who went on to market aspirin under the 
name ‘Aspro’. The name ‘Aspro’ comes from 
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Alkanol Carboxylic Acid
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4.1.2

energy profile diagrams and the use of ΔH notation including: activation energy; alternative 
reaction pathways for catalysed reactions; and deduction of ΔH for an overall reaction given 
energy profiles or ΔH of two related reactions

∆H
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4.2.2

application of calorimetry to measure energy changes in chemical reactions in solution calorimetry 
and bomb calorimetry, including calibration of a calorimeter and the effects of heat loss

406 2525Supplying and using energy

406
uSu

!
A useful formula to use in calculations such as 
this is:
Energy (J) = 4.184 × mass of water (g) 
 × temperature rise (°C)
or
Energy (J) = 4.184 × volume of water (mL) 
 × density of water 
 × temperature rise (°C).
The density of water varies with temperature. 
The density of water at 5°C is 1.0000 g mL–1.

25.3

Measuring the heat 
released during a reaction
Bomb and solution calorimetry
Enthalpy changes are measured directly using an instrument called a 
calorimeter. Figure 25.7a shows the components of a ‘bomb’ calorimeter 
used for reactions that involve gaseous reactants or products. The reaction 
vessel in a bomb calorimeter is designed to withstand the high pressures that 
may be created during reactions. A calorimeter employed for reactions in 
aqueous solutions is shown in Figure 25.7b. Both calorimeters are insulated 
to reduce loss or gain of energy to or from the outside environment.

When a reaction takes place in a calorimeter, the heat change causes 
a rise or fall in the temperature of the contents of the calorimeter. Before 
the calorimeter can be of use, we must fi rst determine how much energy 
is required to change the temperature within a calorimeter by 1°C. This is 
known as the calibration factor of the calorimeter.

Solution
Since the density of water is 1.00 g mL–1, the mass of 120 mL of water is 120 g.
The energy required to raise the temperature of 120 g of water by 1°C = 4.184 × 120 
= 502.0 J.
Since the temperature rises by (100.0 – 20.0) = 80.0°C, the total energy required 
= 502.0 × 80 = 40 160 J.
The energy required to raise the temperature of the water to 100°C is 40.2 kJ.

 Figure 25.7
Calorimeters used for measuring energy changes in reactions. 
a A bomb calorimeter used for reactions that involve gases.  b A solution calorimeter. Breaking the glass bulb starts the reaction.
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E = V×I×t E = V×I×t
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Method Find out how much heat is being absorbed by the 
calorimeter.

Calibration Run an electric current through the calibration heater. Using E = 
V×I×t, and by reading the thermometer, find the calibration factor.

Calibration Factor = V×I×t
∆T

Units: J °C–1

Energy Change = Calibration Factor × ∆T Units: J

∆H = Energy Change
n Units: J mol–1

Experiment

The exam could ask for either 
∆H or Heat of Combustion

∆H = Energy Change
gram

Units:Heat of 
Combustion

High heat of combustion = better fuel! 
Wood ≈ 18 kJ mol–1 

H2 gas = 143 kJ mol–1

kJ g–1 
kJ L–1 
kJ mol–1
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role of water in maintaining life in the environment - maintaining water quality: 
solubility, precipitation reactions, pH

Solubility • refers to the maximum mass of a substance that can dissolve 
in a given quantity of solvent at a given temperature 

• solute that can no longer remain in solution (e.g. because the 
temperature has decreased) will crystallise or supersaturate. 

• temperature and pressure both increase solubility
heat packs rely on the sudden recrystallisation 
of supersaturated solutes, which is an 
exothermic process.

n = c ✕ V
# moles

L=

= ✕

✕mol L-1mol

Conc. Volume

c1V1 = c2V2

Before dilution

=mol L-1 L mol L-1 L

After dilution=

Water purification is a four-step process

Flocculation

Settling of the ‘floc’

Filtering

Chlorination
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12.2  

Maintaining water quality
Water’s ability to dissolve a wide range of materials, unfortunately, causes 
problems when unwanted or toxic solutes pollute water supplies. So, water 
often needs to be treated before it is consumed. Some waste water also 
needs to be treated before it is returned to the environment. Precipitation 
reactions play an important role in the treatment of drinking water.

Treatment of drinking water
In most Australian cities, water is treated before being passed on to con-
sumers through the water supply system. The amount of treatment required 
varies from city to city, but the usual purpose of the treatment is to remove 
suspended solids, bacteria, colour and odour from the water. The steps 
involved in the purifi cation of water for most cities are:
 fl occulation
 settling of the ‘fl oc’
 fi ltering
 chlorination.

Figure 12.4 shows a typical system used throughout Australia for the 
treatment of city water supplies.

water from river,
lake or reservoir

Ca(OH)2 and Al2(SO4)3

settling basin

fine sand

coarse sand
fine gravel
coarse gravel

gaseous chlorine
dissolved in water

to city
mains

clear well

sand filter

Flocculation
Flocculation is the process by which small suspended particles in the water 
join together to form larger, heavier particles. The heavier particles then sink 
under their own weight and settle in the water sample.

Flocculation can be achieved by adding alum (aluminium sulfate) and, if 
neces sary, lime. Lime (Ca(OH)2) is added to neutralise acids and provide a 
source of hydroxide ions in the water supply. The lime is an ionic compound 
which dissolves in water by dissociating into its ions. The equation for this 
dissociation is:
 H2O

 Ca(OH)2(s) ——h Ca2+(aq) + 2OH−(aq)

 Figure 12.4
A system typical of those used to treat drinking 
water.
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Alum provides Al3+(aq) ions in solution and these combine with hydroxide 
ions to form a precipitate of aluminium hydroxide:
 Al3+(aq) + 3OH−(aq) ——h Al(OH)3(s)

Aluminium hydroxide is produced in the form of a gelatinous (jelly-like) 
precipitate called the fl oc, which traps other fi ne particles and removes 
colour and some microorganisms from the water. 

Settling
The water is then left to stand to allow the fl oc to settle for a period, during 
which the settled materials form a sludge. The rest of the water passes on 
to the fi ltering stage. The sludge accumulates at the bottom of the settling 
tank and is removed.

Filtering
Water from the settling tank is allowed to fi lter down through a bed of sand 
over gravel. This removes any remaining suspended matter. 

Chlorination
After fi ltering, the clear water is usually treated with gaseous chlorine to 
destroy bacteria. Chlorine reacts with water:
 Cl2(g) + H2O(l) ——h HOCl(aq) + H+(aq) + Cl−(aq)

The main purpose of chlorination is to remove biological contaminants. It 
is the hypochlorous acid (HOCl) that kills bacteria. HOCl diffuses through 
the cell walls of microorganisms and destroys their ability to function.

After chlorination, water is considered to be fi t for human consumption.

!
This is an example of a hydrolysis reaction. 
A hydrolysis reaction is one in which water is a 
reactant.

chemistry in actionychemistry in action

Fluoridation

Many water supplies have fl uoride ions 
added to them in the fi nal stages before 
being released for household use. It has 
been shown that certain levels of fl uoride 
in drinking water reduce dental decay 
in children. The fl uoride is incorporated 
into the enamel of the teeth, reducing 
their susceptibility to attack by acids. 
Fluoridation of water supplies has been a 
controversial issue in many communities, 
since similar effects can be achieved 
with regular use of fl uoride toothpaste or 
tablets.

Fluoride is added to the water in the 
form of different compounds, including 
sodium fl uoride (NaF), sodium silicofl uoride 
(Na2SiF6) and calcium fl uoride (CaF2). 

 Figure 12.5
Comparison of tooth decay trends (decayed, missing or fi lled teeth) in 12-year-olds between countries 
that use fl uoridated or unfl uoridated water. Source: World Health Organization.

jelly-like, traps fine particles and 
removes colour from the water
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add chlorine gas

kills bacteria

Hard water is caused by Ca2+ ions. Ca2+ binds to the stearate of sodium stearate 
(active ingredient of soap) to produce calcium stearate, which is scum.

Precipitation occurs when solubility is extremely low
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Barium chloride (BaCl2) is a soluble compound containing barium ions 
and chloride ions. Sodium sulfate (Na2SO4) is also a soluble compound and 
contains sodium ions and sulfate ions. When solutions of barium chloride 
and sodium sulfate are added together, the mixture is initially supersaturated 
with barium sulfate. A white precipitate, barium sulfate (BaSO4), forms 
(Figure 12.1a). This reaction can be represented by the equation:

 BaCl2(aq) + Na2SO4(aq) ——h BaSO4(s) + 2NaCl(aq)

The precipitate of barium sulfate can be collected by fi ltering the solution. 
If the water is evaporated from the fi ltrate (the remaining solution), solid 
sodium chloride remains.

To identify which of the products in a precipitation reaction is the solid 
or precipitate, refer to Table 10.4 (page 199). Generally, compounds that 
contain the ions Na+, K+, NH4

+ or NO3
− are soluble in water. This explains 

why sodium chloride (NaCl) remains in solution in the reaction between 
barium chloride and sodium sulfate. The equation shown for this reaction is 
a balanced chemical equation and, because a precipitate forms, the reaction 
is called a precipitation reaction.

Worked example 12.1a
A precipitate forms when a colourless solution of lead nitrate (Pb(NO3)2) is added to a colourless 
solution of potassium iodide (KI) (Figure 12.2). A dense yellow colour appears that is solid lead 
iodide. Write a balanced chemical equation, identifying the precipitate.

Solution
Step 1.  Identify the possible products of the reaction by swapping the positive and negative 

ions of the reactants:
 Products: lead iodide and potassium nitrate
Step 2. Write the correct formulas of the reactants and possible products.
 Reactants Products
 Pb(NO3)2 and KI PbI2 and KNO3

Step 3.  Write the equation and balance it so that equal numbers of all atoms occur on 
both sides.

  Pb(NO3)2 + 2KI ——h PbI2 + 2KNO3

Step 4.  Deduce, from Table 10.4, which of the products is the precipitate. The precipitate is 
given the state symbol (s) and the soluble reactants and product the state symbol 
(aq). Include the appropriate states in the equation.

  Pb(NO3)2(aq) + 2KI(aq) ——h PbI2(s) + 2KNO3(aq)

Ionic equations
In the reaction between the solutions of barium chloride and sodium sulfate, 
the equation is often written as: 

 BaCl2(aq) + Na2SO4(aq) ——h BaSO4(s) + 2NaCl(aq)

However, when ionic substances dissolve in water, the ionic compounds 
dissociate (Chapter 10) into their ions in solution. This means that it is 
free ions that are reacting to form a precipitate, and the equation is more 
accurately expressed as:

 Ba2+(aq) + 2Cl−(aq) + 2Na+(aq) + SO4
2−(aq) ——h�

BaSO4(s) + 2Na+(aq) + 2Cl−(aq)

Barium sulfate, being insoluble, is not appreciably dissociated into its ions. 
It precipitates and is written as BaSO4(s) to indicate that it is a solid. All of the 
other substances are dissolved and are therefore present as ions in solution. 

Pb2+

Pb2+NO3
–

NO3
–

NO3
–

PbI2
PbI2

PbI2
PbI2

PbI2

NO3
– K+

K+ K+

K+I– I–

 Figure 12.2
Precipitation of lead iodide from solutions of 
lead nitrate and potassium iodide.

Pb2+

K+

NO3
–

I–

 Figure 12.3
Possible exchange of ions in solution.

when mixing aqueous solutions, ions can 
exchange in a double displacement reaction. 
Any resulting solids are precipitates.
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12.1

 When solutions of ionic compounds are mixed, a reaction 
occurs if oppositely charged ions combine to form an insoluble 
compound.

 The insoluble compound forms a precipitate, which can be 
collected by fi ltration.

 The ions not involved in the reaction remain in solution and are 
called spectator ions.

 The reaction can be represented either by a full chemical 
equation or by an ionic equation that focuses only on the actual 
ions reacting. 

summary

 1 a  Name the precipitate formed when aqueous solutions of the 
following compounds are mixed together:

 i K2S and MgCl2
 ii CuCl2 and AgNO3

 iii KOH and AlCl3
 iv MgSO4 and NaOH
 b Write a full balanced chemical equation for each reaction.

 2 Write i a full chemical equation and ii an ionic equation for 
each of the following precipitation reactions:

 a AgNO3(aq) + NaCl(aq) →
 b CuSO4(aq) + Na2CO3(aq) →
 c (NH4)2SO4(aq) + BaCl2(aq) →
 d K2S(aq) + Pb(NO3)2(aq) →
 e CaCl2(aq) + Na3PO4(aq) →
 f NaOH(aq) + Pb(NO3)2(aq) →

key questions

On a closer look, the only change that has occurred in this reaction is 
the combination of barium ions and sulfate ions to form a barium sulfate 
precipitate. The sodium and chloride ions have not reacted, but have 
remained in the same state and unchanged at the end of the reaction. Ions 
such as these are called spectator ions and may be omitted from the chemical 
equation. 
 Ba2+(aq) + 2Cl−(aq) + 2Na+(aq) + SO4

2−(aq) ——h 

                  BaSO4(s) + 2Na+(aq) + 2Cl−(aq)

This reaction can therefore be represented by the simplifi ed equation:

 Ba2+(aq) + SO4
2−(aq) ——h BaSO4(s)

This type of equation, in which spectator ions are omitted, is called an ionic 
equation. Ionic equations are simpler than the ‘full’ equations and focus on 
the actual reaction that takes place. Sometimes, however, the full equation 
is preferred. From a full equation, for example, you can tell which particular 
compound will dissolve in water to provide a source of an ion.

Worked example 12.1b
Write an ionic equation for the reaction between the solutions of lead nitrate and potassium 
iodide described in Worked example 12.1a.

Solution
Step 1.  Rewrite the equation with the soluble ionic compounds dissociated into ions.
 Pb2+(aq) + 2NO3

–(aq) + 2K+(aq) + 2I–(aq) ——h 
PbI2(s) + 2NO3

–(aq) + 2K+(aq)

Step 2.  Remove the spectator ions, to give the ionic equation for the reaction.

 Pb2+(aq) + 2I-(aq) ——h PbI2(s)

Remove the spectator ions to get the simplified equation:

Solution Formula Dilution FormulaVCEasy 
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3.1.1

volumetric analysis including determination of excess and limiting reagents and 
titration curves: simple and back titrations, acid-base and redox titrations

Volumetric Analysis

Definitions
concentration in ppm = mg L–1 = mg kg–1 

concentration in ppb = µg L–1 = µg kg–1 

standard solutions have known concentrations 
primary standards should be cheap, easily obtainable and easy to store 
excess reagent is not completely consumed in a reaction. 
limiting reagent is completely consumed in a reaction and which determines the amount of product formed.

• allows you to find out the concentration of a solution 
• test your sample of unknown concentration with a volume of known concentration. 
• recall the Solution Formula (Unit 2.1.1c) & Brønsted-Lowry Theory (Unit 2.1.2).

Titration Method
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2.1.2

acids and bases: proton transfer; common reactions of acids; strong and weak acids 
and bases; polyprotic acids; amphiprotic substances

Acids
Bases

low pH; sour taste; react with bases
high pH; bitter taste; react with acids

Indicators change colour depending on the pH of their environment
Brønsted–Lowry theory

Acids
Bases

are proton donors

are proton acceptors

1 Acid + Metal

2 Acid + Metal Hydroxide

3 Acid + Metal Oxide

4 Acid + Metal Carbonate

5 Acid + Metal Hydrogen Carbonate

6 Acidic non-metal oxide + base
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Acids also react with many compounds such as metal hydroxides and 
metal carbonates. A salt is again produced with each of these, together with 
water. In the case of metal carbonates, carbon dioxide is also formed. 

General reaction types involving acids
There are numerous ways in which acids and bases react. It is possible, 
however, to group some reactions together on the basis of the similarity of 
the reactants involved and products formed. As long as we remember that 
identifi cation of reaction products should be based on experimental data, 
these groups, or reaction types, can be useful.

The following are six of the more common reaction types. For each 
reaction type, an example is given. 

Reaction type 1
Acid + reactive metal ——h salt + hydrogen
Reactive metals include Ca, Mg, K and Zn but not Cu, Ag or Au.

When dilute acids are added to main group metals, and some transition 
metals, bubbles of hydrogen gas are released, and a salt is formed. 

For example, the reaction between dilute hydrochloric acid and zinc 
metal can be represented by the equation:

 2HCl(aq) + Zn(s) ——h ZnCl2(aq) + H2(g)

This reaction can also be represented by an ionic equation. In aqueous 
solution the hydrochloric acid is ionised and the zinc chloride (an ionic 
compound) is dissociated. The equation can therefore be written as:

 2H+(aq) + 2Cl−(aq) + Zn(s) ——h Zn2+(aq) + 2Cl−(aq) + H2(g)

The chloride ion is the only spectator ion. The ionic equation is therefore:

 2H+(aq) + Zn(s) ——h Zn2+(aq) + H2(g)

Reaction type 2
Acid + metal hydroxide ——h salt + water
Metal hydroxides include NaOH, Ca(OH)2 and Mg(OH)2.

The hydroxide ions from metal hydroxides react readily with the 
hydronium ion, H+(aq), from acids. The products of an acid–base reaction 
are a salt and water.

For example, the reaction between solutions of sulfuric acid and sodium 
hydroxide can be represented by the equation:

 H2SO4(aq) + 2NaOH(aq) ——h Na2SO4(aq) + 2H2O(l)

The sulfuric acid is ionised in solution and both sodium hydroxide and sodium 
sulfate are ionic and therefore dissociated in solution. Water, however, is a 
covalent molecular substance that does not ionise to any signifi cant extent. 
So the equation becomes:

 2H+(aq) + SO4
2−(aq) + 2Na+(aq) + 2OH−(aq) ——h

2Na+(aq) + SO4
2−(aq) + 2H2O(l)

The ionic equation is therefore:

 H+(aq) + OH−(aq) ——h H2O(l)

Acid Formula Anions 
produced in 
reactions

Sulfuric H2SO4 HSO4
− and SO4

2− 

Nitric HNO3 NO3
−

Hydrochloric HCl Cl−

Hydrofl uoric HF F−

Ethanoic CH3COOH CH3COO−

 TABLE 13.3 Some acids and 
the anions they produce

 Figure 13.8
Hydrogen gas is produced from the reaction of 
some metals with dilute acid.

!
Hydrogen gas is produced from metals when 
the acid solution is dilute. Some acids give 
gases other than hydrogen when concentrated.

→ salt + H2

→ salt + H2O
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!
Hydrogen gas is produced from metals when 
the acid solution is dilute. Some acids give 
gases other than hydrogen when concentrated.

FULL EQUATION

IONIC EQUATION
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The chloride ion is the only spectator ion. The ionic equation is therefore:

 2H+(aq) + Zn(s) ——h Zn2+(aq) + H2(g)

Reaction type 2
Acid + metal hydroxide ——h salt + water
Metal hydroxides include NaOH, Ca(OH)2 and Mg(OH)2.

The hydroxide ions from metal hydroxides react readily with the 
hydronium ion, H+(aq), from acids. The products of an acid–base reaction 
are a salt and water.

For example, the reaction between solutions of sulfuric acid and sodium 
hydroxide can be represented by the equation:

 H2SO4(aq) + 2NaOH(aq) ——h Na2SO4(aq) + 2H2O(l)

The sulfuric acid is ionised in solution and both sodium hydroxide and sodium 
sulfate are ionic and therefore dissociated in solution. Water, however, is a 
covalent molecular substance that does not ionise to any signifi cant extent. 
So the equation becomes:

 2H+(aq) + SO4
2−(aq) + 2Na+(aq) + 2OH−(aq) ——h

2Na+(aq) + SO4
2−(aq) + 2H2O(l)

The ionic equation is therefore:

 H+(aq) + OH−(aq) ——h H2O(l)

Acid Formula Anions 
produced in 
reactions

Sulfuric H2SO4 HSO4
− and SO4

2− 

Nitric HNO3 NO3
−

Hydrochloric HCl Cl−

Hydrofl uoric HF F−

Ethanoic CH3COOH CH3COO−

 TABLE 13.3 Some acids and 
the anions they produce

 Figure 13.8
Hydrogen gas is produced from the reaction of 
some metals with dilute acid.

!
Hydrogen gas is produced from metals when 
the acid solution is dilute. Some acids give 
gases other than hydrogen when concentrated.
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Reaction type 3
Acid + metal oxide ——h salt + water 
Metal oxides include Na2O, MgO, CaO and ZnO.

Metal oxides are usually basic oxides since they contain the oxide (O2−) 
ion. Water-soluble oxides tend to form the hydroxide ion:

 O2−(aq) + H2O(l) ——h 2OH−(aq)

When an acid is added to a metal oxide, a salt and water are produced.
For example, the reaction between dilute nitric acid and solid calcium 

oxide can be represented by the equation:

 2HNO3(aq) + CaO(s) ——h Ca(NO3)2(aq) + H2O(l)

The calcium oxide is a solid so the ions are not dissociated. The nitric acid 
is ionised in solution and calcium nitrate is ionic and therefore dissociated 
when dissolved in solution. So the equation becomes:

 2H+(aq) + 2NO3
−(aq) + CaO(s) ——h Ca2+(aq) + 2NO3

−(aq) + H2O(l)

The nitrate ions are spectator ions in this reaction and so the ionic equation is:

 2H+(aq) + CaO(s) ——h Ca2+(aq) + H2O(l)

Reaction type 4
Acid + metal carbonate ——h salt + water + carbon dioxide
Metal carbonates include Na2CO3, MgCO3 and CaCO3.

Acids reacting with metal carbonates produce carbon dioxide gas together 
with a salt and water.

For example, the reaction between a solution of nitric acid and solid 
magnesium carbonate can be represented by the equation:

 2HNO3(aq) + MgCO3(s) ——h Mg(NO3)2(aq) + H2O(l) + CO2(g)

The nitrate ions are spectator ions in this reaction and so the ionic equation is:

 2H+(aq) + MgCO3(s) ——h Mg2+(aq) + H2O(l) + CO2(g)

Reaction type 5
Acid + metal hydrogen carbonate ——h 

salt + water + carbon dioxide
Metal hydrogen carbonates include NaHCO3, KHCO3 and Ca(HCO3)2.

Acids added to metal hydrogen carbonates (also known as bicarbonates) 
also produce carbon dioxide together with a salt and water.

For example, the reaction between solutions of hydrochloric acid and 
sodium hydrogen carbonate can be represented by the equation:

 HCl(aq) + NaHCO3(aq) ——h NaCl(aq) + H2O(l) + CO2(g)

The sodium and chloride ions are spectator ions in this reaction and so the 
ionic equation is:

 H+(aq) + HCO3
−(aq) ——h H2O(l) + CO2(g)

!
Self-raising fl our contains tartaric acid and 
some sodium hydrogen carbonate (bicarbonate 
of soda). It is used in baking cakes because 
on heating in the oven, the acid and hydrogen 
carbonate react. Carbon dioxide is released, 
which causes the cake mixture to rise.

 Figure 13.9
Effervescence in this antacid preparation is due 
to hydrogen ions and hydrogen carbonate ions 
reacting together to produce bubbles of carbon 
dioxide.
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Reaction type 6
Acidic oxide (non-metal oxide) + base ——h salt + water 
Acidic oxides include SO2, SO3, P4O10 and CO2.

When non-metals react with oxygen, they tend to produce acidic oxides. 
That is, when these oxides are added to water, they form acidic solutions. 
The reactions of these with bases produce a salt and water. 

For example, the reaction between carbon dioxide and a solution of 
calcium hydroxide (limewater) can be represented by the equation:

 CO2(aq) + Ca(OH)2(aq) ——h CaCO3(s) + H2O(l) 

Table 13.4 lists some common acidic oxides and the anions they produce 
in reactions.

After writing ionic equations for a number of specifi c reactions, you will 
notice that many are the same. In most situations, each type of reaction will 
have a particular ionic equation. The more common of these are summarised 
in Table 13.5.

Acidic oxide Acid formed when oxide is added 
to water

Anion produced in reactions 
with bases

CO2 Carbonic acid (H2CO3) Carbonate (CO3
2−)

SO2 Sulfurous acid (H2SO3) Sulfi te (SO3
2−)

SO3 Sulfuric acid (H2SO4) Sulfate (SO4
2−)

P4O10 Phosphoric acid (H3PO4) Phosphate (PO4
3−)

 TABLE 13.4 Some common acidic oxides and the anions they produce

!
This reaction is used to test for the presence of 
carbon dioxide. When carbon dioxide is bubbled 
through calcium hydroxide or limewater, it 
forms a precipitate of calcium carbonate. The 
precipitate forms a suspension which makes 
the limewater look ‘milky’.

Reactants Ionic equation
Acid and metal 
hydroxide

H+(aq) + OH−(aq) —h 
H2O(l) 

Acid and metal 
carbonate

2H+(aq) + CO3
2−(aq) —h 

H2O(l) + CO2(g)
Acid and metal 
hydrogen 
carbonate

H+(aq) + HCO3
−(aq) —h 

H2O(l) + CO2(g)

 TABLE 13.5 Commonly used 
examples of ionic equations

13.2

Some generalisations can be made about the likely products of 
some reactions involving acids and bases:
 acid + reactive metal —h salt + hydrogen
 acid + metal hydroxide —h salt + water
 acid + metal oxide —h salt + water 

 acid + metal carbonate —h salt + water + carbon dioxide
 acid + metal hydrogen carbonate —h

salt + water + carbon dioxide
 acidic oxide + base —h salt + water 

summary

chemistry in action

We can fi nd many examples of the reactions of the types of reactions described above in 
the environment and in everyday life:
 The reaction between an acid and a metal oxide is used to remove the coating of iron 

oxide from steel before soldering. 
 Calcium hydroxide is used to reduce acidity in soils.
 Magnesium hydroxide is used to reduce acidity in our stomachs.
 Natural rainfall is slightly acidic because rain dissolves carbon dioxide from the air to 

produce carbonic acid (H2CO3):

 CO2(g) + H2O(l) ——h H2CO3(aq)

ychemistry in action

Acids in the environment and in everyday life

 Figure 13.10
Natural rainfall is slightly acidic.
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These and further attempts at defi ning acids and bases had a number of 
limitations. Arrhenius’ defi nition for example was restricted to acids and 
bases dissolved in water. One of the more useful defi nitions used today was 
fi rst proposed independently by the Danish chemist Johannes Brønsted and 
the English chemist Thomas Lowry in 1923. Brønsted and Lowry described 
reactions of acids as involving the donation of a hydrogen ion (H+). A 
hydrogen ion is a hydrogen atom that has lost its only electron. In most cases 
a hydrogen ion is a proton. Chemists often use the terms hydrogen ion and 
proton interchangeably.

!
Svante Arrhenius was awarded the Nobel prize 
for Chemistry in 1903.

!
About 0.015% of hydrogen atoms also contain 
a neutron in the nucleus (21H). This has no effect 
on acid behaviour. 

14.2  

Brønsted–Lowry acids and 
bases
According to the Brønsted–Lowry theory, a substance behaves as an acid 
when it donates a proton, i.e. H+, to a base. A substance behaves as a base 
when it accepts a proton from an acid. Hence:
 acids are proton donors and
 bases are proton acceptors.

As protons are exchanged from an acid to a base, this defi nition explains 
why acids and bases react together. For example, hydrogen chloride (HCl) is 
a molecular compound that is very soluble in water. In Chapter 10 you saw 
that the hydrogen chloride molecules ionise in water:

 HCl(g) + H2O(l) ——h H3O+(aq) + Cl−(aq)
 acid base

In an aqueous solution of hydrogen chloride, nearly all the hydrogen chloride 
is present as ions—virtually no molecules of hydrogen chloride remain. This 
solution is known as hydrochloric acid.

In this reaction, each hydrogen chloride molecule has donated a proton 
to a water molecule. According to the Brønsted–Lowry theory, the hydrogen 
chloride has acted as an acid. The water molecule has accepted a proton from 
the hydrogen chloride molecule, so has acted as a base.

 H+

 HCl(g) + H2O(l) ——h H3O+(aq) + Cl−(aq)
 acid base

Acid–base conjugate pairs
Because HCl and Cl− can be formed from each other by the loss or gain of a 
single proton, they are called a conjugate acid/base pair. Similarly, H3O+ and 
H2O are also a conjugate pair. A conjugate pair is two species which differ 
by a proton, i.e. H+. For the reaction between HCl and H2O, the conjugate 
pairs are shown as:
 
 HCl(g) + H2O(l) ——h H3O+(aq) + Cl−(aq)
 
 acid base acid base

Conjugate acid/base pairs
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In the next reaction, between NH3 and H2O, the conjugate acid–base 
pairs are NH4

+/NH3 and H2O/OH− because each acid differs from its 
corresponding base by one proton.
 
 NH3(aq) + H2O(l) ——h NH4

+(aq) + OH−(aq)
 
 base            acid                acid             base

The H+ ion in water
A hydrogen ion (or proton) in solution is represented as H3O+(aq) or, more 
simply, H+(aq) and is called the hydronium ion. The hydronium ion itself 
attracts more water molecules and is further hydrated. However, these water 
molecules are not as strongly attracted and their number is not constant.

Some common acids and bases
Acids and bases can be either molecular compounds or ions. For example, 
sodium carbonate (Na2CO3), when dissolved in water, releases sodium ions 
as (Na+) and carbonate ions (CO3

2−). The carbonate ion can act as a base. 
Figure 14.4 shows some common acids and bases and their conjugates.

An equation showing the reaction of a molecule or ion with water can be 
used to demonstrate acid or base behaviour of the reacting species.

For example, the acid H2SO4: 

 H2SO4(l) + H2O(l) ——h HSO4
−(aq) + H3O+(aq) Equation 1

 acid base

and the base O2−: 

 O2−(aq) + H2O(l) ——h OH−(aq) + OH−(aq) Equation 2
 base acid

Amphiprotic substances
Some substances can behave as either acids or bases, depending what they are 
reacting with, and can therefore donate or receive protons. Such substances 
are said to be amphiprotic.

In equation 1, water readily accepts a proton from sulfuric acid and 
acts as a base. In equation 2, water donates a proton to the oxide ion and 
therefore acts as an acid.

It is evident that water can act as either an acid or a base, depending on 
the solute present. If the solute is a stronger acid than water, then water will 
react as a base. If, however, the solute is a stronger base than water, water will 
react as an acid. Figure 14.5 lists some common amphiprotic substances.

 Figure 14.3
a The hydronium ion, H3O+, is the conjugate 
acid of water, b H2O.
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– H+

HCl
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Bases … accept a proton to form:
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H2O

NH4
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 Figure 14.4
Some common acids and bases.

!
Amphiprotic substances are sometimes called 
ampholytes.
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In the next reaction, between NH3 and H2O, the conjugate acid–base 
pairs are NH4

+/NH3 and H2O/OH− because each acid differs from its 
corresponding base by one proton.
 
 NH3(aq) + H2O(l) ——h NH4

+(aq) + OH−(aq)
 
 base            acid                acid             base

The H+ ion in water
A hydrogen ion (or proton) in solution is represented as H3O+(aq) or, more 
simply, H+(aq) and is called the hydronium ion. The hydronium ion itself 
attracts more water molecules and is further hydrated. However, these water 
molecules are not as strongly attracted and their number is not constant.

Some common acids and bases
Acids and bases can be either molecular compounds or ions. For example, 
sodium carbonate (Na2CO3), when dissolved in water, releases sodium ions 
as (Na+) and carbonate ions (CO3

2−). The carbonate ion can act as a base. 
Figure 14.4 shows some common acids and bases and their conjugates.

An equation showing the reaction of a molecule or ion with water can be 
used to demonstrate acid or base behaviour of the reacting species.

For example, the acid H2SO4: 

 H2SO4(l) + H2O(l) ——h HSO4
−(aq) + H3O+(aq) Equation 1

 acid base

and the base O2−: 

 O2−(aq) + H2O(l) ——h OH−(aq) + OH−(aq) Equation 2
 base acid

Amphiprotic substances
Some substances can behave as either acids or bases, depending what they are 
reacting with, and can therefore donate or receive protons. Such substances 
are said to be amphiprotic.

In equation 1, water readily accepts a proton from sulfuric acid and 
acts as a base. In equation 2, water donates a proton to the oxide ion and 
therefore acts as an acid.

It is evident that water can act as either an acid or a base, depending on 
the solute present. If the solute is a stronger acid than water, then water will 
react as a base. If, however, the solute is a stronger base than water, water will 
react as an acid. Figure 14.5 lists some common amphiprotic substances.

 Figure 14.3
a The hydronium ion, H3O+, is the conjugate 
acid of water, b H2O.
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Strong acids
It was mentioned previously that, when hydrogen chloride gas is bubbled 
through water, it ionises completely—virtually no hydrogen chloride 
molecules remain (Figure 14.6a). Similarly, pure HNO3 and H2SO4 are 
covalent molecular compounds, which also ionise completely in water:

 HCl(g) + H2O(l) ——h H3O+(aq) + Cl−(aq)
 H2SO4(l) + H2O(l) ——h H3O+(aq) + HSO4

−(aq)
 HNO3(l) + H2O(l) ——h H3O+(aq) + NO3

−(aq)

Acids that ionise completely in solution are called strong acids. Strong 
acids donate protons easily. Solutions of strong acids would contain ions, 
with virtually no unreacted acid molecules remaining. Hydrochloric acid, 
sulfuric acid and nitric acid are the most common strong acids.

Weak acids
Vinegar is a solution of ethanoic acid. Pure ethanoic acid is a polar covalent 
molecular compound that ionises in water to produce hydrogen ions and 
ethanoate (acetate) ions.

In a 1.0 M solution of ethanoic acid, only a small proportion (less than 1%) 
of the ethanoic acid molecules are ionised at any one time (Figure 14.6b). A 
1.0 M solution of ethanoic acid contains a high proportion of ethanoic acid 
molecules and some hydrogen ions and ethanoate (acetate) ions. At 25°C, in 
a 1.0 M solution of ethanoic acid, the concentration of CH3COO−(aq) and 
H+(aq) is only approximately 0.004 M. This is shown in an equation by the 
presence of reversible arrows:

 CH3COOH(l) + H2O(l)  CH3COO−(aq) + H3O+(aq)
 acid                     base

Ethanoic acid is, therefore, described as a weak acid in water.

Strong bases
The ionic compound sodium oxide (Na2O) dissociates in water, releasing 
sodium ions (Na+) and oxide ions (O2−). The oxide ions react completely 
with the water, accepting a proton to form hydroxide ions (OH−):

 O2−(aq) + H2O(l) ——h OH−(aq) + OH−(aq)
 base         acid

The oxide ion is an example of a strong base. Strong bases accept protons 
easily.

Sodium hydroxide is sometimes referred to as a strong base. However, 
according to the Brønsted–Lowry defi nition of acids and bases, it is more 
correct to say that sodium hydroxide is an ionic compound that is a source 
of the strong base OH−.

Weak bases
Ammonia is a covalent molecular compound that ionises in water by 
accepting a proton. This ionisation can be represented by the equation:

 NH3(aq) + H2O(l)  NH4
+(aq) + OH−(aq)

 base           acid

!
Aqueous solutions of bases are called alkalis. 
Calcium carbonate will react with acids, but is 
not considered an alkali because it is insoluble 
in water.

!
OH− is usually considered to be a base. However, 
it can act as a very weak acid by donating its 
proton to form the very strong base O2−. 

H2O(l)

H3O
+(aq)

Cl–(aq)

H2O(l)

CH3COO–(aq)

CH3COOH(aq)

H3O
+(aq)

 Figure 14.6
a In a 1 M solution, hydrochloric acid is virtually 
completely ionised in water. b However, in a 1 M 
solution of ethanoic acid, only a small proportion 
of ethanoic acid molecules are ionised. 
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Acids that ionise completely in solution are called strong acids. Strong 
acids donate protons easily. Solutions of strong acids would contain ions, 
with virtually no unreacted acid molecules remaining. Hydrochloric acid, 
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The ionic compound sodium oxide (Na2O) dissociates in water, releasing 
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correct to say that sodium hydroxide is an ionic compound that is a source 
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 Figure 14.7
The relative strengths of some acid and base 
pairs. Note that the stronger the acid, the 
weaker its conjugate base.

Ammonia is behaving here as a base because it has gained a proton. Water 
has donated a proton and so is behaving as an acid. Only a small proportion 
of ammonia molecules ionise so that a 1.0 M solution of ammonia contains 
mostly ammonia molecules together with some ammonium ions and 
hydroxide ions. This is shown in the equation by the presence of reversible 
arrows. Ammonia is a weak base in water.

Polyprotic acids
Some acids are capable of donating more than one proton from each 
molecule and are said to be polyprotic. The number of hydrogen ions an 
acid can donate depends on the structure of the acid. 
1 Monoprotic acids can donate only one proton and include hydrochloric 

acid (HCl), hydrofl uoric acid (HF), nitric acid (HNO3) and ethanoic acid 
(CH3COOH).

2 Diprotic acids, such as sulfuric acid (H2SO4) and carbonic acid (H2CO3), 
can donate two protons.

3 Triprotic acids can donate three protons. These include phosphoric 
(H3PO4) and boric (H3BO3) acid.

Polyprotic acids do not donate all their protons at once, but do so in steps 
when reacting with a base. 

Sulfuric acid (H2SO4) is diprotic, meaning it has two protons that it can 
donate to a base. A diprotic acid ionises in two stages, for example:

Stage 1

 H2SO4(l) + H2O(l) ——h HSO4
−(aq) + H3O+(aq)

Sulfuric acid is a strong acid in water and so this stage occurs to completion. 
Virtually no H2SO4 molecules are found in an aqueous solution.

Stage 2. The HSO4
− ion formed in Stage 1 can also act as an acid. In a 

1.0 M solution, only a small proportion of those ions react further to produce 
H3O+ ions and SO4

2− ions.

 HSO4
−(aq) + H2O(l)  SO4

2−(aq) + H3O+(aq) 

HSO4
− is a weak acid. A solution of sulfuric acid, therefore, contains 

hydrogen ions, hydrogen sulfate ions and sulfate ions.
Phosphoric acid (H3PO4) can ionise in three stages and is called a triprotic 

acid. Phosphoric acid is a weak acid in water, and so, in a 1.0 M solution of 
phosphoric acid, only a small proportion of the protons are donated at each 
ionisation stage. The extent of the ionisation decreases progressively from 
Stages 1 to 3. 

 (1) H3PO4(aq) + H2O(l)  H2PO4
−(aq) + H3O+(aq)

 (2) H2PO4
−(aq) + H2O(l)  HPO4

2−(aq) + H3O+(aq)

 (3) HPO4
2−(aq) + H2O(l)  PO4

3−(aq) + H3O+(aq)

So far, we have only discussed the relative strengths of acids and bases in 
water. It must be noted, however, that when added to a base stronger than 
water, a weak acid will ionise to a greater extent. For example, a strong base, 
such as OH−, will accept the second proton from H2SO4 and the second and 
third proton from H3PO4.

Similarly, a weak base will ionise to a greater extent if added to a strong 
acid.

It is diffi cult to judge how many protons can be donated by an acid 
by looking at its formula alone. Ethanoic acid (CH3COOH) contains four 
hydrogen atoms, yet each molecule can donate only one proton to produce 
an ethanoate ion (CH3COO−) and is therefore a monoprotic acid. Only the 
hydrogen that is part of the highly polar O–H bond is donated as a proton 
in water. In general, each hydrogen ion that is donated by an acid molecule 
is involved in a very polar bond (Figure 14.8).

C C

O

O – H +
H

H

H

acidic proton

 Figure 14.8
Each ethanoic acid molecule donates only one 
proton to a water molecule.

Polyprotic acids can 
donate >1 proton. 

For example:

H+ totally 
dissociated

H+ partially 
dissociated

6 Reactions of Acids

FULL EQUATION
IONIC EQUATION

FULL EQUATION
IONIC EQUATION

B-L ACID B-L BASE CONJ. ACID CONJ. BASE

B-L ACIDB-L BASE CONJ. ACID CONJ. BASE

17 Vitamin C (C6H8O6) is a monoprotic acid. The vitamin C content of a 
tablet was determined by titration with NaOH solution. 0.300 g of a 
tablet required 19.62 mL of 0.0832 M NaOH for complete reaction. 
Calculate the percentage of vitamin C in the tablet.

18 An antacid contains magnesium hydroxide (Mg(OH)2) as the active 
ingredient. 0.138 g of antacid was crushed and added to 20 mL of 
water. This mixture required 18.92 mL of 0.200 M hydrochloric acid 
for neutralisation. Calculate the percentage by mass of Mg(OH)2 in 
the antacid.

Titration curves

During a titration, the pH of the solution in the reaction fl ask changes as 
more solution is added from the burette. Consider the titration of 20.00 mL 
of 0.10 M HCl with 0.10 M NaOH. Initially, the pH of the fl ask contents 
will be 1.0 (the pH of an 0.10 M HCl solution). As NaOH is added, the pH 
rises slowly at fi rst, but then rises very sharply at the equivalence point. 
At that point, the pH is 7, because the solution contains water, sodium ions 
and chloride ions only—all neutral species. Beyond the equivalence point, 
as more NaOH is added, the pH rises slowly again. A graph of pH change 
with the addition of NaOH is shown in fi gure 3.2.7 and is an example of 
a titration curve. Notice that near the equivalence point the pH rises 
sharply from pH 3 to pH 11. The sudden change in pH at that point could 
occur with the addition of as little as one drop of NaOH solution. Any 
indicator that changes colour in this range could be used for this titration.

volume of 0.10 M NaOH added (mL)
10

2

4

6

8

pH

10

12

20 30

pH range for 
phenolphthalein (8.3–10)

pH range for
methyl orange (3.1–4.4)

0
0

Figure 3.2.7 Titration curve for a strong acid with a strong base.

Consider now the titration of 20.00 mL of 0.10 M ethanoic acid (CH3COOH)
with 0.10 M NaOH. Ethanoic acid is a weak acid. The product of its reaction 
with NaOH is a weak base, ethanoate ion (CH3COO−). At the equivalence point 
of this titration, the products in the reaction fl ask will include this weak base, 
hence the pH will be above 7, due to the reaction:

CH3COO−(aq) + H2O(l) → CH3COOH(aq) + OH−(aq)

CHEM SNIPPET *Fast-acting relief

Sometimes, due to stress or 
overindulgence, the stomach 
overproduces hydrochloric 
acid. Supermarket and chemist 
shelves contain a vast array of 
products—antacids—to deal with 
this overproduction. Despite the 
range, there are only a few antacid 
ingredients—all bases. The common 
ingredients are sodium bicarbonate 
(NaHCO3), calcium carbonate, 
aluminium hydroxide, magnesium 
carbonate and magnesium hydroxide. 
Each ingredient reacts with the acid to 
relieve the problem. Each comes with 
possible side-effects from overuse, 
including constipation, alkalosis (the 
blood becoming too alkaline) and 
laxative effects. The various products 
may also contain fi llers, such as starch 
to bind the ingredients together and 
sugar to sweeten the bitter taste of 
the base. Claims of fast-acting and 
rapid relief mean very little, as all acid–
base reactions involved are very fast.

Figure 3.2.8 A variety of antacids are available 
to neutralise the effects of the overproduction of 
stomach acid.
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• pipette one solution into a conical flask (the sample of liquid 
is called an aliquot, and it has known concentration) 

• titrate the other solution into the conical flask using a burette 
• continue titrating until equivalence point is reached (which is 

approximated as being the end point of the indicator… so 
choose your indicator carefully!) see page 11 of data booklet 

• repeat the whole process several times

find the conc 

of a soln

03333333303003Volumetric analysis

31

2 The other solution is dispensed slowly into the titration fl ask from a 
burette.

3 The equivalence point is the point during the titration when the solutions 
have been mixed in the mole ratio shown by the reaction equation. The 
volume of solution delivered by the burette is known as the titre.

4 To minimise errors, the titration is repeated several times and the average 
titre found.

For example, in the reaction:

HCl(aq) + NaOH(aq) –—h NaCl(aq) + H2O(l)

the equivalence point is reached when the reactants have been mixed in 
the mole ratio given by the equation (the stoichiometic ratio). At this point 
n(HCl) = n(NaOH) = 1.

Similarly, in the reaction:

2HCl(aq) + Ca(OH)2(aq) –—h CaCl2(aq) + 2H2O(l)

the equivalence point is reached when the mole ratio n(HCl(aq) ) : 
n(Ca(OH)2(aq) ) = 2 : 1. In this case, the equivalence point is reached when 
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Acids also react with many compounds such as metal hydroxides and 
metal carbonates. A salt is again produced with each of these, together with 
water. In the case of metal carbonates, carbon dioxide is also formed. 

General reaction types involving acids
There are numerous ways in which acids and bases react. It is possible, 
however, to group some reactions together on the basis of the similarity of 
the reactants involved and products formed. As long as we remember that 
identifi cation of reaction products should be based on experimental data, 
these groups, or reaction types, can be useful.

The following are six of the more common reaction types. For each 
reaction type, an example is given. 

Reaction type 1
Acid + reactive metal ——h salt + hydrogen
Reactive metals include Ca, Mg, K and Zn but not Cu, Ag or Au.

When dilute acids are added to main group metals, and some transition 
metals, bubbles of hydrogen gas are released, and a salt is formed. 

For example, the reaction between dilute hydrochloric acid and zinc 
metal can be represented by the equation:

 2HCl(aq) + Zn(s) ——h ZnCl2(aq) + H2(g)

This reaction can also be represented by an ionic equation. In aqueous 
solution the hydrochloric acid is ionised and the zinc chloride (an ionic 
compound) is dissociated. The equation can therefore be written as:

 2H+(aq) + 2Cl−(aq) + Zn(s) ——h Zn2+(aq) + 2Cl−(aq) + H2(g)

The chloride ion is the only spectator ion. The ionic equation is therefore:

 2H+(aq) + Zn(s) ——h Zn2+(aq) + H2(g)

Reaction type 2
Acid + metal hydroxide ——h salt + water
Metal hydroxides include NaOH, Ca(OH)2 and Mg(OH)2.

The hydroxide ions from metal hydroxides react readily with the 
hydronium ion, H+(aq), from acids. The products of an acid–base reaction 
are a salt and water.

For example, the reaction between solutions of sulfuric acid and sodium 
hydroxide can be represented by the equation:

 H2SO4(aq) + 2NaOH(aq) ——h Na2SO4(aq) + 2H2O(l)

The sulfuric acid is ionised in solution and both sodium hydroxide and sodium 
sulfate are ionic and therefore dissociated in solution. Water, however, is a 
covalent molecular substance that does not ionise to any signifi cant extent. 
So the equation becomes:

 2H+(aq) + SO4
2−(aq) + 2Na+(aq) + 2OH−(aq) ——h

2Na+(aq) + SO4
2−(aq) + 2H2O(l)

The ionic equation is therefore:

 H+(aq) + OH−(aq) ——h H2O(l)

Acid Formula Anions 
produced in 
reactions

Sulfuric H2SO4 HSO4
− and SO4

2− 

Nitric HNO3 NO3
−

Hydrochloric HCl Cl−

Hydrofl uoric HF F−

Ethanoic CH3COOH CH3COO−

 TABLE 13.3 Some acids and 
the anions they produce

 Figure 13.8
Hydrogen gas is produced from the reaction of 
some metals with dilute acid.

!
Hydrogen gas is produced from metals when 
the acid solution is dilute. Some acids give 
gases other than hydrogen when concentrated.

→ salt + H2

→ salt + H2O
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Reaction type 3
Acid + metal oxide ——h salt + water 
Metal oxides include Na2O, MgO, CaO and ZnO.

Metal oxides are usually basic oxides since they contain the oxide (O2−) 
ion. Water-soluble oxides tend to form the hydroxide ion:

 O2−(aq) + H2O(l) ——h 2OH−(aq)

When an acid is added to a metal oxide, a salt and water are produced.
For example, the reaction between dilute nitric acid and solid calcium 

oxide can be represented by the equation:

 2HNO3(aq) + CaO(s) ——h Ca(NO3)2(aq) + H2O(l)

The calcium oxide is a solid so the ions are not dissociated. The nitric acid 
is ionised in solution and calcium nitrate is ionic and therefore dissociated 
when dissolved in solution. So the equation becomes:

 2H+(aq) + 2NO3
−(aq) + CaO(s) ——h Ca2+(aq) + 2NO3

−(aq) + H2O(l)

The nitrate ions are spectator ions in this reaction and so the ionic equation is:

 2H+(aq) + CaO(s) ——h Ca2+(aq) + H2O(l)

Reaction type 4
Acid + metal carbonate ——h salt + water + carbon dioxide
Metal carbonates include Na2CO3, MgCO3 and CaCO3.

Acids reacting with metal carbonates produce carbon dioxide gas together 
with a salt and water.

For example, the reaction between a solution of nitric acid and solid 
magnesium carbonate can be represented by the equation:

 2HNO3(aq) + MgCO3(s) ——h Mg(NO3)2(aq) + H2O(l) + CO2(g)

The nitrate ions are spectator ions in this reaction and so the ionic equation is:

 2H+(aq) + MgCO3(s) ——h Mg2+(aq) + H2O(l) + CO2(g)

Reaction type 5
Acid + metal hydrogen carbonate ——h 

salt + water + carbon dioxide
Metal hydrogen carbonates include NaHCO3, KHCO3 and Ca(HCO3)2.

Acids added to metal hydrogen carbonates (also known as bicarbonates) 
also produce carbon dioxide together with a salt and water.

For example, the reaction between solutions of hydrochloric acid and 
sodium hydrogen carbonate can be represented by the equation:

 HCl(aq) + NaHCO3(aq) ——h NaCl(aq) + H2O(l) + CO2(g)

The sodium and chloride ions are spectator ions in this reaction and so the 
ionic equation is:

 H+(aq) + HCO3
−(aq) ——h H2O(l) + CO2(g)

!
Self-raising fl our contains tartaric acid and 
some sodium hydrogen carbonate (bicarbonate 
of soda). It is used in baking cakes because 
on heating in the oven, the acid and hydrogen 
carbonate react. Carbon dioxide is released, 
which causes the cake mixture to rise.

 Figure 13.9
Effervescence in this antacid preparation is due 
to hydrogen ions and hydrogen carbonate ions 
reacting together to produce bubbles of carbon 
dioxide.
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magnesium carbonate can be represented by the equation:

 2HNO3(aq) + MgCO3(s) ——h Mg(NO3)2(aq) + H2O(l) + CO2(g)

The nitrate ions are spectator ions in this reaction and so the ionic equation is:

 2H+(aq) + MgCO3(s) ——h Mg2+(aq) + H2O(l) + CO2(g)

Reaction type 5
Acid + metal hydrogen carbonate ——h 

salt + water + carbon dioxide
Metal hydrogen carbonates include NaHCO3, KHCO3 and Ca(HCO3)2.

Acids added to metal hydrogen carbonates (also known as bicarbonates) 
also produce carbon dioxide together with a salt and water.

For example, the reaction between solutions of hydrochloric acid and 
sodium hydrogen carbonate can be represented by the equation:

 HCl(aq) + NaHCO3(aq) ——h NaCl(aq) + H2O(l) + CO2(g)

The sodium and chloride ions are spectator ions in this reaction and so the 
ionic equation is:

 H+(aq) + HCO3
−(aq) ——h H2O(l) + CO2(g)

!
Self-raising fl our contains tartaric acid and 
some sodium hydrogen carbonate (bicarbonate 
of soda). It is used in baking cakes because 
on heating in the oven, the acid and hydrogen 
carbonate react. Carbon dioxide is released, 
which causes the cake mixture to rise.

 Figure 13.9
Effervescence in this antacid preparation is due 
to hydrogen ions and hydrogen carbonate ions 
reacting together to produce bubbles of carbon 
dioxide.
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Reaction type 3
Acid + metal oxide ——h salt + water 
Metal oxides include Na2O, MgO, CaO and ZnO.

Metal oxides are usually basic oxides since they contain the oxide (O2−) 
ion. Water-soluble oxides tend to form the hydroxide ion:

 O2−(aq) + H2O(l) ——h 2OH−(aq)

When an acid is added to a metal oxide, a salt and water are produced.
For example, the reaction between dilute nitric acid and solid calcium 

oxide can be represented by the equation:

 2HNO3(aq) + CaO(s) ——h Ca(NO3)2(aq) + H2O(l)

The calcium oxide is a solid so the ions are not dissociated. The nitric acid 
is ionised in solution and calcium nitrate is ionic and therefore dissociated 
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For example, the reaction between a solution of nitric acid and solid 
magnesium carbonate can be represented by the equation:
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The nitrate ions are spectator ions in this reaction and so the ionic equation is:
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Metal hydrogen carbonates include NaHCO3, KHCO3 and Ca(HCO3)2.

Acids added to metal hydrogen carbonates (also known as bicarbonates) 
also produce carbon dioxide together with a salt and water.

For example, the reaction between solutions of hydrochloric acid and 
sodium hydrogen carbonate can be represented by the equation:

 HCl(aq) + NaHCO3(aq) ——h NaCl(aq) + H2O(l) + CO2(g)

The sodium and chloride ions are spectator ions in this reaction and so the 
ionic equation is:

 H+(aq) + HCO3
−(aq) ——h H2O(l) + CO2(g)

!
Self-raising fl our contains tartaric acid and 
some sodium hydrogen carbonate (bicarbonate 
of soda). It is used in baking cakes because 
on heating in the oven, the acid and hydrogen 
carbonate react. Carbon dioxide is released, 
which causes the cake mixture to rise.

 Figure 13.9
Effervescence in this antacid preparation is due 
to hydrogen ions and hydrogen carbonate ions 
reacting together to produce bubbles of carbon 
dioxide.
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Reaction type 6
Acidic oxide (non-metal oxide) + base ——h salt + water 
Acidic oxides include SO2, SO3, P4O10 and CO2.

When non-metals react with oxygen, they tend to produce acidic oxides. 
That is, when these oxides are added to water, they form acidic solutions. 
The reactions of these with bases produce a salt and water. 

For example, the reaction between carbon dioxide and a solution of 
calcium hydroxide (limewater) can be represented by the equation:

 CO2(aq) + Ca(OH)2(aq) ——h CaCO3(s) + H2O(l) 

Table 13.4 lists some common acidic oxides and the anions they produce 
in reactions.

After writing ionic equations for a number of specifi c reactions, you will 
notice that many are the same. In most situations, each type of reaction will 
have a particular ionic equation. The more common of these are summarised 
in Table 13.5.

Acidic oxide Acid formed when oxide is added 
to water

Anion produced in reactions 
with bases

CO2 Carbonic acid (H2CO3) Carbonate (CO3
2−)

SO2 Sulfurous acid (H2SO3) Sulfi te (SO3
2−)

SO3 Sulfuric acid (H2SO4) Sulfate (SO4
2−)

P4O10 Phosphoric acid (H3PO4) Phosphate (PO4
3−)

 TABLE 13.4 Some common acidic oxides and the anions they produce

!
This reaction is used to test for the presence of 
carbon dioxide. When carbon dioxide is bubbled 
through calcium hydroxide or limewater, it 
forms a precipitate of calcium carbonate. The 
precipitate forms a suspension which makes 
the limewater look ‘milky’.

Reactants Ionic equation
Acid and metal 
hydroxide

H+(aq) + OH−(aq) —h 
H2O(l) 

Acid and metal 
carbonate

2H+(aq) + CO3
2−(aq) —h 

H2O(l) + CO2(g)
Acid and metal 
hydrogen 
carbonate

H+(aq) + HCO3
−(aq) —h 

H2O(l) + CO2(g)

 TABLE 13.5 Commonly used 
examples of ionic equations

13.2

Some generalisations can be made about the likely products of 
some reactions involving acids and bases:
 acid + reactive metal —h salt + hydrogen
 acid + metal hydroxide —h salt + water
 acid + metal oxide —h salt + water 

 acid + metal carbonate —h salt + water + carbon dioxide
 acid + metal hydrogen carbonate —h

salt + water + carbon dioxide
 acidic oxide + base —h salt + water 

summary

chemistry in action

We can fi nd many examples of the reactions of the types of reactions described above in 
the environment and in everyday life:
 The reaction between an acid and a metal oxide is used to remove the coating of iron 

oxide from steel before soldering. 
 Calcium hydroxide is used to reduce acidity in soils.
 Magnesium hydroxide is used to reduce acidity in our stomachs.
 Natural rainfall is slightly acidic because rain dissolves carbon dioxide from the air to 

produce carbonic acid (H2CO3):

 CO2(g) + H2O(l) ——h H2CO3(aq)

ychemistry in action

Acids in the environment and in everyday life

 Figure 13.10
Natural rainfall is slightly acidic.
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These and further attempts at defi ning acids and bases had a number of 
limitations. Arrhenius’ defi nition for example was restricted to acids and 
bases dissolved in water. One of the more useful defi nitions used today was 
fi rst proposed independently by the Danish chemist Johannes Brønsted and 
the English chemist Thomas Lowry in 1923. Brønsted and Lowry described 
reactions of acids as involving the donation of a hydrogen ion (H+). A 
hydrogen ion is a hydrogen atom that has lost its only electron. In most cases 
a hydrogen ion is a proton. Chemists often use the terms hydrogen ion and 
proton interchangeably.

!
Svante Arrhenius was awarded the Nobel prize 
for Chemistry in 1903.

!
About 0.015% of hydrogen atoms also contain 
a neutron in the nucleus (21H). This has no effect 
on acid behaviour. 

14.2  

Brønsted–Lowry acids and 
bases
According to the Brønsted–Lowry theory, a substance behaves as an acid 
when it donates a proton, i.e. H+, to a base. A substance behaves as a base 
when it accepts a proton from an acid. Hence:
 acids are proton donors and
 bases are proton acceptors.

As protons are exchanged from an acid to a base, this defi nition explains 
why acids and bases react together. For example, hydrogen chloride (HCl) is 
a molecular compound that is very soluble in water. In Chapter 10 you saw 
that the hydrogen chloride molecules ionise in water:

 HCl(g) + H2O(l) ——h H3O+(aq) + Cl−(aq)
 acid base

In an aqueous solution of hydrogen chloride, nearly all the hydrogen chloride 
is present as ions—virtually no molecules of hydrogen chloride remain. This 
solution is known as hydrochloric acid.

In this reaction, each hydrogen chloride molecule has donated a proton 
to a water molecule. According to the Brønsted–Lowry theory, the hydrogen 
chloride has acted as an acid. The water molecule has accepted a proton from 
the hydrogen chloride molecule, so has acted as a base.

 H+

 HCl(g) + H2O(l) ——h H3O+(aq) + Cl−(aq)
 acid base

Acid–base conjugate pairs
Because HCl and Cl− can be formed from each other by the loss or gain of a 
single proton, they are called a conjugate acid/base pair. Similarly, H3O+ and 
H2O are also a conjugate pair. A conjugate pair is two species which differ 
by a proton, i.e. H+. For the reaction between HCl and H2O, the conjugate 
pairs are shown as:
 
 HCl(g) + H2O(l) ——h H3O+(aq) + Cl−(aq)
 
 acid base acid base

Conjugate acid/base pairs
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In the next reaction, between NH3 and H2O, the conjugate acid–base 
pairs are NH4

+/NH3 and H2O/OH− because each acid differs from its 
corresponding base by one proton.
 
 NH3(aq) + H2O(l) ——h NH4

+(aq) + OH−(aq)
 
 base            acid                acid             base

The H+ ion in water
A hydrogen ion (or proton) in solution is represented as H3O+(aq) or, more 
simply, H+(aq) and is called the hydronium ion. The hydronium ion itself 
attracts more water molecules and is further hydrated. However, these water 
molecules are not as strongly attracted and their number is not constant.

Some common acids and bases
Acids and bases can be either molecular compounds or ions. For example, 
sodium carbonate (Na2CO3), when dissolved in water, releases sodium ions 
as (Na+) and carbonate ions (CO3

2−). The carbonate ion can act as a base. 
Figure 14.4 shows some common acids and bases and their conjugates.

An equation showing the reaction of a molecule or ion with water can be 
used to demonstrate acid or base behaviour of the reacting species.

For example, the acid H2SO4: 

 H2SO4(l) + H2O(l) ——h HSO4
−(aq) + H3O+(aq) Equation 1

 acid base

and the base O2−: 

 O2−(aq) + H2O(l) ——h OH−(aq) + OH−(aq) Equation 2
 base acid

Amphiprotic substances
Some substances can behave as either acids or bases, depending what they are 
reacting with, and can therefore donate or receive protons. Such substances 
are said to be amphiprotic.

In equation 1, water readily accepts a proton from sulfuric acid and 
acts as a base. In equation 2, water donates a proton to the oxide ion and 
therefore acts as an acid.

It is evident that water can act as either an acid or a base, depending on 
the solute present. If the solute is a stronger acid than water, then water will 
react as a base. If, however, the solute is a stronger base than water, water will 
react as an acid. Figure 14.5 lists some common amphiprotic substances.

 Figure 14.3
a The hydronium ion, H3O+, is the conjugate 
acid of water, b H2O.
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 Figure 14.4
Some common acids and bases.

!
Amphiprotic substances are sometimes called 
ampholytes.
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to form:
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 Figure 14.5
Substances that are amphiprotic.

chemfact
When acids react with water, hydronium (H3O+) 
ions are produced. When bases react with 
water, hydroxide (OH−) ions are produced.

aa
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Example 1

Example 2
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In the next reaction, between NH3 and H2O, the conjugate acid–base 
pairs are NH4

+/NH3 and H2O/OH− because each acid differs from its 
corresponding base by one proton.
 
 NH3(aq) + H2O(l) ——h NH4

+(aq) + OH−(aq)
 
 base            acid                acid             base

The H+ ion in water
A hydrogen ion (or proton) in solution is represented as H3O+(aq) or, more 
simply, H+(aq) and is called the hydronium ion. The hydronium ion itself 
attracts more water molecules and is further hydrated. However, these water 
molecules are not as strongly attracted and their number is not constant.

Some common acids and bases
Acids and bases can be either molecular compounds or ions. For example, 
sodium carbonate (Na2CO3), when dissolved in water, releases sodium ions 
as (Na+) and carbonate ions (CO3

2−). The carbonate ion can act as a base. 
Figure 14.4 shows some common acids and bases and their conjugates.

An equation showing the reaction of a molecule or ion with water can be 
used to demonstrate acid or base behaviour of the reacting species.

For example, the acid H2SO4: 

 H2SO4(l) + H2O(l) ——h HSO4
−(aq) + H3O+(aq) Equation 1

 acid base

and the base O2−: 

 O2−(aq) + H2O(l) ——h OH−(aq) + OH−(aq) Equation 2
 base acid

Amphiprotic substances
Some substances can behave as either acids or bases, depending what they are 
reacting with, and can therefore donate or receive protons. Such substances 
are said to be amphiprotic.

In equation 1, water readily accepts a proton from sulfuric acid and 
acts as a base. In equation 2, water donates a proton to the oxide ion and 
therefore acts as an acid.

It is evident that water can act as either an acid or a base, depending on 
the solute present. If the solute is a stronger acid than water, then water will 
react as a base. If, however, the solute is a stronger base than water, water will 
react as an acid. Figure 14.5 lists some common amphiprotic substances.

 Figure 14.3
a The hydronium ion, H3O+, is the conjugate 
acid of water, b H2O.
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ions are produced. When bases react with 
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Strong and Weak Acids and Bases
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Strong acids
It was mentioned previously that, when hydrogen chloride gas is bubbled 
through water, it ionises completely—virtually no hydrogen chloride 
molecules remain (Figure 14.6a). Similarly, pure HNO3 and H2SO4 are 
covalent molecular compounds, which also ionise completely in water:

 HCl(g) + H2O(l) ——h H3O+(aq) + Cl−(aq)
 H2SO4(l) + H2O(l) ——h H3O+(aq) + HSO4

−(aq)
 HNO3(l) + H2O(l) ——h H3O+(aq) + NO3

−(aq)

Acids that ionise completely in solution are called strong acids. Strong 
acids donate protons easily. Solutions of strong acids would contain ions, 
with virtually no unreacted acid molecules remaining. Hydrochloric acid, 
sulfuric acid and nitric acid are the most common strong acids.

Weak acids
Vinegar is a solution of ethanoic acid. Pure ethanoic acid is a polar covalent 
molecular compound that ionises in water to produce hydrogen ions and 
ethanoate (acetate) ions.

In a 1.0 M solution of ethanoic acid, only a small proportion (less than 1%) 
of the ethanoic acid molecules are ionised at any one time (Figure 14.6b). A 
1.0 M solution of ethanoic acid contains a high proportion of ethanoic acid 
molecules and some hydrogen ions and ethanoate (acetate) ions. At 25°C, in 
a 1.0 M solution of ethanoic acid, the concentration of CH3COO−(aq) and 
H+(aq) is only approximately 0.004 M. This is shown in an equation by the 
presence of reversible arrows:

 CH3COOH(l) + H2O(l)  CH3COO−(aq) + H3O+(aq)
 acid                     base

Ethanoic acid is, therefore, described as a weak acid in water.

Strong bases
The ionic compound sodium oxide (Na2O) dissociates in water, releasing 
sodium ions (Na+) and oxide ions (O2−). The oxide ions react completely 
with the water, accepting a proton to form hydroxide ions (OH−):

 O2−(aq) + H2O(l) ——h OH−(aq) + OH−(aq)
 base         acid

The oxide ion is an example of a strong base. Strong bases accept protons 
easily.

Sodium hydroxide is sometimes referred to as a strong base. However, 
according to the Brønsted–Lowry defi nition of acids and bases, it is more 
correct to say that sodium hydroxide is an ionic compound that is a source 
of the strong base OH−.

Weak bases
Ammonia is a covalent molecular compound that ionises in water by 
accepting a proton. This ionisation can be represented by the equation:

 NH3(aq) + H2O(l)  NH4
+(aq) + OH−(aq)

 base           acid

!
Aqueous solutions of bases are called alkalis. 
Calcium carbonate will react with acids, but is 
not considered an alkali because it is insoluble 
in water.

!
OH− is usually considered to be a base. However, 
it can act as a very weak acid by donating its 
proton to form the very strong base O2−. 

H2O(l)

H3O
+(aq)

Cl–(aq)

H2O(l)

CH3COO–(aq)

CH3COOH(aq)

H3O
+(aq)

 Figure 14.6
a In a 1 M solution, hydrochloric acid is virtually 
completely ionised in water. b However, in a 1 M 
solution of ethanoic acid, only a small proportion 
of ethanoic acid molecules are ionised. 

a

b
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It was mentioned previously that, when hydrogen chloride gas is bubbled 
through water, it ionises completely—virtually no hydrogen chloride 
molecules remain (Figure 14.6a). Similarly, pure HNO3 and H2SO4 are 
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Acids that ionise completely in solution are called strong acids. Strong 
acids donate protons easily. Solutions of strong acids would contain ions, 
with virtually no unreacted acid molecules remaining. Hydrochloric acid, 
sulfuric acid and nitric acid are the most common strong acids.

Weak acids
Vinegar is a solution of ethanoic acid. Pure ethanoic acid is a polar covalent 
molecular compound that ionises in water to produce hydrogen ions and 
ethanoate (acetate) ions.

In a 1.0 M solution of ethanoic acid, only a small proportion (less than 1%) 
of the ethanoic acid molecules are ionised at any one time (Figure 14.6b). A 
1.0 M solution of ethanoic acid contains a high proportion of ethanoic acid 
molecules and some hydrogen ions and ethanoate (acetate) ions. At 25°C, in 
a 1.0 M solution of ethanoic acid, the concentration of CH3COO−(aq) and 
H+(aq) is only approximately 0.004 M. This is shown in an equation by the 
presence of reversible arrows:

 CH3COOH(l) + H2O(l)  CH3COO−(aq) + H3O+(aq)
 acid                     base

Ethanoic acid is, therefore, described as a weak acid in water.

Strong bases
The ionic compound sodium oxide (Na2O) dissociates in water, releasing 
sodium ions (Na+) and oxide ions (O2−). The oxide ions react completely 
with the water, accepting a proton to form hydroxide ions (OH−):

 O2−(aq) + H2O(l) ——h OH−(aq) + OH−(aq)
 base         acid

The oxide ion is an example of a strong base. Strong bases accept protons 
easily.

Sodium hydroxide is sometimes referred to as a strong base. However, 
according to the Brønsted–Lowry defi nition of acids and bases, it is more 
correct to say that sodium hydroxide is an ionic compound that is a source 
of the strong base OH−.
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Ammonia is a covalent molecular compound that ionises in water by 
accepting a proton. This ionisation can be represented by the equation:

 NH3(aq) + H2O(l)  NH4
+(aq) + OH−(aq)

 base           acid

!
Aqueous solutions of bases are called alkalis. 
Calcium carbonate will react with acids, but is 
not considered an alkali because it is insoluble 
in water.

!
OH− is usually considered to be a base. However, 
it can act as a very weak acid by donating its 
proton to form the very strong base O2−. 
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Strong acids
It was mentioned previously that, when hydrogen chloride gas is bubbled 
through water, it ionises completely—virtually no hydrogen chloride 
molecules remain (Figure 14.6a). Similarly, pure HNO3 and H2SO4 are 
covalent molecular compounds, which also ionise completely in water:
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Acids that ionise completely in solution are called strong acids. Strong 
acids donate protons easily. Solutions of strong acids would contain ions, 
with virtually no unreacted acid molecules remaining. Hydrochloric acid, 
sulfuric acid and nitric acid are the most common strong acids.
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Vinegar is a solution of ethanoic acid. Pure ethanoic acid is a polar covalent 
molecular compound that ionises in water to produce hydrogen ions and 
ethanoate (acetate) ions.
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H+(aq) is only approximately 0.004 M. This is shown in an equation by the 
presence of reversible arrows:
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Ethanoic acid is, therefore, described as a weak acid in water.
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The ionic compound sodium oxide (Na2O) dissociates in water, releasing 
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 O2−(aq) + H2O(l) ——h OH−(aq) + OH−(aq)
 base         acid

The oxide ion is an example of a strong base. Strong bases accept protons 
easily.

Sodium hydroxide is sometimes referred to as a strong base. However, 
according to the Brønsted–Lowry defi nition of acids and bases, it is more 
correct to say that sodium hydroxide is an ionic compound that is a source 
of the strong base OH−.
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covalent molecular compounds, which also ionise completely in water:

 HCl(g) + H2O(l) ——h H3O+(aq) + Cl−(aq)
 H2SO4(l) + H2O(l) ——h H3O+(aq) + HSO4

−(aq)
 HNO3(l) + H2O(l) ——h H3O+(aq) + NO3

−(aq)

Acids that ionise completely in solution are called strong acids. Strong 
acids donate protons easily. Solutions of strong acids would contain ions, 
with virtually no unreacted acid molecules remaining. Hydrochloric acid, 
sulfuric acid and nitric acid are the most common strong acids.

Weak acids
Vinegar is a solution of ethanoic acid. Pure ethanoic acid is a polar covalent 
molecular compound that ionises in water to produce hydrogen ions and 
ethanoate (acetate) ions.

In a 1.0 M solution of ethanoic acid, only a small proportion (less than 1%) 
of the ethanoic acid molecules are ionised at any one time (Figure 14.6b). A 
1.0 M solution of ethanoic acid contains a high proportion of ethanoic acid 
molecules and some hydrogen ions and ethanoate (acetate) ions. At 25°C, in 
a 1.0 M solution of ethanoic acid, the concentration of CH3COO−(aq) and 
H+(aq) is only approximately 0.004 M. This is shown in an equation by the 
presence of reversible arrows:

 CH3COOH(l) + H2O(l)  CH3COO−(aq) + H3O+(aq)
 acid                     base

Ethanoic acid is, therefore, described as a weak acid in water.

Strong bases
The ionic compound sodium oxide (Na2O) dissociates in water, releasing 
sodium ions (Na+) and oxide ions (O2−). The oxide ions react completely 
with the water, accepting a proton to form hydroxide ions (OH−):

 O2−(aq) + H2O(l) ——h OH−(aq) + OH−(aq)
 base         acid

The oxide ion is an example of a strong base. Strong bases accept protons 
easily.

Sodium hydroxide is sometimes referred to as a strong base. However, 
according to the Brønsted–Lowry defi nition of acids and bases, it is more 
correct to say that sodium hydroxide is an ionic compound that is a source 
of the strong base OH−.

Weak bases
Ammonia is a covalent molecular compound that ionises in water by 
accepting a proton. This ionisation can be represented by the equation:

 NH3(aq) + H2O(l)  NH4
+(aq) + OH−(aq)

 base           acid

!
Aqueous solutions of bases are called alkalis. 
Calcium carbonate will react with acids, but is 
not considered an alkali because it is insoluble 
in water.

!
OH− is usually considered to be a base. However, 
it can act as a very weak acid by donating its 
proton to form the very strong base O2−. 

H2O(l)

H3O
+(aq)

Cl–(aq)

H2O(l)

CH3COO–(aq)

CH3COOH(aq)

H3O
+(aq)

 Figure 14.6
a In a 1 M solution, hydrochloric acid is virtually 
completely ionised in water. b However, in a 1 M 
solution of ethanoic acid, only a small proportion 
of ethanoic acid molecules are ionised. 

a

b and some 
examples
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 Figure 14.7
The relative strengths of some acid and base 
pairs. Note that the stronger the acid, the 
weaker its conjugate base.

Ammonia is behaving here as a base because it has gained a proton. Water 
has donated a proton and so is behaving as an acid. Only a small proportion 
of ammonia molecules ionise so that a 1.0 M solution of ammonia contains 
mostly ammonia molecules together with some ammonium ions and 
hydroxide ions. This is shown in the equation by the presence of reversible 
arrows. Ammonia is a weak base in water.

Polyprotic acids
Some acids are capable of donating more than one proton from each 
molecule and are said to be polyprotic. The number of hydrogen ions an 
acid can donate depends on the structure of the acid. 
1 Monoprotic acids can donate only one proton and include hydrochloric 

acid (HCl), hydrofl uoric acid (HF), nitric acid (HNO3) and ethanoic acid 
(CH3COOH).

2 Diprotic acids, such as sulfuric acid (H2SO4) and carbonic acid (H2CO3), 
can donate two protons.

3 Triprotic acids can donate three protons. These include phosphoric 
(H3PO4) and boric (H3BO3) acid.

Polyprotic acids do not donate all their protons at once, but do so in steps 
when reacting with a base. 

Sulfuric acid (H2SO4) is diprotic, meaning it has two protons that it can 
donate to a base. A diprotic acid ionises in two stages, for example:

Stage 1

 H2SO4(l) + H2O(l) ——h HSO4
−(aq) + H3O+(aq)

Sulfuric acid is a strong acid in water and so this stage occurs to completion. 
Virtually no H2SO4 molecules are found in an aqueous solution.

Stage 2. The HSO4
− ion formed in Stage 1 can also act as an acid. In a 

1.0 M solution, only a small proportion of those ions react further to produce 
H3O+ ions and SO4

2− ions.

 HSO4
−(aq) + H2O(l)  SO4

2−(aq) + H3O+(aq) 

HSO4
− is a weak acid. A solution of sulfuric acid, therefore, contains 

hydrogen ions, hydrogen sulfate ions and sulfate ions.
Phosphoric acid (H3PO4) can ionise in three stages and is called a triprotic 

acid. Phosphoric acid is a weak acid in water, and so, in a 1.0 M solution of 
phosphoric acid, only a small proportion of the protons are donated at each 
ionisation stage. The extent of the ionisation decreases progressively from 
Stages 1 to 3. 

 (1) H3PO4(aq) + H2O(l)  H2PO4
−(aq) + H3O+(aq)

 (2) H2PO4
−(aq) + H2O(l)  HPO4

2−(aq) + H3O+(aq)

 (3) HPO4
2−(aq) + H2O(l)  PO4

3−(aq) + H3O+(aq)

So far, we have only discussed the relative strengths of acids and bases in 
water. It must be noted, however, that when added to a base stronger than 
water, a weak acid will ionise to a greater extent. For example, a strong base, 
such as OH−, will accept the second proton from H2SO4 and the second and 
third proton from H3PO4.

Similarly, a weak base will ionise to a greater extent if added to a strong 
acid.

It is diffi cult to judge how many protons can be donated by an acid 
by looking at its formula alone. Ethanoic acid (CH3COOH) contains four 
hydrogen atoms, yet each molecule can donate only one proton to produce 
an ethanoate ion (CH3COO−) and is therefore a monoprotic acid. Only the 
hydrogen that is part of the highly polar O–H bond is donated as a proton 
in water. In general, each hydrogen ion that is donated by an acid molecule 
is involved in a very polar bond (Figure 14.8).

C C

O

O – H +
H

H

H

acidic proton

 Figure 14.8
Each ethanoic acid molecule donates only one 
proton to a water molecule.

Polyprotic acids can 
donate >1 proton. 

For example:

H+ totally 
dissociated

H+ partially 
dissociated

6 Reactions of Acids

FULL EQUATION
IONIC EQUATION

FULL EQUATION
IONIC EQUATION

B-L ACID B-L BASE CONJ. ACID CONJ. BASE

B-L ACIDB-L BASE CONJ. ACID CONJ. BASE

Strong Acid Weak Acid

Strong Base Equivalence 
point = pH 7

Equivalence 
point > pH 7

Weak Base Equivalence 
point < pH 7

Difficult to 
measure; typically 
not done
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gravimetric analysis

Gravimetric Analysis

Measuring Water Content
Repeatedly heat and weigh until constant mass is achieved. 
The mass lost was the mass of water in the sample.

Measuring the Mass of a Precipitate
Grind sample and dissolve in solvent. 
Filter to remove the precipitate (using a vacuum pump) and air dry to constant mass. 
The mass of precipitate in the original sample can now be measured.

This method involves deliberate precipitation. 
!
For example, to measure Cl– ions, add excess AgNO3 to the sample. 
An AgCl precipitate will form. 
Measure the mass, find the number of moles of precipitate and calculate the number 
of Cl– ions in the original sample 
!
The chosen precipitate must have: 
known formula 
low solubility 
maintain stability when heated 
not form precipitates with any other ions that are present

Measuring the Mass of a Particular Ion Species
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calculations including amount of solids, liquids and gases; concentration; volume, 
pressure and temperature of gases

N = n × NA
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1.1.3

the mole concept including empirical and molecular formulas, percentage 
composition, Avogadro’s constant

6.02  1023✕
= “Avogadro’s constant”
= NA

= 1 molea big number with 3 names

1 mole is the no. of atoms in exactly 12 g of 12C

To find an empirical formula from mass composition:

Mmolecule
Mempirical

multiply this ratio byExtension: to get the molecular formula

Definition

n = m
M

Mole Formula 1
mass (g)

molar mass (g/mol)

no. of moles 
(mol)

Mole Formula 2

no of atoms/ions/
particles/molecules/

anything
no. of moles 

(mol) 6.02✕1023

Empirical formula:

Molecular formula:

simplest whole-
number ratio

actual number 
of atoms in the 

molecule C2H6 C6H12O6 H2O CO2

CH3 CH2O H2O CO2

Calculating Amounts
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2.2.4

calculations including those involving gas laws, molar volume (VM) at STP and SLC, 
the General Gas Equation, volume-volume and mass-volume stoichiometry

Gases 1 atm 
= 760 mmHg 
= 1.013×105 Pa 
= 101.3 kPa 
= 1.013 bar

1 m3 

= 103 dm3 

= 103 L 
= 106 cm3 

= 106 mL

Units of Pressure Units of Volume

Temperature 
conversion

All temperatures must be in kelvin. 
Absolute zero is 0°K or –273°C, at 
which particles stop vibrating°K = °C + 273

Avogadro’s Law

Combined gas equationBoyle’s Law

Charles’ Law

Combination of Boyle’s & Charles’ Laws

Volume is proportional to number of moles

V1
V2

= n1
n2

Pressure is inversely proportional to volume

P1V1 = P2V2
Volume is proportional to temperature (°K)

V1
T1

= V2
T2

Ideal Gas Equation

P1V1
T1

= P2V2
T2

pV = nRT
pressure Volume no. of moles Temperature

constant in data book

×

×

×

Molar 
volume (Vm)

volume occupied by one 
mole of gas at certain 
temperature and pressure

Two sets of temperature and pressure are 
commonly used. They’re called “STP” and 
“SLC” and their details are all in the Chemistry 
data booklet on page 5.
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the writing of balanced chemical equations, including the use of oxidation numbers to 
write redox equations, and the application of chemical equations to volumetric and 
gravimetric analyses

Balanced Redox Equations

Redox Half-Equations

Overall Redox Equation

276 1611166611Water276
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Solution
Each sodium atom loses one electron:

 Na(s) ——h Na+(s) + e−

The sodium has therefore been oxidised.
Each chlorine molecule gains two electrons to form two separate chloride ions:

 Cl2(g) + 2e− ——h 2Cl−(s)

The chlorine has therefore been reduced.

Worked example 16.2b
When a strip of copper wire is suspended in a solution of silver nitrate, long crystals of silver 
metal can be observed. The solution changes to a pale blue colour, indicating the presence 
of Cu2+(aq) ions.
Write half equations for this reaction and identify the substances oxidised and reduced.

Solution
The fi rst half equation for this reaction is for the copper metal forming copper(II) ions:

 Cu(s) ——h Cu2+(aq) + 2e−

This represents the oxidation reaction, since each copper atom has lost two electrons to form 
a Cu2+ ion.
The second half equation involves the aqueous silver ions forming silver metal:

 Ag+(aq) + e− ——h Ag(s)

This represents the reduction reaction, since each Ag+ ion has gained an electron to form a 
neutral silver atom.

Writing an overall redox equation
When we write equations for redox reactions, we normally write the two 
half equations fi rst and then add them together to get an overall equation. 
It is important to remember that an overall equation does not show any 
electrons transferred—the electrons lost in the oxidation reaction are gained in 
the reduction reaction.

In the example of copper and the solution of silver ions:
 each copper atom that is oxidised loses two electrons
 each Ag+(aq) ion that is reduced gains one electron.

Two Ag+(aq) ions must therefore be reduced to take up the electrons lost 
by each copper atom that is oxidised. To write an overall equation for 
this reaction, the half equation involving the reduction of the Ag+(aq) is 
multiplied by a factor of 2 before combining it with the half equation for 
oxidation of Cu:

 Cu(s) ——h Cu2+(aq) + 2e−

 (Ag+(aq) + e− ——h Ag(s)) × 2

The overall equation is:

 Cu(s) + 2Ag+(aq) ——h Cu2+(aq) + 2Ag(s)

Remember that in both half and overall equations for redox reactions:
 the number of atoms of each element present in the products is equal to 

the number present in the reactants. Atoms are conserved in all chemical 
reactions.

 the total charge on the product side of the equation is equal to the 
total charge on the reactant side of the equation. Charge is conserved in 
chemical reactions.

 Figure 16.4
Copper wire placed in a silver nitrate solution 
forms deposits of silver crystals.
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It is important to remember that an overall equation does not show any 
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Two Ag+(aq) ions must therefore be reduced to take up the electrons lost 
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this reaction, the half equation involving the reduction of the Ag+(aq) is 
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The overall equation is:

 Cu(s) + 2Ag+(aq) ——h Cu2+(aq) + 2Ag(s)

Remember that in both half and overall equations for redox reactions:
 the number of atoms of each element present in the products is equal to 

the number present in the reactants. Atoms are conserved in all chemical 
reactions.

 the total charge on the product side of the equation is equal to the 
total charge on the reactant side of the equation. Charge is conserved in 
chemical reactions.

 Figure 16.4
Copper wire placed in a silver nitrate solution 
forms deposits of silver crystals.

Oxidation is 
loss of e–Cu is a reductant

Ag is an oxidant Reduction is 
gain of e–
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Each chlorine molecule gains two electrons to form two separate chloride ions:
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The chlorine has therefore been reduced.
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When a strip of copper wire is suspended in a solution of silver nitrate, long crystals of silver 
metal can be observed. The solution changes to a pale blue colour, indicating the presence 
of Cu2+(aq) ions.
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Solution
The fi rst half equation for this reaction is for the copper metal forming copper(II) ions:

 Cu(s) ——h Cu2+(aq) + 2e−

This represents the oxidation reaction, since each copper atom has lost two electrons to form 
a Cu2+ ion.
The second half equation involves the aqueous silver ions forming silver metal:

 Ag+(aq) + e− ——h Ag(s)

This represents the reduction reaction, since each Ag+ ion has gained an electron to form a 
neutral silver atom.

Writing an overall redox equation
When we write equations for redox reactions, we normally write the two 
half equations fi rst and then add them together to get an overall equation. 
It is important to remember that an overall equation does not show any 
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the reduction reaction.
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 each copper atom that is oxidised loses two electrons
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Two Ag+(aq) ions must therefore be reduced to take up the electrons lost 
by each copper atom that is oxidised. To write an overall equation for 
this reaction, the half equation involving the reduction of the Ag+(aq) is 
multiplied by a factor of 2 before combining it with the half equation for 
oxidation of Cu:

 Cu(s) ——h Cu2+(aq) + 2e−

 (Ag+(aq) + e− ——h Ag(s)) × 2

The overall equation is:

 Cu(s) + 2Ag+(aq) ——h Cu2+(aq) + 2Ag(s)

Remember that in both half and overall equations for redox reactions:
 the number of atoms of each element present in the products is equal to 

the number present in the reactants. Atoms are conserved in all chemical 
reactions.

 the total charge on the product side of the equation is equal to the 
total charge on the reactant side of the equation. Charge is conserved in 
chemical reactions.

 Figure 16.4
Copper wire placed in a silver nitrate solution 
forms deposits of silver crystals.

Will be 
reduced ReducedOxidisedWill be 

oxidised

Examples:

Example:

Balancing Redox Equations Ions 
Water (to balance oxygens) 
Protons (to balance hydrogens) 
Electrons (add as many as you need)

Balance redox equations in this easy order:

Oxidation Numbers
They help to identify oxidants and 

reductants in a reaction 
There are Six Big Rules:

free elements are zero (N2, He, O2 etc) 
monoatomic ions = charge on the ion (Al3+ is +3) 
metals = valency (often +2) 
oxygen = –2    fluorine = –1    hydrogen = +1 
in a molecule, sum of oxidation number = 0 
in polyatomic ions, sum of oxidation numbers = charge on ion (e.g. NO3– totals –1)

Apply Redox Equations to Volumetric Analysis
• use all the same equipment as a titration (burette, pipette etc) 
• observe a colour change either from: 

• the colour of the reactants or products (e.g acidified potassium dichromate solution); or 
• the addition of an indicator.
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between the iron and oxygen and water to provide a surface protection. 
Other methods are based on an understanding of the electrochemical nature 
of corrosion.

Surface protection
Surface protection involves covering the surface of the iron to prevent 
contact with oxygen and moisture. Materials such as paint and plastic can be 
used for this purpose.

Iron can also be protected by alloying with small quantities of metals 
such as chromium, nickel, manganese and molybdenum to produce stainless 
steel. The atoms of the metals used to make the alloy are all bonded into 
the metallic lattice. These metals oxidise slightly in air, but the oxide coating 
produced is continuous and unreactive. This oxide layer forms a dense, 
impervious barrier between the metal and oxygen and water, protecting 
the metal from further oxidation. The metal is said to be in a passive state. 
The surface protection on stainless steel (Figure 16.16) is therefore quite 
different from a coating of paint or plastic. 

Metals such as iron and steel can also be coated with thin layers of other 
metals in a process known as electroplating. These other metals, which 
include chromium and nickel, again form protective oxide coatings. Cans 
used for food are made from steel plated with tin (Figure 16.16). Tin is 
a much less reactive metal than iron and does not corrode greatly in the 
atmosphere.

Electrochemical protection
Impressed current cathodic protection
Impressed current protection involves reversing the direction of electron (or 
current) fl ow by using a low-voltage, direct current (DC) power supply to 
give the iron being protected a negative charge. Because the iron is receiving 
electrons, oxidation is inhibited (oxidation would produce more electrons). 
The iron becomes the site of the reduction reaction, that is, a cathode. This 
method is used to protect large-scale steel structures such as wharves and 
pipelines. A single DC source operating at 4.2 V and 2.5 amps will protect 
many kilometres of pipeline (Figure 16.17). This form of protection is 
known as cathodic protection.

Sacrifi cial protection
This also involves the iron acting as the cathode. A more easily oxidised 
metal, such as zinc, forms the anode and is ‘sacrifi ced’. The more reactive 
metal loses electrons and forms metal cations in preference to the iron. The 
iron is not oxidised in the presence of zinc because the zinc has protected 
the iron from corrosion. This type of protection is known as electrochemical 
or sacrifi cial protection—the zinc has been sacrifi ced in order to protect the 
iron from corrosion.

This is a widely used method of protection against corrosion. For example, 
many roofs are made from sheets of galvanised iron—iron that has been 
given a protective coating of zinc. When the zinc coating is scratched, the 
iron is still protected because the zinc loses electrons more readily than the 
iron. The zinc becomes the anode to the iron cathode. The zinc is slowly 
corroded but the iron is protected for years (Figure 16.18).

Underground steel pipelines, bridge pillars and the steel hulls of ships can 
be protected by blocks or plates of zinc (or other more reactive metals) in 

 Figure 16.16
These food cans are made from steel that 
has been plated with tin to prevent them from 
corroding.

pipeline

unreactive
electrode

– +
power source

 Figure 16.17
This pipeline carries natural gas. A direct current 
source is connected at intervals to give the pipe a 
negative charge and so protect it from corrosion.
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redox reactions in aqueous solution including writing balanced equations for 
oxidation and reduction reactions, for example metal displacement reactions, 
corrosion of iron

Redox OIL RIG
Oxidation is 

loss of e–
Reduction is 

gain of e–

If one reactant is oxidised, 
another is reduced.

Redox Half-Equations

Overall Redox Equation
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Solution
Each sodium atom loses one electron:

 Na(s) ——h Na+(s) + e−

The sodium has therefore been oxidised.
Each chlorine molecule gains two electrons to form two separate chloride ions:

 Cl2(g) + 2e− ——h 2Cl−(s)

The chlorine has therefore been reduced.

Worked example 16.2b
When a strip of copper wire is suspended in a solution of silver nitrate, long crystals of silver 
metal can be observed. The solution changes to a pale blue colour, indicating the presence 
of Cu2+(aq) ions.
Write half equations for this reaction and identify the substances oxidised and reduced.

Solution
The fi rst half equation for this reaction is for the copper metal forming copper(II) ions:

 Cu(s) ——h Cu2+(aq) + 2e−

This represents the oxidation reaction, since each copper atom has lost two electrons to form 
a Cu2+ ion.
The second half equation involves the aqueous silver ions forming silver metal:

 Ag+(aq) + e− ——h Ag(s)

This represents the reduction reaction, since each Ag+ ion has gained an electron to form a 
neutral silver atom.

Writing an overall redox equation
When we write equations for redox reactions, we normally write the two 
half equations fi rst and then add them together to get an overall equation. 
It is important to remember that an overall equation does not show any 
electrons transferred—the electrons lost in the oxidation reaction are gained in 
the reduction reaction.

In the example of copper and the solution of silver ions:
 each copper atom that is oxidised loses two electrons
 each Ag+(aq) ion that is reduced gains one electron.

Two Ag+(aq) ions must therefore be reduced to take up the electrons lost 
by each copper atom that is oxidised. To write an overall equation for 
this reaction, the half equation involving the reduction of the Ag+(aq) is 
multiplied by a factor of 2 before combining it with the half equation for 
oxidation of Cu:

 Cu(s) ——h Cu2+(aq) + 2e−

 (Ag+(aq) + e− ——h Ag(s)) × 2

The overall equation is:

 Cu(s) + 2Ag+(aq) ——h Cu2+(aq) + 2Ag(s)

Remember that in both half and overall equations for redox reactions:
 the number of atoms of each element present in the products is equal to 

the number present in the reactants. Atoms are conserved in all chemical 
reactions.

 the total charge on the product side of the equation is equal to the 
total charge on the reactant side of the equation. Charge is conserved in 
chemical reactions.

 Figure 16.4
Copper wire placed in a silver nitrate solution 
forms deposits of silver crystals.
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Solution
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a Cu2+ ion.
The second half equation involves the aqueous silver ions forming silver metal:

 Ag+(aq) + e− ——h Ag(s)

This represents the reduction reaction, since each Ag+ ion has gained an electron to form a 
neutral silver atom.

Writing an overall redox equation
When we write equations for redox reactions, we normally write the two 
half equations fi rst and then add them together to get an overall equation. 
It is important to remember that an overall equation does not show any 
electrons transferred—the electrons lost in the oxidation reaction are gained in 
the reduction reaction.

In the example of copper and the solution of silver ions:
 each copper atom that is oxidised loses two electrons
 each Ag+(aq) ion that is reduced gains one electron.

Two Ag+(aq) ions must therefore be reduced to take up the electrons lost 
by each copper atom that is oxidised. To write an overall equation for 
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multiplied by a factor of 2 before combining it with the half equation for 
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 Cu(s) ——h Cu2+(aq) + 2e−

 (Ag+(aq) + e− ——h Ag(s)) × 2

The overall equation is:
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Remember that in both half and overall equations for redox reactions:
 the number of atoms of each element present in the products is equal to 

the number present in the reactants. Atoms are conserved in all chemical 
reactions.

 the total charge on the product side of the equation is equal to the 
total charge on the reactant side of the equation. Charge is conserved in 
chemical reactions.

 Figure 16.4
Copper wire placed in a silver nitrate solution 
forms deposits of silver crystals.
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Solution
Each sodium atom loses one electron:

 Na(s) ——h Na+(s) + e−

The sodium has therefore been oxidised.
Each chlorine molecule gains two electrons to form two separate chloride ions:

 Cl2(g) + 2e− ——h 2Cl−(s)

The chlorine has therefore been reduced.

Worked example 16.2b
When a strip of copper wire is suspended in a solution of silver nitrate, long crystals of silver 
metal can be observed. The solution changes to a pale blue colour, indicating the presence 
of Cu2+(aq) ions.
Write half equations for this reaction and identify the substances oxidised and reduced.

Solution
The fi rst half equation for this reaction is for the copper metal forming copper(II) ions:

 Cu(s) ——h Cu2+(aq) + 2e−

This represents the oxidation reaction, since each copper atom has lost two electrons to form 
a Cu2+ ion.
The second half equation involves the aqueous silver ions forming silver metal:

 Ag+(aq) + e− ——h Ag(s)

This represents the reduction reaction, since each Ag+ ion has gained an electron to form a 
neutral silver atom.
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When we write equations for redox reactions, we normally write the two 
half equations fi rst and then add them together to get an overall equation. 
It is important to remember that an overall equation does not show any 
electrons transferred—the electrons lost in the oxidation reaction are gained in 
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Examples:

Example:

Balancing Redox Equations Ions 
Water (to balance oxygens) 
Protons (to balance hydrogens) 
Electrons (add as many as you need)

Balance redox equations in this easy order:

Oxidation Numbers
They help to identify oxidants and 

reductants in a reaction 
There are Six Big Rules:

free elements are zero (N2, He, O2 etc) 
monoatomic ions = charge on the ion (Al3+ is +3) 
metals = valency (often +2) 
oxygen = –2    fluorine = –1    hydrogen = +1 
in a molecule, sum of oxidation number = 0 
in polyatomic ions, sum of oxidation numbers = charge on ion (e.g. NO3– totals –1)

Metal Reactivity Series
For a metal to reduce a metal ion 
into a solid, the first (solid) metal 

must be a stronger reductant than 
the second (aqueous) metal

K 
Mg 
Zn 
Fe 
Sn 
Cu 
Au

the stronger reductants 
(on top) can reduce the 
metals underneath

Electrochemical Series
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Electrons fl ow from the zinc atoms to the copper(II) ions as these collide. 
Evidence for this fl ow can be obtained by setting up an apparatus as shown 
in Figure 16.6.

The zinc metal and solution containing copper(II) ions are in separate 
beakers. A copper strip, dipping in the solution of copper(II) ions, is 
connected by a piece of wire to a galvanometer—a meter for detecting a 
fl ow of electrons. A zinc strip, dipping in a solution of zinc chloride, is also 
connected to the galvanometer by a piece of wire. The solutions in the two 
beakers are connected by a salt bridge. The salt bridge contains an ionic 
compound. The ions fl ow through the salt bridge between the solutions to 
complete the circuit. The salt bridge may be something as simple as a piece 
of fi lter paper soaked in a solution of potassium nitrate. 

This apparatus is known as a galvanic cell or electrochemical cell. A 
galvanic cell is an energy converter that separates the oxidant from the 
reductant. Chemical energy is converted into electrical energy. When this 

galvanometer 

salt bridge 

copper sulfate
solution

copper strip zinc strip

zinc chloride
solution

Beaker A 
• a dilute solution of 
   copper sulfate 
• copper strip 
 

Beaker B 
• a dilute solution of 
   zinc chloride 
• zinc strip 
 

 

 Figure 16.7
The apparatus used to demonstrate electron fl ow during oxidation–reduction reactions.
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copper

electron flow

Zn(s) Zn2+(aq) + 2e– Cu2+(aq) + 2e– Cu(s)

NO3
–

e–
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 Figure 16.8
An electrochemical cell demonstrating a fl ow of electrons in a redox reaction.

!
Galvanic cells are named after the Italian 
scientist Luigi Galvani, who fi rst made the 
connection between chemical reactions 
and electricity.

 Figure 16.6
Zinc and copper strips placed in solutions of 
zinc sulfate and copper sulfate respectively.

Galvanic Cell

OXIDATION HALF-CELL REDUCTION HALF-CELL

a device in which chemical energy 
from a spontaneous redox reaction is 
converted into electrical energy. 

negative 
anode

positive 
cathode

wire allows flow of electrons 
towards the positive cathode

salt bridge

allows movement of: 

cations to the cathode; and 
anions to the anode

reaction on top goes forwards
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2. The electrochemical series

 Eq�LQ�YROW

)��J�����H±� � �)±�DT�� �����

+�2��DT�����+��DT�����H±� � �+�2�O�� �����

$X��DT����H±� � $X�V�� �����

&O��J�����H±� � �&O±�DT�� �����

2��J�����+��DT�����H±� � �+�2���� �����

%U��O�����H±� � �%U±�DT�� �����

$J��DT����H±� � $J�V�� �����

)H���DT����H±� � )H���DT�� �����

2��J������+��DT�����H±� � +�2��DT�� �����

,��V�����H±� � �,±�DT�� �����

2��J�����+�2�O�����H±� � �2+±�DT�� �����

&X���DT�����H±�� � &X�V�� �����

6Q���DT�����H±� � 6Q���DT�� �����

6�V�����+��DT�����H±� � +�6�J�� �����

�+��DT�����H±� � +��J�� ������

3E���DT�����H±� � 3E�V�� ±����

6Q���DT�����H±� � 6Q�V�� ±����

1L���DT�����H±� � 1L�V�� ±����

&R���DT�����H±� � &R�V�� ±����

)H���DT�����H±� � )H�V�� ±����

=Q���DT�����H±� � =Q�V�� ±����

�+�2�O�����H±� � +��J�����2+±�DT�� ±����

0Q���DT�����H±� � 0Q�V�� ±����

$O���DT�����H±� � $O�V�� ±����

0J���DT�����H±� � 0J�V�� ±����

1D��DT����H±� � 1D�V�� ±����

&D���DT�����H±� � &D�V�� ±����

.��DT����H±� � .�V�� ±����

/L��DT����H±� � /L�V�� ±����

When you connect any two half-cells with a 
wire and a salt bridge:

reaction underneath goes backwards

top one gets reduced

bottom one gets oxidised

SEE DATA 
BOOK 
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The overall equation can therefore be written as:

 2Fe(s) + O2(aq) + 2H2O(l) ——h 2Fe2+(aq) + 4OH−(aq)

The iron(II) ions then react with the hydroxide ions to form a green 
precipitate of iron(II) hydroxide:

 Fe2+(aq) + 2OH−(aq) ——h Fe(OH)2(s)

Figure 16.15 summarises this process. 
On exposure to more moisture and oxygen, the iron(II) hydroxide is 

further oxidised to iron(III) hydroxide, a red-brown precipitate:

 4Fe(OH)2(s) + O2(aq) + 2H2O(l) ——h 4Fe(OH)3(s)

In air, the iron(III) hydroxide loses water from its structure to form 
Fe2O3.xH2O, the hydrated iron oxide known as rust. The porous rust easily 
fl akes off the surface of the iron, exposing the iron underneath to further 
oxidation.

The wet corrosion of iron is a galvanic process. Galvanic cells are set up 
on the metal surface, where different regions act as anodes and cathodes:
 The cathode region, where oxygen gains electrons and is reduced, occurs 

at sites of high oxygen concentration.
 The anode region, where iron loses electrons and is oxidised, often 

occurs in an area of stress in the metal where the metal lattice has been 
deformed, for example, at the tip of a nail. 

In general, the anode region is one where there is a lower oxygen concentration. 
Corrosion is therefore greatest at the centre of a water drop or under a layer 
of chipped paint where the oxygen concentration is lowest. The cathode 
region is at the edge of the water drop or where the paint is missing as the 
oxygen concentration there is greatest.

Wet corrosion, leading to the formation of rust, is accelerated by the 
presence of dissolved salts in the water coating the metal. This is particularly 
noticeable near the coast. The dissolved ions from the salt promote corrosion 
by increasing the conductivity of the water.

Iron will rust more rapidly if it contains impurities or if it is in contact 
with a less reactive metal. For example, if iron and copper are in contact 
with each other, an electrochemical cell will be formed in which the less 
reactive copper will act as a cathode and the iron as the anode. The iron will 
corrode more quickly than if it were on its own.

Protecting against corrosion
There are several ways to protect iron and steel structures against corrosion. 
These depend on the environment in which the structure is located, the design 
and intended use of the structure and the relative costs of various protection 
measures. The simplest of these measures rely on the creation of a barrier 

Water

Rust

Anodic area

Iron reacts
to form a pit

Cathodic area

At the anode:
Fe(s)        Fe2+(aq) + 2e–

At the cathode:
O2(aq) + 2H2O(l) + 4e–        4OH–(aq)

O2

e–
Fe2+

 Figure 16.15
Wet corrosion operates like a mini galvanic cell, 
where electrons are transferred though the iron, 
and ions fl ow through the water droplets.

OXIDATIONREDUCTION

Fe(OH)2(s) and Fe(OH)3(s) 
will be formed. The latter is 
red-brown coloured rust.

Protect from corrosion by either 
painting, alloying or giving the 
metal a negative charge.

an cat
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chromatography plate. The position of this spot is called the origin. The 
plate is then placed in a container with the edge of the plate below the 
spot submerged in a solvent. It is important to have the sample spot, the 
origin, above the level of the solvent so that it can be transported up the 
plate and not dissolve into the liquid in the beaker. A similar technique is 
used in paper chromatography. Figure 6.2 shows thin-layer chromatography 
of three different samples in progress. As the solvent rises up the plate the 
components of each sample separate.

Interpreting chromatograms of thin-layer and 
paper chromatography
A chromatogram is the pattern of bands or spots formed on the plate in 
thin-layer chromatography or on the paper in paper chromatography.

The identity of the chemicals in the mixture can be identifi ed in two 
ways:
1 running standards of known chemicals on the same chromatogram as the 

unknown sample
2 calculating the Rf value of the sample.
In Method 1 it is necessary to have some idea of the chemical that you are 
looking for in the sample. For example, if you wish to fi nd out whether a 
vitamin tablet contains vitamins A and D, a sample of the vitamin tablet can 
be run on the same chromatogram as a pure sample of each of vitamins A 
and D. If spots from the sample of tablet move the same distance from the 
origin on the chromatogram as the spots from the pure samples, then the 
tablet is likely to contain vitamins A and D.

In Figure 6.2 it is likely that the green dye in sample C is the same green 
dye as in sample A because the green spots occur at the same distance from 
the origin on the chromatogram.

The sample and standard must be run on the same chromatogram because 
the distances moved from the origin will depend on the distance moved 
by the solvent front. The further the solvent front is allowed to travel, the 
further the spots travel and the greater the separation between the spots.

In Method 2, the components of a mixture can be identifi ed by the distance 
they travel along the stationary phase compared to the distance travelled by 
the solvent front. This is expressed as an Rf value for a component:

 Rf = 
distance moved from origin by component

distance moved from origin by solvent

You can see from Figure 6.3 that:
 Rf values will always be less than one
 the component most strongly adsorbed onto the stationary phase moves 

the shortest distance and has the lowest Rf value.
Each component has a characteristic Rf value for the conditions under which 
the chromatogram was obtained. By comparing the Rf values of components 
of a particular mixture with the Rf values of known substances under 
identical conditions, the compounds present in a mixture can be identifi ed.

Although in chromatograms of plant pigments and food dyes the 
components can be seen easily, most compounds are colourless and must 
be made visible. Many organic compounds fl uoresce and appear blue when 
viewed under ultraviolet light. With other compounds, the chromatogram 
can be sprayed with a chemical that reacts to form coloured or fl uorescent 
compounds.

In Method 2 the distance moved by the solvent front is no longer critical 
as the proportion of the distance moved from the origin (the Rf value) stays 
the same provided the conditions under which the chromatogram is run 
are the same. This means the Rf values of unknown spots can be compared 

x x x
A B C

Thin-layer
plate

coated
with

alumina
(stationary

phase)
Origin

Watchglass used as a cover

Solvent front

Solvent
(mobile phase)

 Figure 6.2
Thin-layer chromatography of three different 
food colours (A, B and C). A number of 
chemicals once used as food colours are now 
regarded as hazardous and can be detected by 
this method.

Solvent front

X

10 cm
7 cm

3 cm

Origin

Rf (blue component) =

Rf (red component) =

3
10 = 0.3

7
10 = 0.7

 Figure 6.3
Calculation of the Rf values of components on a 
chromatogram.
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principles and applications of chromatographic techniques (excluding features of 
instrumentation and operation), and interpretation of qualitative and quantitative data 
from: !thin layer chromatography (TLC), including calculation of Rf

Thin Layer Chromatography (TLC)
All chromatographic techniques have:

stationary phase (solid)

mobile phase (aqueous)

desorb adsorbcontinuous 
process

To identify the components of the mixture, compare the Rf 
values of each spot against a set of standards.
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principles and applications of chromatographic techniques (excluding features of instrumentation 
and operation), and interpretation of qualitative and quantitative data from: high performance liquid 
chromatography (HPLC) and gas chromatography (GC) including Rt and the use of a calibration 
graph to determine amount of analyte

HPLC & GC High Performance Liquid Chromatography 
& Gas Chromatography
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Example 6.3
The concentration of benzene in a sample of petrol was determined by gas chromatography. 
A series of standards with an accurately known concentration of benzene were run under the 
same conditions as the sample.

The chromatogram of the sample and the standards is shown in Figure 6.14.

 Figure 6.13
Petrol sample spiked with benzene.
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 Figure 6.12
Chromatogram of a reference sample 
containing a mixture of butane, 2-methylbutane, 
hexane, benzene and 2-methylhexane.

 Figure 6.14
Chromatogram of standard samples of benzene 
and an unknown sample.
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 Figure 6.11
Gas chromatogram of a petrol sample.

• No need to learn how the machines work 
• Results graphs look very similar

Retention time (min)

Each compound has a unique retention time

Peak area tells you the 
concentration of each compound
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Gas chromatogram of a petrol sample.
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The areas of the peaks were measured and a calibration curve was plotted from the data 
(Figure 6.15). A line can be drawn on the calibration graph corresponding to the peak area of 
the sample and the concentration read off from the graph. The concentration of benzene in 
the petrol sample is 0.6%.

Both gas chromatography and high performance liquid chromatography 
can be combined with another analytical technique, mass spectrometry (MS). 
Together the techniques allow chemists to determine smaller and smaller 
quantities and identify a wider range of materials, as well as gain valuable 
information about the structures of the compounds. Mass spectrometry 
and the ‘hyphenated techniques’, GC-MS and HPLC-MS, are described in 
Chapter 8.
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 Figure 6.15
Calibration graph for benzene in petrol.

The case of the tainted potato chip

extension

The fl avour of a food is determined by its chemical composition and the response these 
chemicals evoke in the taste-buds of the tongue and the odour receptors of the nose. 
The chemicals that affect the sense of taste are usually non-volatile compounds such 
as inorganic salts, organic acids and sugars; those affecting the sense of smell are 
generally volatile organic compounds of many different structures. It is these volatile 
compounds that are essentially responsible for the characteristic fl avours associated 
with different types of food and that provide the consumer with the means of assessing 
the quality of fresh and processed foods.

There are only fi ve primary tastes: sweet, sour, salt, savoury and bitter. However, 
there are potentially many hundreds of distinctive aromas. Thus when consumers refer 
to a food as having a distinctive fl avour, they are usually describing the aroma of its 
volatile organic compounds.

Dr Frank Whitfi eld and Kevin Shaw of CSIRO Division of Food Research outline some 
of the work they have been doing in this area.

‘The potato (Solanum tuberosum), when served as a boiled food, is quite bland; 
however, when it is baked or fried, compounds are produced on the surface tissue which 
give it an appetising, roasted fl avour. Furthermore, this fl avour is sometimes enhanced 
by the absorption of compounds from the heated cooking oils.

‘When so much is known about the development of fl avour in potato chips, could 
anything possibly go wrong? Consumers and processors discovered that the answer was 
“yes”. Packets of frozen chips were found to contain the occasional chip which possessed 
a disagreeable off-fl avour, described as “cheese-like” in less severe cases, and “faecal” 
or “nauseous” in the worst examples. Examination of the volatile components isolated 
from normal and off-fl avoured chips shows that the latter contained two compounds 
which were not detectable in the normal chips; a third compound, which was detectable 
in the normal chips, was present at a far higher concentration in the tainted product. 
Sniffi ng the column effl uent during the gas chromatographic analysis demonstrated that 
these three compounds had odours similar to the off-fl avour of the product. The two 
additional peaks were identifi ed as p-cresol and skatole, and the third compound was 
found to be indole.

Skatole

Indole

Retention time

p-Cresol

 Figure 6.16
Gas chromatograms of extracts of potato chips 
with a an acceptable fl avour, and b an off-
fl avour. The amount of each component can be 
found by comparing the area under the peaks 
with those of standards for each component.
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You need a calibration curve to 
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These shells, also called energy levels, and electrons in these shells, are 
located at different distances from the nucleus. The negatively charged 
electrons are attracted to the positively charged protons in the nucleus by 
electrostatic attraction.

Electrons in energy levels close to the nucleus have the lowest energies 
and experience the strongest attraction to the nucleus. An electron can jump 
to a higher energy level if it absorbs energy that corresponds exactly to the 
difference in energy between the lower energy level and the higher energy 
level. When electrons jump to a higher energy level they move to a higher 
energy subshell in a different shell. For some metal atoms, the heat of a 
Bunsen fl ame provides suffi cient energy for this to happen.

Higher energy levels are unstable so the excited electrons quickly return 
to lower energy levels, emitting the energy they had absorbed. If the energy 
emitted falls within the band of energies visible to the eye, it can be seen 
as coloured light (Figure 7.7). Radiation emitted from other parts of the 
electromagnetic spectrum, such as the ultraviolet region, is detected using 
instruments.

The energy of a photon of light emitted by an excited electron has a 
fi xed value, equal to the difference in energy between the higher energy 
level and the lower energy level to which it returns. The light consequently 
has a specifi c wavelength and colour. Electrons in an atom can be excited to 

 Figure 7.4
Metal ions incorporated in the fi reworks are responsible for the colours in this display.

Nucleus: contains
protons and
neutrons

1st shell

2nd shell

3rd shell

 Figure 7.6
A simplifi ed representation of the arrangement 
of electrons in a sodium atom. Higher energy 
shells that are not occupied by electrons are 
not shown. (In Unit 1 you learned that electrons 
are now thought to be distributed in a more 
complex fashion than shown here. Within each 
shell, electrons are arranged in energy levels 
called subshells.)

Flame colour

Sample adhering
to wire

Burner

 Figure 7.5
Performing a fl ame test. A moist wire has been 
dipped in the sample and then placed in the 
fl ame. A fi ne spray of the solution from a spray 
bottle could be used instead.

 Figure 7.7
During a fl ame test, electrons ‘jumping’ from 
a high to a low energy level lose energy by 
emitting coloured light.

Energy from the flame promotes
an electron to a higher energy level.

Energy
emitted

The electron quickly returns to a
lower energy level, emitting light
of a particular colour.

Absorption Emission
electron is promoted to 

a higher energy levelof energy
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cathode is composed of the element of interest, and when this is vaporised it 
produces light of the correct wavelength required for the analysis.

A solution of the sample to be analysed is sprayed into a fl ame where 
it is converted into an atomic vapour (Figure 7.13). Light containing the 
chosen wavelength is passed through the fl ame. Atoms of the element being 
analysed that are present in the fl ame absorb some of the radiation. The 
light beam is then passed through a fi lter (monochromator) to select the 
light of the chosen wavelength, and its intensity is measured by an electronic 
detector. The amount of light absorbed indicates the quantity of the element 
present in the original sample.

Lamp emits light
of wavelength 
required to 
excite electrons

Light beam
is chopped
into pulses

Solution of sample
is sprayed into flame Monochromator and slit select

light of a particular wavelength
Detector measures

pulsed light

Atomic vapour
in flame

 Figure 7.13
Essential elements of an atomic absorption spectrometer.

Interpreting atomic absorption spectra
Worked example 7.3
A batch of oysters was suspected of containing dangerous levels of lead. The following is an 
account of their analysis.
One of the oysters was removed from its shell and chopped fi nely in a food processor. 
A 1.50 g portion was heated on a hotplate with 10 mL of nitric acid. This mixture was fi ltered 
and then sprayed into the fl ame of an atomic absorption spectrometer. A hollow cathode lamp 
that emitted light with a wavelength that is absorbed by lead atoms was in place. A signifi cant 
amount of light was absorbed, indicating that there was lead in the oyster.
To fi nd the concentration of lead ions in the sample, the absorbance of different solutions 
containing known concentrations of lead ions was also measured. The results are graphed 
in Figure 7.14.
The recommended limit of lead in oysters for human consumption is 2.5 ppm. Are these 
oysters fi t to eat?

Solution
From the graph, the concentration of lead in the solution prepared from the oyster sample 
is 9.0 ppm, which is equivalent to 9.0 µg mL–1. So, in the 10 mL solution there is 9.0 × 101 
= 90 µg of lead. Since 90 µg lead was present in the 1.50 g portion of oyster:
concentration in the oyster = 90 µg/1.50 g
 = 60 µg g–1, or 60 ppm
Since the recommended limit of lead in oysters for human consumption is 2.5 ppm, you 
would be wise not to eat the oysters that were the subject of this test!
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 Figure 7.14
The variation of absorbance against 
concentration, showing measurements for the 
standard solutions of lead ions and for the 
oyster sample.

!
In a solid sample:
 2.5 ppm = 2.5 µg per g of sample
 = 2.5 mg per kg sample
In an aqueous sample:
 2.5 ppm = 2.5 µg per mL of sample
 = 2.5 mg per L of sample

Sample absorbs light of 
certain wavelengths…

…then re-emits the energy as 
>1 photons with shorter 

wavelengths

Calibration graph shows the 
absorbance at a certain wavelength 

of standard solutions
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acid the broad absorption band from 2700 cm–1 to 3600 cm–1 is due to 
the O–H bond. This broad absorption band partly masks the absorption 
due to C–H bonds. The C=O stretch in propanoic acid produces a peak 
at a different wavenumber from the C=O stretch in methyl ethanoate.

 Figure 7.28
Structure of a propanoic acid and b methyl 
ethanoate.
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As the structure of a compound becomes more complex the number of 
vibrational modes increases. Acrylonitrile (propenenitrile, Figure 7.30) is 
used in the manufacture of synthetic rubber. Its infrared spectrum is shown 
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Structure of acrylonitrile
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 Figure 7.29
Infrared spectra of a propanoic acid and b methyl ethanoate.

 Figure 7.31
Infrared spectrum of acrylonitrile (propenenitrile).
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principles and applications of spectroscopic techniques (excluding features of instrumentation and operation), and interpretation of 
qualitative and quantitative data from: proton and carbon-13 nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR) including spin, the 
application of carbon-13 to determine number of equivalent carbon environments; and application of proton NMR to determine 
structure: chemical shift, areas under peak and peak splitting patterns (excluding coupling constants), and application of n+1 rule to 
simple compounds

1H NMR Spectroscopy Proton Nuclear Magnetic 
Resonance Spectroscopy

13C NMR Spectroscopy Carbon Nuclear Magnetic 
Resonance Spectroscopy

Analyses environments of hydrogen

1

2

3

chemical shift (ppm) 
area under peak (e.g. 2H) 
mini peaks minus one

The energy required to excite a nucleus to a higher energy level (by 
changing the nucleus’ magnetic alignment) depends on the atom’s 
‘environment’. Each environment has a unique nuclear shielding effect.
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At high resolution the NMR spectrum of ethanol shows more detail. The 
peak due to –CH3 protons is split into three fi ne peaks, while the peak due 
to –CH2– protons is spit into four fi ne peaks (Figure 7.43b).

The number of peaks caused by splitting equals n + 1, where n is the 
number of H atoms on the neighbouring atoms, i.e.:
 CH splits the signal from hydrogens attached to adjacent atoms into two 

peaks
 CH2 splits the signal from hydrogens attached to adjacent atoms into 

three peaks
 CH3 splits the signal from hydrogens attached to adjacent atoms into 

four peaks.
In summary:
 chemical shift provides information about the functional group to which 

the hydrogen H is attached
 peak splitting gives information about the neighbouring protons
 peak areas give information about the number of equivalent hydrogen 

atoms.

C C

H OH

H H
H H

5

Peak area

Ethanol

2 : 1 : 3

H O

4 3 2 1 0

CH2

CH3

Chemical shift (ppm)

a

5 4 3 2 1 0

2H

—CH2—

1H

HO—

3H

TMS

—CH3

Chemical shift (ppm)

b

 Figure 7.43
a Low resolution NMR spectrum of ethanol. b High resolution spectrum of ethanol showing peak splitting.

chemfact
Peak splitting acts over small distances only. 
The interacting hydrogens must be bonded to 
adjacent atoms. For example, CH3OCH2OCH3 
shows no spin–spin coupling and peak 
splitting because the hydrogens are not 
joined to adjacent atoms; they are separated 
by an oxygen atom.

!
The H in OH groups doesn’t split the peaks of 
adjacent H atoms, nor is its own peak split, for 
reasons that are beyond this course.

chemistry in actionychemistry in action

Magnetic resonance imaging

NMR is used in medicine in the form of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). The MRI 
scanner is effectively an NMR machine; the patient takes the place of the sample and is 
rolled into the opening of the huge magnet.

The body is an abundant source of protons. MRI measures the amount of time it 
takes for excited protons to relax back to the lower energy state. This time is different for 
protons in fat, muscle, tissue and bone. Normal tissue gives a different response from a 
tumour. A powerful computer is used to analyse the data and present a coloured image 
of the patient’s body. The MRI scan shows repeated sections through the body as the 
patient is slowly moved deeper into the machine. MRI can be carried out on a patient who 
is conscious and can react to stimuli. This allows the technique to show a unique picture 
of the working brain as the patient is shown images, hears sounds, carries out mental 
arithmetic tasks, and the like.

 Figure 7.44
An MRI scan of a human head.
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3 Things to Look Out For

Tells you the environment of those protons (–CH3, –NH2, etc)

Tells you how many protons are in that environment

Tells you how many neighbouring protons there are

ethanol

neighbouring 
protons are bonded 
to adjacent carbon 
atoms.

O
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H C
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H
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H

C

H

C
H

C

H

this proton has 
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Example
3 protons are in a —CH3 

environment and they 
have 2 neighbours

Interpretation

Spectrograph

1 proton is in an —OH 
environment and it has 

no neighbours

2 protons are in a –CH2– 
environment and they 

have 3 neighbours
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13C NMR spectroscopy
Carbon-13 is a naturally occurring isotope of carbon that has nuclear spin. It 
is used in NMR spectroscopy to identify different carbon atom environments 
within a molecule. The chemical shift from the TMS reference is dependent 
on a carbon atom’s environment within a molecule. Chemical shifts range 
from 0 ppm to 200 ppm (Table 7.10). The peaks in the spectrum are a single 
line produced for each different carbon atom environment.

The 1H NMR and 13C NMR spectra for a particular compound are 
different. The 1H NMR spectrum for ethanol, CH3CH2OH, was given in 
Figure 7.43b; the 13C NMR spectrum is shown in Figure 7.50. The proton 
NMR shows three sets of peaks representing the three different hydrogen 
environments. The carbon-13 NMR shows two peaks respresenting the two 
carbon atom environments.

Carbon type Chemical shift 
(ppm)

R–CH3   8–27
R–CH2–R  27–50
R3–CH  37–60
R–CH2–(F,Cl,Br,I)  12–78
R3C–NH2  35–70
R3–CH2–OH  50–88
RC≡CR  77–98
C≡N 115–133
R2C=CR2 108–150
RCOOH 160–220

TABLE 7.10 Carbon-13 chemical 
shifts

200 180 160 140 120 100
Chemical shift (ppm)

TMS

—CH2— CH3—

80 60 40 20 0

CH3 CH2 OH

 Figure 7.50
Carbon-13 NMR spectrum for ethanol.

 Atomic nuclei produce a magnetic fi eld as a result of proton and 
neutron spin. The nucleus will always have an overall spin when 
the number of protons plus neutrons is an odd number.

 The interaction of an external magnetic fi eld with the magnetic 
fi eld of the nucleus of an atom is used in nuclear magnetic 
resonance spectroscopy to determine the identity and structure 
of a compound.

 The magnetic fi elds generated by nuclei align with or against an 
external fi eld. Nuclei aligned against the external fi eld are at a 
higher energy level than those aligned with the external fi eld.

 Electromagnetic radiation in the radio frequency range causes 
nuclei to move to a higher energy level.

 The external magnetic fi eld experienced by an atom within a 
molecule is modifi ed by the magnetic fi eld of neighbouring 
atoms.

 The energy required to excite a nucleus of an atom to a higher 
energy level depends on the arrangement of atoms within a 
molecule or the atom’s ‘environment’.

 Each peak in an NMR spectrum represents a different chemical 
environment.

 The area under the peaks indicates the proportion of atoms in 
each environment.

 The frequency at which a nucleus absorbs radiation relative to 
the absorption of the TMS standard is called the chemical shift.

 The chemical shift is characteristic of an atom’s environment.
 The peaks in high resolution proton NMR spectra may be 

split into a cluster of peaks. The amount of splitting provides 
information about the number of hydrogens attached to 
adjacent carbon atoms. The interaction between protons 
on adjacent atoms that causes the peaks to split is called 
spin–spin coupling.

 Analysis of an NMR spectrum involves consideration of:
− the number of peak sets
− the chemical shift of each peak set
− the relative area under each peak set
− peak splitting.

7.6

At i l i d ti fi ld lt f t d E h k i NMR t t diff t h i l

summary

!
Refer to the VCE Chemistry Data Book for a full 
listing of 13C chemical shifts.

1 chemical shift (ppm)
Just 1 Thing to Look Our For

Tells you the environment of those carbons (–CH2–, –CH3, etc)

Only visible on high-resolution 
spectrographs. Low-resolution NMR 
spectrographs don’t have mini peaks.

for calibration 
purposes

Analyses environments of carbon

for calibration 
purposes
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principles and applications of spectroscopic techniques (excluding features of instrumentation and 
operation), and interpretation of qualitative and quantitative data from: visible and ultraviolet 
spectroscopy (visible-UV) including electron transitions and use of calibration graph to determine 
amount of analyte

UV-Visible Spectroscopy
Two main uses: 
• Identifying unknown compounds 
• Finding the concentration of a known compound
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 The basic features of a simple spectrophotometer are shown in 
Figure 7.15. The radiation source provides ultraviolet and visible light of 
all wavelengths. The monochromator selects a particular wavelength from 
those emitted by the source, and the detector measures the intensity of the 
light that passes through the sample.

Usually the substance under investigation is in solution. It is placed in the 
spectrophotometer in a special cell made of quartz or fused silica transparent 
to ultraviolet and visible light. With a simple spectrophotometer, a reference 
reading is fi rst taken with a cell containing only pure solvent. This is used to 
compensate for any refl ection, scattering or absorbance of the light by the cell 
and the solvent. The reference cell is then replaced with a cell containing a 
solution of the sample. The absorbance by the sample is found by comparing 
the two readings. By measuring the absorbance at various wavelengths a 
graph, or spectrum, for the sample can be obtained.

The characteristic spectrum of chlorophyll is shown in Figure 7.16.
Modern analytical laboratories now use the more sophisticated double 

beam scanning spectrophotometer (Figure 7.17). In this instrument the 
beam of light is rapidly ‘chopped’ and passed alternately through the 
reference and sample cells. This compensates for changes in the output of 
the radiation source and enables the absorbance to be measured accurately.

Interpreting ultraviolet–visible spectra
In ultraviolet–visible spectroscopy, the absorbance of visible or ultraviolet 
light by a series of standard solutions is measured and a calibration graph 
is drawn. By measuring the absorbance of light of an unknown solution, its 
concentration can be found directly from the graph. 

Light
source

Slit
Sample
solution

Light detector

Recorder
Monochromator

(wavelength
selector)

Narrow
beam

300 400 500

Wavelength (nm)

Absorbance

600 700

 Figure 7.16
Visible spectrum of chlorophyll. Chlorophyll 
absorbs strongly in the violet (420 nm) and red 
(660 nm) regions of the spectrum, so it appears 
green in colour.
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 Figure 7.17
Essential elements of a double beam scanning spectrophotometer. The light beam is passed alternately 
through the sample and the reference cells by the rotating mirror (‘beam chopper’).

 Figure 7.15
Essential elements of a simple UV–visible spectrophotometer.

Each compound has a unique UV-
visible absorption spectrum. This 
example is chlorophyll.

Because green light is not absorbed 
(it is reflected), plants containing 
chlorophyll appear green.
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Worked example 7.4
The concentration of iron in a sample of dam water was determined by UV spectroscopy. 
Iron present as Fe2+ ions was reacted to form an orange–yellow complex, iron(II)-1,10-
phenanthroline. The absorbance of a series of standards and a sample of dam water is shown 
in Table 7.5. Determine the concentration of iron in the dam water in µg mL–1 (ppm).

Concentration Fe2+ (µg mL–1) Absorbance
Sample 0.38
 4.0 0.16
 8.0 0.31
12.0 0.47
16.0 0.63

TABLE 7.5

Solution
The fi rst step is to construct a calibration graph with the data from Table 7.5. See Figure 
7.18. The concentration of iron is plotted on the horizontal axis and the absorbance on the 
vertical axis.

The observed absorbance of the sample is located on the vertical axis and a horizontal 
line drawn to intercept the calibration graph. A vertical line is dropped to the concentration 
axis and the concentration in the sample from the dam water is read from the scale.

The dam water was not diluted before being treated and analysed so the concentration of 
iron in the dam water was 9.9 µg mL–1 or 9.9 ppm Fe2+.
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 The unique absorption spectrum of compounds in the 
UV–visible region can be used to identify unknown 
substances.

 UV–visible spectroscopy can also be used to determine 
concentration by measuring absorbance of a sample at a 
selected wavelength and comparing this to the absorbance 
at the same wavelength of a series of standard solutions.

7.4

Th i b ti t f d i th UV i ibl t l b d t d t i

summary

 Figure 7.18
Calibration graph for iron in a sample of dam water.

To find the concentration of a 
known compound, construct a 
calibration graph then compare 
your sample with that. 
!
Unlike the example above, the 
absorbance at one particular 
wavelength is measured.
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principles and applications of spectroscopic techniques (excluding features of instrumentation and 
operation), and interpretation of qualitative and quantitative data from: mass spectroscopy 
including determination of molecular ion peak and relative molecular mass, and identification of 
simple fragments

Mass Spectroscopy
Analyses m/z ratio of a molecule and its fragments

mass-to-charge ratio, which usually 
corresponds to the relative molar 
mass of the molecule or fragment

Fragmentation M + e– → M+ + 2e–
bombarding electron parent molecular ionsample two electrons+ +→

08888888808008Combining and choosing analytical techniques
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 Figure 8.2
Mass spectrum of dichloromethane.

!
Dichloromethane is found in a wide range 
of household products, including paints, 
polishes, air fresheners, hairsprays, household 
insecticides, shoe polish, pet fl ea and tick 
products, and waterproofi ng compounds.

 Figure 8.3
Simplifi ed mass spectrum of ethanoic acid.
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 Figure 8.4
Fragmentation of ethanoic acid. Only the 
fragments corresponding to the major peaks of 
the mass spectrum are shown.

The height of the peak in the mass spectrum gives the relative concentration 
of the ions present. In Figure 8.3, the highest peak, the base peak, has a 
fragment mass of 43 and is assigned an intensity of 100%. The intensities of 
all other peaks are measured relative to the base peak. In some spectra the 
peak with the highest intensity is also the parent molecular ion. In other 
spectra, such as that of dichloromethane, the peak corresponding to a smaller 
fragment may be the base peak. Smaller ions formed by fragmentation are 
usually present in smaller amounts.

The relative intensities of the ions depend on:
 the energy of the bombarding electrons
 the stability of the ion fragments formed
 the ease with which ions can lose atoms.

other to the molecule with 37Cl. Dichloromethane, CH2Cl2, has three 
molecular ion peaks: one at approximately m/e = 84 due to the molecule 
of CH2Cl2 containing two 35Cl atoms, another at 88 corresponding to the 
molecule with two 37Cl atoms, and one at 86 corresponding to one 35Cl atom 
and one 37Cl atom (Figure 8.2).

 CH2Cl2 + e– –—³ CH2Cl2
+ + 2e–

  parent
  molecular ion

Interpreting the mass spectrum

The most informative result from 
mass spectroscopy graphs is the 
relative molecular mass of the 
parent molecular ion.

Also look for a peak at 15, which 
indicates a CH3 group.
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principles and applications of spectroscopic techniques (excluding features of instrumentation and 
operation), and interpretation of qualitative and quantitative data from: mass spectroscopy 
including determination of molecular ion peak and relative molecular mass, and identification of 
simple fragments

Mass Spectroscopy
Analyses m/z ratio of a molecule and its fragments

mass-to-charge ratio, which usually 
corresponds to the relative molar 
mass of the molecule or fragment

Fragmentation M + e– → M+ + 2e–
bombarding electron parent molecular ionsample two electrons+ +→
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 Figure 8.2
Mass spectrum of dichloromethane.

!
Dichloromethane is found in a wide range 
of household products, including paints, 
polishes, air fresheners, hairsprays, household 
insecticides, shoe polish, pet fl ea and tick 
products, and waterproofi ng compounds.

 Figure 8.3
Simplifi ed mass spectrum of ethanoic acid.
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 Figure 8.4
Fragmentation of ethanoic acid. Only the 
fragments corresponding to the major peaks of 
the mass spectrum are shown.

The height of the peak in the mass spectrum gives the relative concentration 
of the ions present. In Figure 8.3, the highest peak, the base peak, has a 
fragment mass of 43 and is assigned an intensity of 100%. The intensities of 
all other peaks are measured relative to the base peak. In some spectra the 
peak with the highest intensity is also the parent molecular ion. In other 
spectra, such as that of dichloromethane, the peak corresponding to a smaller 
fragment may be the base peak. Smaller ions formed by fragmentation are 
usually present in smaller amounts.

The relative intensities of the ions depend on:
 the energy of the bombarding electrons
 the stability of the ion fragments formed
 the ease with which ions can lose atoms.

other to the molecule with 37Cl. Dichloromethane, CH2Cl2, has three 
molecular ion peaks: one at approximately m/e = 84 due to the molecule 
of CH2Cl2 containing two 35Cl atoms, another at 88 corresponding to the 
molecule with two 37Cl atoms, and one at 86 corresponding to one 35Cl atom 
and one 37Cl atom (Figure 8.2).

 CH2Cl2 + e– –—³ CH2Cl2
+ + 2e–

  parent
  molecular ion

Interpreting the mass spectrum

The most informative result from 
mass spectroscopy graphs is the 
relative molecular mass of the 
parent molecular ion.

Also look for a peak at 15, which 
indicates a CH3 group.
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principles and applications of spectroscopic techniques (excluding features of instrumentation and 
operation), and interpretation of qualitative and quantitative data from: visible and ultraviolet 
spectroscopy (visible-UV) including electron transitions and use of calibration graph to determine 
amount of analyte

UV-Visible Spectroscopy
Two main uses: 
• Identifying unknown compounds 
• Finding the concentration of a known compound
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 The basic features of a simple spectrophotometer are shown in 
Figure 7.15. The radiation source provides ultraviolet and visible light of 
all wavelengths. The monochromator selects a particular wavelength from 
those emitted by the source, and the detector measures the intensity of the 
light that passes through the sample.

Usually the substance under investigation is in solution. It is placed in the 
spectrophotometer in a special cell made of quartz or fused silica transparent 
to ultraviolet and visible light. With a simple spectrophotometer, a reference 
reading is fi rst taken with a cell containing only pure solvent. This is used to 
compensate for any refl ection, scattering or absorbance of the light by the cell 
and the solvent. The reference cell is then replaced with a cell containing a 
solution of the sample. The absorbance by the sample is found by comparing 
the two readings. By measuring the absorbance at various wavelengths a 
graph, or spectrum, for the sample can be obtained.

The characteristic spectrum of chlorophyll is shown in Figure 7.16.
Modern analytical laboratories now use the more sophisticated double 

beam scanning spectrophotometer (Figure 7.17). In this instrument the 
beam of light is rapidly ‘chopped’ and passed alternately through the 
reference and sample cells. This compensates for changes in the output of 
the radiation source and enables the absorbance to be measured accurately.

Interpreting ultraviolet–visible spectra
In ultraviolet–visible spectroscopy, the absorbance of visible or ultraviolet 
light by a series of standard solutions is measured and a calibration graph 
is drawn. By measuring the absorbance of light of an unknown solution, its 
concentration can be found directly from the graph. 
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 Figure 7.16
Visible spectrum of chlorophyll. Chlorophyll 
absorbs strongly in the violet (420 nm) and red 
(660 nm) regions of the spectrum, so it appears 
green in colour.
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 Figure 7.17
Essential elements of a double beam scanning spectrophotometer. The light beam is passed alternately 
through the sample and the reference cells by the rotating mirror (‘beam chopper’).

 Figure 7.15
Essential elements of a simple UV–visible spectrophotometer.

Each compound has a unique UV-
visible absorption spectrum. This 
example is chlorophyll.

Because green light is not absorbed 
(it is reflected), plants containing 
chlorophyll appear green.
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Worked example 7.4
The concentration of iron in a sample of dam water was determined by UV spectroscopy. 
Iron present as Fe2+ ions was reacted to form an orange–yellow complex, iron(II)-1,10-
phenanthroline. The absorbance of a series of standards and a sample of dam water is shown 
in Table 7.5. Determine the concentration of iron in the dam water in µg mL–1 (ppm).

Concentration Fe2+ (µg mL–1) Absorbance
Sample 0.38
 4.0 0.16
 8.0 0.31
12.0 0.47
16.0 0.63

TABLE 7.5

Solution
The fi rst step is to construct a calibration graph with the data from Table 7.5. See Figure 
7.18. The concentration of iron is plotted on the horizontal axis and the absorbance on the 
vertical axis.

The observed absorbance of the sample is located on the vertical axis and a horizontal 
line drawn to intercept the calibration graph. A vertical line is dropped to the concentration 
axis and the concentration in the sample from the dam water is read from the scale.

The dam water was not diluted before being treated and analysed so the concentration of 
iron in the dam water was 9.9 µg mL–1 or 9.9 ppm Fe2+.
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 The unique absorption spectrum of compounds in the 
UV–visible region can be used to identify unknown 
substances.

 UV–visible spectroscopy can also be used to determine 
concentration by measuring absorbance of a sample at a 
selected wavelength and comparing this to the absorbance 
at the same wavelength of a series of standard solutions.

7.4

Th i b ti t f d i th UV i ibl t l b d t d t i

summary

 Figure 7.18
Calibration graph for iron in a sample of dam water.

To find the concentration of a 
known compound, construct a 
calibration graph then compare 
your sample with that. 
!
Unlike the example above, the 
absorbance at one particular 
wavelength is measured.
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including use of characteristic absorption bands to identify bonds

IR Infra-Red Spectroscopy
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acid the broad absorption band from 2700 cm–1 to 3600 cm–1 is due to 
the O–H bond. This broad absorption band partly masks the absorption 
due to C–H bonds. The C=O stretch in propanoic acid produces a peak 
at a different wavenumber from the C=O stretch in methyl ethanoate.

 Figure 7.28
Structure of a propanoic acid and b methyl 
ethanoate.
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As the structure of a compound becomes more complex the number of 
vibrational modes increases. Acrylonitrile (propenenitrile, Figure 7.30) is 
used in the manufacture of synthetic rubber. Its infrared spectrum is shown 
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Structure of acrylonitrile
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 Figure 7.29
Infrared spectra of a propanoic acid and b methyl ethanoate.

 Figure 7.31
Infrared spectrum of acrylonitrile (propenenitrile).
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3.1.7

matching analytical technique/s to a particular task: single and combined techniques.

Analytical Techniques

0222222020Analysis by mass

23

2 Forming a precipitate1 Weighing the sample 3 Filtering the solution 4 Weighing the dry precipitate

Vacuum pump

 Figure 2.6
Key steps in gravimetric analysis.

High solubility Low solubility
Compounds containing the following ions 
are generally soluble in water:
 Na+, K+, NH4

+, NO3
−, CH3COO−

 Cl−, Br−, I− (unless combined with Ag+ or 
Pb2+)

 SO4
2− (except PbSO4 and BaSO4; Ag2SO4 

and CaSO4 are slightly soluble)

Compounds containing the following ions 
are generally insoluble, unless combined 
with Na+, K+ or NH4

+:
 CO3

2−, PO4
3−, S2−, OH− (unless combined 

with Ba2+ or Sr2+; Ca(OH)2 is slightly 
soluble)

 TABLE 2.5 Solubilities of common ionic compounds Weigh the peanut butter 
sample, blend and filter.

Filter the white precipitate of 
silver chloride.

Wash the precipitate with a 
small volume of water.

Dry the precipitate in an 
oven at 100°C.

Add an             of silver 
nitrate solution to precipitate 

Cl– ions as silver chloride.

Weigh the AgCl
precipitate.

Repeat 
these 
steps until 
the mass is 
constant.

excess

 Figure 2.7
Steps in the analysis of the chloride content in 
peanut butter.

Worked example 2.4a
Infant cereals should not contain more than 0.3% sodium chloride (common salt). A 7.802 g 
sample of baby cereal was blended with water and fi ltered. The solution obtained was mixed 
with excess silver nitrate solution, causing silver chloride to precipitate. The precipitate was 
collected by fi ltration, dried and weighed. A mass of 0.112 g was obtained. What is the 
percentage of sodium chloride in the baby food, assuming that all the chloride is present as 
sodium chloride?

Solution
The full equation for the reaction is:
AgNO3(aq) + NaCl(aq) → AgCl(s) + NaNO3(aq)
Alternatively, this may be written as an ionic equation:
Ag+(aq) + Cl−(aq) → AgCl(s)
Calculating the amount in mol of AgCl present in the precipitate:

n(AgCl) = 
m(AgCl)
M(AgCl)

 = 
0.112 g

143.4 g mol−1
 = 0.000 781 mol

From the equation, 1 mole of NaCl yields 1 mole of AgCl.

 
n(NaCl)
n(AgCl)

 = 
1
1

 n(NaCl) = n(AgCl) = 0.000 781 mol
 m(NaCl) = n(NaCl) × M(NaCl)
 = 0.000 781 mol × 58.5 g mol−1 = 0.0457 g

chemfact
When a reaction occurs in solution, only ions 
that are involved in the reaction appear in an 
ionic equation. Other ions present are called 
spectator ions and are omitted.
To convert a full equation to an ionic 
equation, fi rst rewrite it with the soluble ionic 
compounds dissociated into ions. Ions that 
remain in the solution and are unchanged at 
the end of the reaction are then deleted from 
both sides of the equation. For the reaction in 
Worked Example 2.4a:
Ag+(aq) + NO3

−(aq) + Na+(aq) + Cl−(aq) →
AgCl(s) + Na+(aq) + NO3

−(aq)
simplifi es to
Ag+(aq) + Cl−(aq) → AgCl(s)

!
Note that this analysis calculates only the 
amount of chloride present. Other tests would 
be required to demonstrate that it was all 
sodium chloride and not potassium chloride or 
some other salt.

Gravimetric Analysis
+ Cheap

Mass Spectroscopy Volumetric Analysis

TLC GC HPLC

Atomic Emission Spec Atomic Absorption Spec UV-Visible

IR 1H NMR 13C NMR
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chromatography plate. The position of this spot is called the origin. The 
plate is then placed in a container with the edge of the plate below the 
spot submerged in a solvent. It is important to have the sample spot, the 
origin, above the level of the solvent so that it can be transported up the 
plate and not dissolve into the liquid in the beaker. A similar technique is 
used in paper chromatography. Figure 6.2 shows thin-layer chromatography 
of three different samples in progress. As the solvent rises up the plate the 
components of each sample separate.

Interpreting chromatograms of thin-layer and 
paper chromatography
A chromatogram is the pattern of bands or spots formed on the plate in 
thin-layer chromatography or on the paper in paper chromatography.

The identity of the chemicals in the mixture can be identifi ed in two 
ways:
1 running standards of known chemicals on the same chromatogram as the 

unknown sample
2 calculating the Rf value of the sample.
In Method 1 it is necessary to have some idea of the chemical that you are 
looking for in the sample. For example, if you wish to fi nd out whether a 
vitamin tablet contains vitamins A and D, a sample of the vitamin tablet can 
be run on the same chromatogram as a pure sample of each of vitamins A 
and D. If spots from the sample of tablet move the same distance from the 
origin on the chromatogram as the spots from the pure samples, then the 
tablet is likely to contain vitamins A and D.

In Figure 6.2 it is likely that the green dye in sample C is the same green 
dye as in sample A because the green spots occur at the same distance from 
the origin on the chromatogram.

The sample and standard must be run on the same chromatogram because 
the distances moved from the origin will depend on the distance moved 
by the solvent front. The further the solvent front is allowed to travel, the 
further the spots travel and the greater the separation between the spots.

In Method 2, the components of a mixture can be identifi ed by the distance 
they travel along the stationary phase compared to the distance travelled by 
the solvent front. This is expressed as an Rf value for a component:

 Rf = 
distance moved from origin by component

distance moved from origin by solvent

You can see from Figure 6.3 that:
 Rf values will always be less than one
 the component most strongly adsorbed onto the stationary phase moves 

the shortest distance and has the lowest Rf value.
Each component has a characteristic Rf value for the conditions under which 
the chromatogram was obtained. By comparing the Rf values of components 
of a particular mixture with the Rf values of known substances under 
identical conditions, the compounds present in a mixture can be identifi ed.

Although in chromatograms of plant pigments and food dyes the 
components can be seen easily, most compounds are colourless and must 
be made visible. Many organic compounds fl uoresce and appear blue when 
viewed under ultraviolet light. With other compounds, the chromatogram 
can be sprayed with a chemical that reacts to form coloured or fl uorescent 
compounds.

In Method 2 the distance moved by the solvent front is no longer critical 
as the proportion of the distance moved from the origin (the Rf value) stays 
the same provided the conditions under which the chromatogram is run 
are the same. This means the Rf values of unknown spots can be compared 

x x x
A B C

Thin-layer
plate

coated
with

alumina
(stationary

phase)
Origin

Watchglass used as a cover

Solvent front

Solvent
(mobile phase)

 Figure 6.2
Thin-layer chromatography of three different 
food colours (A, B and C). A number of 
chemicals once used as food colours are now 
regarded as hazardous and can be detected by 
this method.

Solvent front

X

10 cm
7 cm

3 cm

Origin

Rf (blue component) =

Rf (red component) =

3
10 = 0.3

7
10 = 0.7

 Figure 6.3
Calculation of the Rf values of components on a 
chromatogram.
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Example 6.3
The concentration of benzene in a sample of petrol was determined by gas chromatography. 
A series of standards with an accurately known concentration of benzene were run under the 
same conditions as the sample.

The chromatogram of the sample and the standards is shown in Figure 6.14.

 Figure 6.13
Petrol sample spiked with benzene.
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 Figure 6.12
Chromatogram of a reference sample 
containing a mixture of butane, 2-methylbutane, 
hexane, benzene and 2-methylhexane.

 Figure 6.14
Chromatogram of standard samples of benzene 
and an unknown sample.
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 Figure 6.11
Gas chromatogram of a petrol sample.
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2 The other solution is dispensed slowly into the titration fl ask from a 
burette.

3 The equivalence point is the point during the titration when the solutions 
have been mixed in the mole ratio shown by the reaction equation. The 
volume of solution delivered by the burette is known as the titre.

4 To minimise errors, the titration is repeated several times and the average 
titre found.

For example, in the reaction:

HCl(aq) + NaOH(aq) –—h NaCl(aq) + H2O(l)

the equivalence point is reached when the reactants have been mixed in 
the mole ratio given by the equation (the stoichiometic ratio). At this point 
n(HCl) = n(NaOH) = 1.

Similarly, in the reaction:

2HCl(aq) + Ca(OH)2(aq) –—h CaCl2(aq) + 2H2O(l)

the equivalence point is reached when the mole ratio n(HCl(aq) ) : 
n(Ca(OH)2(aq) ) = 2 : 1. In this case, the equivalence point is reached when 
n(HCl(aq) ) = 2n(Ca(OH)2(aq) ).

Identifying the equivalence point
If the solutions being titrated are colourless, as is often the case in acid–base 
titrations, an indicator must be added to the reaction mixture to detect the 
equivalence point (Chapter 4). The indicator must be chosen carefully to 
ensure that the point during the titration at which the indicator changes 
colour, called the end point, closely matches the equivalence point of the 
reaction. With redox reactions (Chapter 5), the end point can often be 
identifi ed by a colour change in one of the reactants.

To minimise the effect of errors, titrations are repeated several times and 
the results averaged. Once the unknown concentration has been determined 
by volumetric analysis, the solution can be used as a standard solution for 
other titrations.

1 Burette is
 filled with
 one reactant.

2 Pipette delivers a
 known volume of
 the other reactant
 into flask.

3 Indicator has
 been added.

4 The end point has
 been reached.

Conical
flask

Indicator

Acid

Graduation line

2 Th h l d d l l h fl k f

 Figure 3.5
Steps in an acid–base titration.

 Figure 3.6
A pipette must always be fi lled using a safety 
pipette fi ller. When the pipette is fi lled correctly, 
the meniscus sits on the graduation line.
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These shells, also called energy levels, and electrons in these shells, are 
located at different distances from the nucleus. The negatively charged 
electrons are attracted to the positively charged protons in the nucleus by 
electrostatic attraction.

Electrons in energy levels close to the nucleus have the lowest energies 
and experience the strongest attraction to the nucleus. An electron can jump 
to a higher energy level if it absorbs energy that corresponds exactly to the 
difference in energy between the lower energy level and the higher energy 
level. When electrons jump to a higher energy level they move to a higher 
energy subshell in a different shell. For some metal atoms, the heat of a 
Bunsen fl ame provides suffi cient energy for this to happen.

Higher energy levels are unstable so the excited electrons quickly return 
to lower energy levels, emitting the energy they had absorbed. If the energy 
emitted falls within the band of energies visible to the eye, it can be seen 
as coloured light (Figure 7.7). Radiation emitted from other parts of the 
electromagnetic spectrum, such as the ultraviolet region, is detected using 
instruments.

The energy of a photon of light emitted by an excited electron has a 
fi xed value, equal to the difference in energy between the higher energy 
level and the lower energy level to which it returns. The light consequently 
has a specifi c wavelength and colour. Electrons in an atom can be excited to 

 Figure 7.4
Metal ions incorporated in the fi reworks are responsible for the colours in this display.

Nucleus: contains
protons and
neutrons

1st shell

2nd shell

3rd shell

 Figure 7.6
A simplifi ed representation of the arrangement 
of electrons in a sodium atom. Higher energy 
shells that are not occupied by electrons are 
not shown. (In Unit 1 you learned that electrons 
are now thought to be distributed in a more 
complex fashion than shown here. Within each 
shell, electrons are arranged in energy levels 
called subshells.)

Flame colour

Sample adhering
to wire

Burner

 Figure 7.5
Performing a fl ame test. A moist wire has been 
dipped in the sample and then placed in the 
fl ame. A fi ne spray of the solution from a spray 
bottle could be used instead.

 Figure 7.7
During a fl ame test, electrons ‘jumping’ from 
a high to a low energy level lose energy by 
emitting coloured light.

Energy from the flame promotes
an electron to a higher energy level.

Energy
emitted

The electron quickly returns to a
lower energy level, emitting light
of a particular colour.
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3.1.6c

principles and applications of spectroscopic techniques (excluding features of instrumentation and operation), and interpretation of 
qualitative and quantitative data from: proton and carbon-13 nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR) including spin, the 
application of carbon-13 to determine number of equivalent carbon environments; and application of proton NMR to determine 
structure: chemical shift, areas under peak and peak splitting patterns (excluding coupling constants), and application of n+1 rule to 
simple compounds

1H NMR Spectroscopy Proton Nuclear Magnetic 
Resonance Spectroscopy

13C NMR Spectroscopy Carbon Nuclear Magnetic 
Resonance Spectroscopy

Analyses environments of hydrogen

1

2

3

chemical shift (ppm) 
area under peak (e.g. 2H) 
mini peaks minus one

The energy required to excite a nucleus to a higher energy level (by 
changing the nucleus’ magnetic alignment) depends on the atom’s 
‘environment’. Each environment has a unique nuclear shielding effect.
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At high resolution the NMR spectrum of ethanol shows more detail. The 
peak due to –CH3 protons is split into three fi ne peaks, while the peak due 
to –CH2– protons is spit into four fi ne peaks (Figure 7.43b).

The number of peaks caused by splitting equals n + 1, where n is the 
number of H atoms on the neighbouring atoms, i.e.:
 CH splits the signal from hydrogens attached to adjacent atoms into two 

peaks
 CH2 splits the signal from hydrogens attached to adjacent atoms into 

three peaks
 CH3 splits the signal from hydrogens attached to adjacent atoms into 

four peaks.
In summary:
 chemical shift provides information about the functional group to which 

the hydrogen H is attached
 peak splitting gives information about the neighbouring protons
 peak areas give information about the number of equivalent hydrogen 

atoms.

C C

H OH

H H
H H

5

Peak area

Ethanol

2 : 1 : 3

H O

4 3 2 1 0

CH2

CH3

Chemical shift (ppm)

a

5 4 3 2 1 0

2H

—CH2—

1H

HO—

3H

TMS

—CH3

Chemical shift (ppm)

b

 Figure 7.43
a Low resolution NMR spectrum of ethanol. b High resolution spectrum of ethanol showing peak splitting.

chemfact
Peak splitting acts over small distances only. 
The interacting hydrogens must be bonded to 
adjacent atoms. For example, CH3OCH2OCH3 
shows no spin–spin coupling and peak 
splitting because the hydrogens are not 
joined to adjacent atoms; they are separated 
by an oxygen atom.

!
The H in OH groups doesn’t split the peaks of 
adjacent H atoms, nor is its own peak split, for 
reasons that are beyond this course.

chemistry in actionychemistry in action

Magnetic resonance imaging

NMR is used in medicine in the form of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). The MRI 
scanner is effectively an NMR machine; the patient takes the place of the sample and is 
rolled into the opening of the huge magnet.

The body is an abundant source of protons. MRI measures the amount of time it 
takes for excited protons to relax back to the lower energy state. This time is different for 
protons in fat, muscle, tissue and bone. Normal tissue gives a different response from a 
tumour. A powerful computer is used to analyse the data and present a coloured image 
of the patient’s body. The MRI scan shows repeated sections through the body as the 
patient is slowly moved deeper into the machine. MRI can be carried out on a patient who 
is conscious and can react to stimuli. This allows the technique to show a unique picture 
of the working brain as the patient is shown images, hears sounds, carries out mental 
arithmetic tasks, and the like.

 Figure 7.44
An MRI scan of a human head.
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environment and they 
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13C NMR spectroscopy
Carbon-13 is a naturally occurring isotope of carbon that has nuclear spin. It 
is used in NMR spectroscopy to identify different carbon atom environments 
within a molecule. The chemical shift from the TMS reference is dependent 
on a carbon atom’s environment within a molecule. Chemical shifts range 
from 0 ppm to 200 ppm (Table 7.10). The peaks in the spectrum are a single 
line produced for each different carbon atom environment.

The 1H NMR and 13C NMR spectra for a particular compound are 
different. The 1H NMR spectrum for ethanol, CH3CH2OH, was given in 
Figure 7.43b; the 13C NMR spectrum is shown in Figure 7.50. The proton 
NMR shows three sets of peaks representing the three different hydrogen 
environments. The carbon-13 NMR shows two peaks respresenting the two 
carbon atom environments.

Carbon type Chemical shift 
(ppm)

R–CH3   8–27
R–CH2–R  27–50
R3–CH  37–60
R–CH2–(F,Cl,Br,I)  12–78
R3C–NH2  35–70
R3–CH2–OH  50–88
RC≡CR  77–98
C≡N 115–133
R2C=CR2 108–150
RCOOH 160–220

TABLE 7.10 Carbon-13 chemical 
shifts

200 180 160 140 120 100
Chemical shift (ppm)

TMS

—CH2— CH3—

80 60 40 20 0

CH3 CH2 OH

 Figure 7.50
Carbon-13 NMR spectrum for ethanol.

 Atomic nuclei produce a magnetic fi eld as a result of proton and 
neutron spin. The nucleus will always have an overall spin when 
the number of protons plus neutrons is an odd number.

 The interaction of an external magnetic fi eld with the magnetic 
fi eld of the nucleus of an atom is used in nuclear magnetic 
resonance spectroscopy to determine the identity and structure 
of a compound.

 The magnetic fi elds generated by nuclei align with or against an 
external fi eld. Nuclei aligned against the external fi eld are at a 
higher energy level than those aligned with the external fi eld.

 Electromagnetic radiation in the radio frequency range causes 
nuclei to move to a higher energy level.

 The external magnetic fi eld experienced by an atom within a 
molecule is modifi ed by the magnetic fi eld of neighbouring 
atoms.

 The energy required to excite a nucleus of an atom to a higher 
energy level depends on the arrangement of atoms within a 
molecule or the atom’s ‘environment’.

 Each peak in an NMR spectrum represents a different chemical 
environment.

 The area under the peaks indicates the proportion of atoms in 
each environment.

 The frequency at which a nucleus absorbs radiation relative to 
the absorption of the TMS standard is called the chemical shift.

 The chemical shift is characteristic of an atom’s environment.
 The peaks in high resolution proton NMR spectra may be 

split into a cluster of peaks. The amount of splitting provides 
information about the number of hydrogens attached to 
adjacent carbon atoms. The interaction between protons 
on adjacent atoms that causes the peaks to split is called 
spin–spin coupling.

 Analysis of an NMR spectrum involves consideration of:
− the number of peak sets
− the chemical shift of each peak set
− the relative area under each peak set
− peak splitting.

7.6

At i l i d ti fi ld lt f t d E h k i NMR t t diff t h i l

summary

!
Refer to the VCE Chemistry Data Book for a full 
listing of 13C chemical shifts.

1 chemical shift (ppm)
Just 1 Thing to Look Our For

Tells you the environment of those carbons (–CH2–, –CH3, etc)

Only visible on high-resolution 
spectrographs. Low-resolution NMR 
spectrographs don’t have mini peaks.

for calibration 
purposes

Analyses environments of carbon

for calibration 
purposes
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principles and applications of spectroscopic techniques (excluding features of instrumentation and operation), and interpretation of 
qualitative and quantitative data from: proton and carbon-13 nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR) including spin, the 
application of carbon-13 to determine number of equivalent carbon environments; and application of proton NMR to determine 
structure: chemical shift, areas under peak and peak splitting patterns (excluding coupling constants), and application of n+1 rule to 
simple compounds

1H NMR Spectroscopy Proton Nuclear Magnetic 
Resonance Spectroscopy

13C NMR Spectroscopy Carbon Nuclear Magnetic 
Resonance Spectroscopy

Analyses environments of hydrogen

1

2

3

chemical shift (ppm) 
area under peak (e.g. 2H) 
mini peaks minus one

The energy required to excite a nucleus to a higher energy level (by 
changing the nucleus’ magnetic alignment) depends on the atom’s 
‘environment’. Each environment has a unique nuclear shielding effect.
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At high resolution the NMR spectrum of ethanol shows more detail. The 
peak due to –CH3 protons is split into three fi ne peaks, while the peak due 
to –CH2– protons is spit into four fi ne peaks (Figure 7.43b).

The number of peaks caused by splitting equals n + 1, where n is the 
number of H atoms on the neighbouring atoms, i.e.:
 CH splits the signal from hydrogens attached to adjacent atoms into two 

peaks
 CH2 splits the signal from hydrogens attached to adjacent atoms into 

three peaks
 CH3 splits the signal from hydrogens attached to adjacent atoms into 

four peaks.
In summary:
 chemical shift provides information about the functional group to which 

the hydrogen H is attached
 peak splitting gives information about the neighbouring protons
 peak areas give information about the number of equivalent hydrogen 

atoms.

C C

H OH

H H
H H

5

Peak area

Ethanol

2 : 1 : 3

H O

4 3 2 1 0

CH2

CH3

Chemical shift (ppm)

a

5 4 3 2 1 0

2H

—CH2—

1H

HO—

3H

TMS

—CH3

Chemical shift (ppm)

b

 Figure 7.43
a Low resolution NMR spectrum of ethanol. b High resolution spectrum of ethanol showing peak splitting.

chemfact
Peak splitting acts over small distances only. 
The interacting hydrogens must be bonded to 
adjacent atoms. For example, CH3OCH2OCH3 
shows no spin–spin coupling and peak 
splitting because the hydrogens are not 
joined to adjacent atoms; they are separated 
by an oxygen atom.

!
The H in OH groups doesn’t split the peaks of 
adjacent H atoms, nor is its own peak split, for 
reasons that are beyond this course.

chemistry in actionychemistry in action

Magnetic resonance imaging

NMR is used in medicine in the form of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). The MRI 
scanner is effectively an NMR machine; the patient takes the place of the sample and is 
rolled into the opening of the huge magnet.

The body is an abundant source of protons. MRI measures the amount of time it 
takes for excited protons to relax back to the lower energy state. This time is different for 
protons in fat, muscle, tissue and bone. Normal tissue gives a different response from a 
tumour. A powerful computer is used to analyse the data and present a coloured image 
of the patient’s body. The MRI scan shows repeated sections through the body as the 
patient is slowly moved deeper into the machine. MRI can be carried out on a patient who 
is conscious and can react to stimuli. This allows the technique to show a unique picture 
of the working brain as the patient is shown images, hears sounds, carries out mental 
arithmetic tasks, and the like.

 Figure 7.44
An MRI scan of a human head.
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3 Things to Look Out For

Tells you the environment of those protons (–CH3, –NH2, etc)

Tells you how many protons are in that environment

Tells you how many neighbouring protons there are

ethanol

neighbouring 
protons are bonded 
to adjacent carbon 
atoms.

O

C

O
H C

C

C
H

C
H

C

H

C
H

C

H

this proton has 
two neighbours

Example
3 protons are in a —CH3 

environment and they 
have 2 neighbours

Interpretation

Spectrograph

1 proton is in an —OH 
environment and it has 

no neighbours

2 protons are in a –CH2– 
environment and they 

have 3 neighbours
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13C NMR spectroscopy
Carbon-13 is a naturally occurring isotope of carbon that has nuclear spin. It 
is used in NMR spectroscopy to identify different carbon atom environments 
within a molecule. The chemical shift from the TMS reference is dependent 
on a carbon atom’s environment within a molecule. Chemical shifts range 
from 0 ppm to 200 ppm (Table 7.10). The peaks in the spectrum are a single 
line produced for each different carbon atom environment.

The 1H NMR and 13C NMR spectra for a particular compound are 
different. The 1H NMR spectrum for ethanol, CH3CH2OH, was given in 
Figure 7.43b; the 13C NMR spectrum is shown in Figure 7.50. The proton 
NMR shows three sets of peaks representing the three different hydrogen 
environments. The carbon-13 NMR shows two peaks respresenting the two 
carbon atom environments.

Carbon type Chemical shift 
(ppm)

R–CH3   8–27
R–CH2–R  27–50
R3–CH  37–60
R–CH2–(F,Cl,Br,I)  12–78
R3C–NH2  35–70
R3–CH2–OH  50–88
RC≡CR  77–98
C≡N 115–133
R2C=CR2 108–150
RCOOH 160–220

TABLE 7.10 Carbon-13 chemical 
shifts

200 180 160 140 120 100
Chemical shift (ppm)

TMS

—CH2— CH3—

80 60 40 20 0

CH3 CH2 OH

 Figure 7.50
Carbon-13 NMR spectrum for ethanol.

 Atomic nuclei produce a magnetic fi eld as a result of proton and 
neutron spin. The nucleus will always have an overall spin when 
the number of protons plus neutrons is an odd number.

 The interaction of an external magnetic fi eld with the magnetic 
fi eld of the nucleus of an atom is used in nuclear magnetic 
resonance spectroscopy to determine the identity and structure 
of a compound.

 The magnetic fi elds generated by nuclei align with or against an 
external fi eld. Nuclei aligned against the external fi eld are at a 
higher energy level than those aligned with the external fi eld.

 Electromagnetic radiation in the radio frequency range causes 
nuclei to move to a higher energy level.

 The external magnetic fi eld experienced by an atom within a 
molecule is modifi ed by the magnetic fi eld of neighbouring 
atoms.

 The energy required to excite a nucleus of an atom to a higher 
energy level depends on the arrangement of atoms within a 
molecule or the atom’s ‘environment’.

 Each peak in an NMR spectrum represents a different chemical 
environment.

 The area under the peaks indicates the proportion of atoms in 
each environment.

 The frequency at which a nucleus absorbs radiation relative to 
the absorption of the TMS standard is called the chemical shift.

 The chemical shift is characteristic of an atom’s environment.
 The peaks in high resolution proton NMR spectra may be 

split into a cluster of peaks. The amount of splitting provides 
information about the number of hydrogens attached to 
adjacent carbon atoms. The interaction between protons 
on adjacent atoms that causes the peaks to split is called 
spin–spin coupling.

 Analysis of an NMR spectrum involves consideration of:
− the number of peak sets
− the chemical shift of each peak set
− the relative area under each peak set
− peak splitting.

7.6

At i l i d ti fi ld lt f t d E h k i NMR t t diff t h i l

summary

!
Refer to the VCE Chemistry Data Book for a full 
listing of 13C chemical shifts.

1 chemical shift (ppm)
Just 1 Thing to Look Our For

Tells you the environment of those carbons (–CH2–, –CH3, etc)

Only visible on high-resolution 
spectrographs. Low-resolution NMR 
spectrographs don’t have mini peaks.

for calibration 
purposes

Analyses environments of carbon

for calibration 
purposes

– High Conc. Needed Water Content + Sensitive – Expensive Volatiles (e.g. flavours) + Cheap – High Conc. Needed Acids & Bases, 
Oxidants & Reductants

+ Cheap – Inaccurate Dyes, Amino Acids + Sensitive – Expensive Low-Molecular Mass 
Organic Compounds + Sensitive – Expensive High-Molecular Mass 

Organic Compounds

+ Sensitive – Expensive Metals + Sensitive – Expensive Metals + Easy – High Conc. Needed Low-Molecular Mass 
Organic Compounds

+ Huge Range of Analytes – Expensive Organic Molecules + Sensitive – Expensive Organic Molecules + Sensitive – Expensive Organic Molecules
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Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) nomenclature of alkanes, alkenes, amines, haloalkanes, 
alkanols (CnH2n+1OH), alkanoic acids (CnH2n+1COOH) and esters up to C10

–ane 
alkanes 

saturated, all 
C–C bonds

–ene 
alkenes 

unsaturated, 
contains C=C

–amine 
amines 

–NH

chloro– 
–ane 

chloroalkanes 
–Cl group

bromo– 
–ane 

bromoalkanes 
–Br group

iodo– 
–ane 

iodoalkanes 
–I group

–ol 
alkanols 

–OH group

–oic acid 
carboxylic acids 
–COOH group

meth– 
1 carbon methane doesn’t 

exist methanamine chloromethane bromomethane iodomethane methanol methanoic 
acid

eth– 
2 carbons ethane ethene ethanamine chloroethane bromoethane iodoethane ethanol ethanoic 

acid

prop– 
3 carbons propane propene propanamine chloropropane bromopropane iodopropane propanol propanoic 

acid

but– 
4 carbons butane butene butanamine chlorobutane bromobutane iodobutane butanol butanoic 

acid

pent– 
5 carbons pentane pentene pentamine chloropentane bromopentane iodopentane pentanol pentanoic 

acid

hex– 
6 carbons hexane hexene hexanamine chlorohexane bromohexane iodohexane hexanol hexanoic 

acid

hept– 
7 carbons heptane heptene heptanamine chloroheptane bromoheptane iodoheptane heptanol heptanoic 

acid

oct– 
8 carbons octane octene octanamine chlorooctane bromooctane iodooctane octanol octanoic 

acid

non– 
9 carbons nonane nonene nonanamine chlorononane bromononane iodononane nonanol nonanoic 

acid

dec– 
10 carbons decane decene decanamine chlorodecane bromodecane iododecane decanol decanoic 

acid

methyl– 
1 carbon

hexyl– 
6 carbon

ethyl– 
2 carbons

heptyl– 
7 carbons

propyl– 
3 carbons

octyl– 
8 carbons

butyl–  
4 carbons

nonyl– 
9 carbons

pentyl– 
5 carbons

decyl– 
10 carbons

Sidechains
a.k.a. branching

Backbone & Functional Groups

Naming Organic Compounds
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This reaction, in which the red-brown colour of bromine disappears as 
it reacts with the alkene, is used as a general test for unsaturation (Figure 
8.21). It involves conversion of the double bond to a single bond. This type 
of reaction is known as an addition reaction.

2 Reaction with hydrogen gas 
In the presence of a catalyst and on heating, ethene reacts with hydrogen 
gas to produce ethane. A hydrogen atom has bonded to each of the carbon 
atoms on either side of the double bond, converting the C=C double bond 
to a carbon–carbon single bond.

 Figure 8.20
Addition of bromine to ethene.

 Figure 8.21
Testing for unsaturation. Adding a few 
drops of red-coloured bromine to hexane 
(right) produces no reaction. The colour in 
the sunfl ower oil (left) disappears almost 
immediately because molecules in the 
sunfl ower oil contain carbon-to-carbon double 
bonds which undergo addition reactions with 
bromine (Br2).

!
Structural formulas of reactants and products 
are usually used when writing equations for 
addition reactions so that the position of the 
added atoms can be clearly shown.

3 Reaction with steam 
Large amounts of ethanol are now made by the addition reaction of steam 
(H2O(g)) and ethene using a phosphoric acid catalyst (Figure 8.23).

Fermentation of sugar to produce ethanol is still used to make beer, 
wine and other beverages that contain ethanol. Ethanol manufactured 
from ethene is used as a reagent for industrial purposes and as a solvent in 
cosmetics, pharmaceuticals and inks.
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 Figure 8.22
Addition of hydrogen to ethene in the presence of a catalyst.

4 Formation of polyethene
An addition reaction of ethene is involved in making polyethene (Figure 
8.24). As in the previous three examples, the double bond is converted to 
a carbon-carbon single bond in the reaction and a saturated product forms. 
In this case, there is no other reactant to add to the ethene molecules. The 
ethene molecules themselves join together to form a long chain.
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 Figure 8.23
The formation of ethanol from ethene, undergoing an addition reaction with steam.
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properties and systematic naming of alkanes and alkenes up to C6

An organic compound is a compound made mostly from C and H. Some organic 
compounds also have functional groups attached (such as –OH or –NH2). !
A homologous series is a series of organic compounds with similar chemical 
properties (same functional group) and in which each member differs by a –CH2– 
group from the previous member.
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Naming Organic Molecules A carbon backbone is the longest –C–C– 
chain in a molecule.
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This reaction, in which the red-brown colour of bromine disappears as 
it reacts with the alkene, is used as a general test for unsaturation (Figure 
8.21). It involves conversion of the double bond to a single bond. This type 
of reaction is known as an addition reaction.

2 Reaction with hydrogen gas 
In the presence of a catalyst and on heating, ethene reacts with hydrogen 
gas to produce ethane. A hydrogen atom has bonded to each of the carbon 
atoms on either side of the double bond, converting the C=C double bond 
to a carbon–carbon single bond.

 Figure 8.20
Addition of bromine to ethene.

 Figure 8.21
Testing for unsaturation. Adding a few 
drops of red-coloured bromine to hexane 
(right) produces no reaction. The colour in 
the sunfl ower oil (left) disappears almost 
immediately because molecules in the 
sunfl ower oil contain carbon-to-carbon double 
bonds which undergo addition reactions with 
bromine (Br2).

!
Structural formulas of reactants and products 
are usually used when writing equations for 
addition reactions so that the position of the 
added atoms can be clearly shown.

3 Reaction with steam 
Large amounts of ethanol are now made by the addition reaction of steam 
(H2O(g)) and ethene using a phosphoric acid catalyst (Figure 8.23).

Fermentation of sugar to produce ethanol is still used to make beer, 
wine and other beverages that contain ethanol. Ethanol manufactured 
from ethene is used as a reagent for industrial purposes and as a solvent in 
cosmetics, pharmaceuticals and inks.
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 Figure 8.22
Addition of hydrogen to ethene in the presence of a catalyst.

4 Formation of polyethene
An addition reaction of ethene is involved in making polyethene (Figure 
8.24). As in the previous three examples, the double bond is converted to 
a carbon-carbon single bond in the reaction and a saturated product forms. 
In this case, there is no other reactant to add to the ethene molecules. The 
ethene molecules themselves join together to form a long chain.
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 Figure 8.23
The formation of ethanol from ethene, undergoing an addition reaction with steam.
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This reaction, in which the red-brown colour of bromine disappears as 
it reacts with the alkene, is used as a general test for unsaturation (Figure 
8.21). It involves conversion of the double bond to a single bond. This type 
of reaction is known as an addition reaction.

2 Reaction with hydrogen gas 
In the presence of a catalyst and on heating, ethene reacts with hydrogen 
gas to produce ethane. A hydrogen atom has bonded to each of the carbon 
atoms on either side of the double bond, converting the C=C double bond 
to a carbon–carbon single bond.

 Figure 8.20
Addition of bromine to ethene.

 Figure 8.21
Testing for unsaturation. Adding a few 
drops of red-coloured bromine to hexane 
(right) produces no reaction. The colour in 
the sunfl ower oil (left) disappears almost 
immediately because molecules in the 
sunfl ower oil contain carbon-to-carbon double 
bonds which undergo addition reactions with 
bromine (Br2).

!
Structural formulas of reactants and products 
are usually used when writing equations for 
addition reactions so that the position of the 
added atoms can be clearly shown.

3 Reaction with steam 
Large amounts of ethanol are now made by the addition reaction of steam 
(H2O(g)) and ethene using a phosphoric acid catalyst (Figure 8.23).

Fermentation of sugar to produce ethanol is still used to make beer, 
wine and other beverages that contain ethanol. Ethanol manufactured 
from ethene is used as a reagent for industrial purposes and as a solvent in 
cosmetics, pharmaceuticals and inks.
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 Figure 8.22
Addition of hydrogen to ethene in the presence of a catalyst.

4 Formation of polyethene
An addition reaction of ethene is involved in making polyethene (Figure 
8.24). As in the previous three examples, the double bond is converted to 
a carbon-carbon single bond in the reaction and a saturated product forms. 
In this case, there is no other reactant to add to the ethene molecules. The 
ethene molecules themselves join together to form a long chain.
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The formation of ethanol from ethene, undergoing an addition reaction with steam.
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This reaction, in which the red-brown colour of bromine disappears as 
it reacts with the alkene, is used as a general test for unsaturation (Figure 
8.21). It involves conversion of the double bond to a single bond. This type 
of reaction is known as an addition reaction.

2 Reaction with hydrogen gas 
In the presence of a catalyst and on heating, ethene reacts with hydrogen 
gas to produce ethane. A hydrogen atom has bonded to each of the carbon 
atoms on either side of the double bond, converting the C=C double bond 
to a carbon–carbon single bond.

 Figure 8.20
Addition of bromine to ethene.

 Figure 8.21
Testing for unsaturation. Adding a few 
drops of red-coloured bromine to hexane 
(right) produces no reaction. The colour in 
the sunfl ower oil (left) disappears almost 
immediately because molecules in the 
sunfl ower oil contain carbon-to-carbon double 
bonds which undergo addition reactions with 
bromine (Br2).

!
Structural formulas of reactants and products 
are usually used when writing equations for 
addition reactions so that the position of the 
added atoms can be clearly shown.

3 Reaction with steam 
Large amounts of ethanol are now made by the addition reaction of steam 
(H2O(g)) and ethene using a phosphoric acid catalyst (Figure 8.23).

Fermentation of sugar to produce ethanol is still used to make beer, 
wine and other beverages that contain ethanol. Ethanol manufactured 
from ethene is used as a reagent for industrial purposes and as a solvent in 
cosmetics, pharmaceuticals and inks.
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4 Formation of polyethene
An addition reaction of ethene is involved in making polyethene (Figure 
8.24). As in the previous three examples, the double bond is converted to 
a carbon-carbon single bond in the reaction and a saturated product forms. 
In this case, there is no other reactant to add to the ethene molecules. The 
ethene molecules themselves join together to form a long chain.
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An organic compound is a compound made mostly from C and H. Some organic 
compounds also have functional groups attached (such as –OH or –NH2). !
A homologous series is a series of organic compounds with similar chemical 
properties (same functional group) and in which each member differs by a –CH2– 
group from the previous member.
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This reaction, in which the red-brown colour of bromine disappears as 
it reacts with the alkene, is used as a general test for unsaturation (Figure 
8.21). It involves conversion of the double bond to a single bond. This type 
of reaction is known as an addition reaction.

2 Reaction with hydrogen gas 
In the presence of a catalyst and on heating, ethene reacts with hydrogen 
gas to produce ethane. A hydrogen atom has bonded to each of the carbon 
atoms on either side of the double bond, converting the C=C double bond 
to a carbon–carbon single bond.

 Figure 8.20
Addition of bromine to ethene.

 Figure 8.21
Testing for unsaturation. Adding a few 
drops of red-coloured bromine to hexane 
(right) produces no reaction. The colour in 
the sunfl ower oil (left) disappears almost 
immediately because molecules in the 
sunfl ower oil contain carbon-to-carbon double 
bonds which undergo addition reactions with 
bromine (Br2).

!
Structural formulas of reactants and products 
are usually used when writing equations for 
addition reactions so that the position of the 
added atoms can be clearly shown.

3 Reaction with steam 
Large amounts of ethanol are now made by the addition reaction of steam 
(H2O(g)) and ethene using a phosphoric acid catalyst (Figure 8.23).

Fermentation of sugar to produce ethanol is still used to make beer, 
wine and other beverages that contain ethanol. Ethanol manufactured 
from ethene is used as a reagent for industrial purposes and as a solvent in 
cosmetics, pharmaceuticals and inks.
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 Figure 8.22
Addition of hydrogen to ethene in the presence of a catalyst.

4 Formation of polyethene
An addition reaction of ethene is involved in making polyethene (Figure 
8.24). As in the previous three examples, the double bond is converted to 
a carbon-carbon single bond in the reaction and a saturated product forms. 
In this case, there is no other reactant to add to the ethene molecules. The 
ethene molecules themselves join together to form a long chain.
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 Figure 8.23
The formation of ethanol from ethene, undergoing an addition reaction with steam.
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This reaction, in which the red-brown colour of bromine disappears as 
it reacts with the alkene, is used as a general test for unsaturation (Figure 
8.21). It involves conversion of the double bond to a single bond. This type 
of reaction is known as an addition reaction.

2 Reaction with hydrogen gas 
In the presence of a catalyst and on heating, ethene reacts with hydrogen 
gas to produce ethane. A hydrogen atom has bonded to each of the carbon 
atoms on either side of the double bond, converting the C=C double bond 
to a carbon–carbon single bond.

 Figure 8.20
Addition of bromine to ethene.

 Figure 8.21
Testing for unsaturation. Adding a few 
drops of red-coloured bromine to hexane 
(right) produces no reaction. The colour in 
the sunfl ower oil (left) disappears almost 
immediately because molecules in the 
sunfl ower oil contain carbon-to-carbon double 
bonds which undergo addition reactions with 
bromine (Br2).

!
Structural formulas of reactants and products 
are usually used when writing equations for 
addition reactions so that the position of the 
added atoms can be clearly shown.

3 Reaction with steam 
Large amounts of ethanol are now made by the addition reaction of steam 
(H2O(g)) and ethene using a phosphoric acid catalyst (Figure 8.23).

Fermentation of sugar to produce ethanol is still used to make beer, 
wine and other beverages that contain ethanol. Ethanol manufactured 
from ethene is used as a reagent for industrial purposes and as a solvent in 
cosmetics, pharmaceuticals and inks.
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 Figure 8.22
Addition of hydrogen to ethene in the presence of a catalyst.

4 Formation of polyethene
An addition reaction of ethene is involved in making polyethene (Figure 
8.24). As in the previous three examples, the double bond is converted to 
a carbon-carbon single bond in the reaction and a saturated product forms. 
In this case, there is no other reactant to add to the ethene molecules. The 
ethene molecules themselves join together to form a long chain.
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immediately because molecules in the 
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Structural formulas of reactants and products 
are usually used when writing equations for 
addition reactions so that the position of the 
added atoms can be clearly shown.
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Large amounts of ethanol are now made by the addition reaction of steam 
(H2O(g)) and ethene using a phosphoric acid catalyst (Figure 8.23).

Fermentation of sugar to produce ethanol is still used to make beer, 
wine and other beverages that contain ethanol. Ethanol manufactured 
from ethene is used as a reagent for industrial purposes and as a solvent in 
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4 Formation of polyethene
An addition reaction of ethene is involved in making polyethene (Figure 
8.24). As in the previous three examples, the double bond is converted to 
a carbon-carbon single bond in the reaction and a saturated product forms. 
In this case, there is no other reactant to add to the ethene molecules. The 
ethene molecules themselves join together to form a long chain.
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properties and systematic naming of alkanes and alkenes up to C6

An organic compound is a compound made mostly from C and H. Some organic 
compounds also have functional groups attached (such as –OH or –NH2). !
A homologous series is a series of organic compounds with similar chemical 
properties (same functional group) and in which each member differs by a –CH2– 
group from the previous member.
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This reaction, in which the red-brown colour of bromine disappears as 
it reacts with the alkene, is used as a general test for unsaturation (Figure 
8.21). It involves conversion of the double bond to a single bond. This type 
of reaction is known as an addition reaction.

2 Reaction with hydrogen gas 
In the presence of a catalyst and on heating, ethene reacts with hydrogen 
gas to produce ethane. A hydrogen atom has bonded to each of the carbon 
atoms on either side of the double bond, converting the C=C double bond 
to a carbon–carbon single bond.

 Figure 8.20
Addition of bromine to ethene.

 Figure 8.21
Testing for unsaturation. Adding a few 
drops of red-coloured bromine to hexane 
(right) produces no reaction. The colour in 
the sunfl ower oil (left) disappears almost 
immediately because molecules in the 
sunfl ower oil contain carbon-to-carbon double 
bonds which undergo addition reactions with 
bromine (Br2).

!
Structural formulas of reactants and products 
are usually used when writing equations for 
addition reactions so that the position of the 
added atoms can be clearly shown.

3 Reaction with steam 
Large amounts of ethanol are now made by the addition reaction of steam 
(H2O(g)) and ethene using a phosphoric acid catalyst (Figure 8.23).

Fermentation of sugar to produce ethanol is still used to make beer, 
wine and other beverages that contain ethanol. Ethanol manufactured 
from ethene is used as a reagent for industrial purposes and as a solvent in 
cosmetics, pharmaceuticals and inks.
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 Figure 8.22
Addition of hydrogen to ethene in the presence of a catalyst.

4 Formation of polyethene
An addition reaction of ethene is involved in making polyethene (Figure 
8.24). As in the previous three examples, the double bond is converted to 
a carbon-carbon single bond in the reaction and a saturated product forms. 
In this case, there is no other reactant to add to the ethene molecules. The 
ethene molecules themselves join together to form a long chain.
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 Figure 8.23
The formation of ethanol from ethene, undergoing an addition reaction with steam.
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to a carbon–carbon single bond.
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immediately because molecules in the 
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are usually used when writing equations for 
addition reactions so that the position of the 
added atoms can be clearly shown.

3 Reaction with steam 
Large amounts of ethanol are now made by the addition reaction of steam 
(H2O(g)) and ethene using a phosphoric acid catalyst (Figure 8.23).

Fermentation of sugar to produce ethanol is still used to make beer, 
wine and other beverages that contain ethanol. Ethanol manufactured 
from ethene is used as a reagent for industrial purposes and as a solvent in 
cosmetics, pharmaceuticals and inks.
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4 Formation of polyethene
An addition reaction of ethene is involved in making polyethene (Figure 
8.24). As in the previous three examples, the double bond is converted to 
a carbon-carbon single bond in the reaction and a saturated product forms. 
In this case, there is no other reactant to add to the ethene molecules. The 
ethene molecules themselves join together to form a long chain.
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for addition polymerisation are unsaturated molecules. The double bond 
between the two carbon atoms reacts and new covalent bonds are formed 
between carbon atoms on nearby molecules, creating long chains.

Polyethene: an addition polymer
Polyethene was discovered by accident in the laboratories of ICI in Cheshire, 
England, in the 1930s when some oxygen entered a container of ethene by 
accident. At fi rst, the white waxy solid produced was considered a failure. 
Then further testing found it to be chemically unreactive and an excellent 
insulator. It was fi rst used to make cables and insulate radar aerials during 
World War II. The equation for the formation of polyethene is:

nC2H4(g) → (C2H4)n(s)
The ethene molecule contains a double bond between two carbon atoms 

and so can undergo addition polymerisation. In the process of addition 
polymerisation, all of the atoms present in the monomer molecules are 
present in the polymer molecules. The empirical formula of the polymer 
is the same as that of the monomer. The monomers simply add to the 
ever-growing chain until it reaches its fi nal length in a fraction of a second 
(Figure 8.24).

The polyethene molecules have a backbone of carbon atoms with, on 
average, 150 000 carbon atoms in each molecular chain, although in any 
particular sample of polyethene, the sizes of the molecules will vary.

Polyethene is the simplest of polymers because only hydrogen atoms are 
bonded to the carbon atoms in the chain. It is a thermoplastic polymer, 
which means it can be heated again and reshaped. This is because the bonds 
between the non-polar chains are weak dispersion forces. As the polymer is 
heated, the molecules gain kinetic energy and the polymer chains can slide 
over one another, breaking the weak dispersion forces. The strong covalent 
bonds within the polymer molecule are unaffected.

chemfact
Polythene is an ICI (UK) trademark.

!
When a covalent molecular solid such as 
ice is heated, it changes from a solid to a 
liquid quite suddenly at 0°C. The size of the 
molecules prevents a polymer from undergoing 
a similar change of state. The molecules are 
too entangled to move freely in the manner 
of water molecules. Polymers do not have a 
defi ned melting temperature. If they soften, they 
do so over a broad temperature range. This 
class of polymers is sometimes described as 
thermosoftening or thermoplastic. 

     High-density polyethene (HDPE) is used 
for pipes, buckets, toys, containers and 
freezer bags.

Unbranched chains of polyethene can pack together quite closely to form 
HDPE. HDPE is stronger and less fl exible than low-density polyethene.

     Low-density polyethene (LDPE) is used for 
cling fi lms, garbage bags, squeeze bottles, 
carry bags and insulating cables.

Highly branched chains of polyethene do not pack together as well and 
form a softer, more fl exible and low-density form of polyethene.

 Figure 8.29
Two different forms of polyethene: high-density 
polyethene (HDPE) and low-density polyethene 
(LDPE).
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addition polymers - relationship between structure, properties and applications

In Chemistry,	 ‘plastic’ = ductile + malleable. Plastic is an adjective; a property. 
	 	 ‘polymer’ is a type of material that includes polythene, PVC and Nylon®.

Definitions

	 	 Polymers are made from repeating monomer units bonded covalently.

Contains a carbon-
carbon double bond

Polymers … …

Monomer Polymer

= – – – – – – – – – – –

Those carbon-carbon double bonds become carbon-carbon single bonds 
as the monomers link together covalently to form a polymer

Low Branching High Branching

cling 
film

pipes
HDPE LDPE

Monomer Polymer

… …
Large side-groups prevent dense 
packing and lowers the density of a 
polymer. 

very large
Polystyrene:

Atactic Isotactic

4 structural features that 
change a thermoplastic 
polymer’s properties (see 
next section for number 4)

Illustrated by 
polyethene

Illustrated by polystyrene

Illustrated by polypropene

Branching1

2 Large Side-Groups

3 Arrangement of Side-Groups

low density

Branching lowers 
the density, 
hardness and 
melting point of a 
polymer.

Isotactic polymers can 
pack more closely and 
are are more dense 
than atactic polymers. 

Isotactic 
polypropene:

high density
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insulator. It was fi rst used to make cables and insulate radar aerials during 
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which means it can be heated again and reshaped. This is because the bonds 
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heated, the molecules gain kinetic energy and the polymer chains can slide 
over one another, breaking the weak dispersion forces. The strong covalent 
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too entangled to move freely in the manner 
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freezer bags.
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cling fi lms, garbage bags, squeeze bottles, 
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 Figure 8.29
Two different forms of polyethene: high-density 
polyethene (HDPE) and low-density polyethene 
(LDPE).
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common reactions of organic compounds including equations: addition reactions of alkenes 
(addition of hydrogen halides and water limited to symmetrical alkenes), substitution reactions of 
alkanes and primary haloalkanes, oxidation of primary alkanols, and esterification

Organic Reactions
Addition Reactions of Alkenes

Substitution Reactions of Alkanes

1000000101Organic reactions: pathways to new products
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3 Name the products formed when ethene reacts with:
 a hydrogen chloride
 b chlorine
 c water
 d hydrogen
4 Use structural formulas to write equations and name the products for the reactions of:
 a but-1-ene with chlorine
 b but-2-ene with hydrogen bromide
5 Polyethenol is used to make soluble hospital laundry bags. The structure of the 

monomer ethenol is shown in Figure 10.9. Draw the structure of a section of 
the polymer.

key questions

C

H H

H O–H

C

 Figure 10.9
Structure of ethenol.

10.3
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H H

H

H H

CIδ−Cδ+

 Figure 10.10
Structural formula of chloroethane. Hydrogen 
has electronegativity of 2.1, carbon 2.5 and 
chlorine 3.2.

 Figure 10.11
Reaction of chloromethane with hydroxide ions.
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δ+

Cl Cl–
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Reactions of functional 
groups
The infl uence of functional groups on the chemistry of organic molecules 
may be seen by studying their reactions. When we consider how new 
substances can be made, we should think about how the structure of its 
functional group determines the way a particular molecule reacts and the 
conditions needed for the reaction to occur.

Reactions of chloroalkanes
Once a more electronegative atom such as chlorine has been substituted for 
a hydrogen atom in an alkane, the molecule becomes polar.

Electrons in the carbon–chlorine bond are attracted towards the more 
electronegative chlorine atom. This makes the carbon atom at the other end 
of the bond susceptible to attack by negatively charged ions (anions). For 
example, chloromethane is converted to methanol when it is reacted with 
hydroxide ions, as shown Figure 10.11. The chlorine atom is substituted by 
an OH functional group to form methanol.

 Figure 10.12
Reaction of chloroethane with water.
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This reaction, in which the red-brown colour of bromine disappears as 
it reacts with the alkene, is used as a general test for unsaturation (Figure 
8.21). It involves conversion of the double bond to a single bond. This type 
of reaction is known as an addition reaction.

2 Reaction with hydrogen gas 
In the presence of a catalyst and on heating, ethene reacts with hydrogen 
gas to produce ethane. A hydrogen atom has bonded to each of the carbon 
atoms on either side of the double bond, converting the C=C double bond 
to a carbon–carbon single bond.

 Figure 8.20
Addition of bromine to ethene.

 Figure 8.21
Testing for unsaturation. Adding a few 
drops of red-coloured bromine to hexane 
(right) produces no reaction. The colour in 
the sunfl ower oil (left) disappears almost 
immediately because molecules in the 
sunfl ower oil contain carbon-to-carbon double 
bonds which undergo addition reactions with 
bromine (Br2).

!
Structural formulas of reactants and products 
are usually used when writing equations for 
addition reactions so that the position of the 
added atoms can be clearly shown.

3 Reaction with steam 
Large amounts of ethanol are now made by the addition reaction of steam 
(H2O(g)) and ethene using a phosphoric acid catalyst (Figure 8.23).

Fermentation of sugar to produce ethanol is still used to make beer, 
wine and other beverages that contain ethanol. Ethanol manufactured 
from ethene is used as a reagent for industrial purposes and as a solvent in 
cosmetics, pharmaceuticals and inks.
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 Figure 8.22
Addition of hydrogen to ethene in the presence of a catalyst.

4 Formation of polyethene
An addition reaction of ethene is involved in making polyethene (Figure 
8.24). As in the previous three examples, the double bond is converted to 
a carbon-carbon single bond in the reaction and a saturated product forms. 
In this case, there is no other reactant to add to the ethene molecules. The 
ethene molecules themselves join together to form a long chain.
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 Figure 8.23
The formation of ethanol from ethene, undergoing an addition reaction with steam.
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properties and systematic naming of alkanes and alkenes up to C6

An organic compound is a compound made mostly from C and H. Some organic 
compounds also have functional groups attached (such as –OH or –NH2). !
A homologous series is a series of organic compounds with similar chemical 
properties (same functional group) and in which each member differs by a –CH2– 
group from the previous member.
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This reaction, in which the red-brown colour of bromine disappears as 
it reacts with the alkene, is used as a general test for unsaturation (Figure 
8.21). It involves conversion of the double bond to a single bond. This type 
of reaction is known as an addition reaction.

2 Reaction with hydrogen gas 
In the presence of a catalyst and on heating, ethene reacts with hydrogen 
gas to produce ethane. A hydrogen atom has bonded to each of the carbon 
atoms on either side of the double bond, converting the C=C double bond 
to a carbon–carbon single bond.

 Figure 8.20
Addition of bromine to ethene.

 Figure 8.21
Testing for unsaturation. Adding a few 
drops of red-coloured bromine to hexane 
(right) produces no reaction. The colour in 
the sunfl ower oil (left) disappears almost 
immediately because molecules in the 
sunfl ower oil contain carbon-to-carbon double 
bonds which undergo addition reactions with 
bromine (Br2).

!
Structural formulas of reactants and products 
are usually used when writing equations for 
addition reactions so that the position of the 
added atoms can be clearly shown.

3 Reaction with steam 
Large amounts of ethanol are now made by the addition reaction of steam 
(H2O(g)) and ethene using a phosphoric acid catalyst (Figure 8.23).

Fermentation of sugar to produce ethanol is still used to make beer, 
wine and other beverages that contain ethanol. Ethanol manufactured 
from ethene is used as a reagent for industrial purposes and as a solvent in 
cosmetics, pharmaceuticals and inks.
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Addition of hydrogen to ethene in the presence of a catalyst.

4 Formation of polyethene
An addition reaction of ethene is involved in making polyethene (Figure 
8.24). As in the previous three examples, the double bond is converted to 
a carbon-carbon single bond in the reaction and a saturated product forms. 
In this case, there is no other reactant to add to the ethene molecules. The 
ethene molecules themselves join together to form a long chain.
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This reaction, in which the red-brown colour of bromine disappears as 
it reacts with the alkene, is used as a general test for unsaturation (Figure 
8.21). It involves conversion of the double bond to a single bond. This type 
of reaction is known as an addition reaction.

2 Reaction with hydrogen gas 
In the presence of a catalyst and on heating, ethene reacts with hydrogen 
gas to produce ethane. A hydrogen atom has bonded to each of the carbon 
atoms on either side of the double bond, converting the C=C double bond 
to a carbon–carbon single bond.
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Addition of bromine to ethene.
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Testing for unsaturation. Adding a few 
drops of red-coloured bromine to hexane 
(right) produces no reaction. The colour in 
the sunfl ower oil (left) disappears almost 
immediately because molecules in the 
sunfl ower oil contain carbon-to-carbon double 
bonds which undergo addition reactions with 
bromine (Br2).
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properties and systematic naming of alkanes and alkenes up to C6

An organic compound is a compound made mostly from C and H. Some organic 
compounds also have functional groups attached (such as –OH or –NH2). !
A homologous series is a series of organic compounds with similar chemical 
properties (same functional group) and in which each member differs by a –CH2– 
group from the previous member.
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This reaction, in which the red-brown colour of bromine disappears as 
it reacts with the alkene, is used as a general test for unsaturation (Figure 
8.21). It involves conversion of the double bond to a single bond. This type 
of reaction is known as an addition reaction.

2 Reaction with hydrogen gas 
In the presence of a catalyst and on heating, ethene reacts with hydrogen 
gas to produce ethane. A hydrogen atom has bonded to each of the carbon 
atoms on either side of the double bond, converting the C=C double bond 
to a carbon–carbon single bond.

 Figure 8.20
Addition of bromine to ethene.

 Figure 8.21
Testing for unsaturation. Adding a few 
drops of red-coloured bromine to hexane 
(right) produces no reaction. The colour in 
the sunfl ower oil (left) disappears almost 
immediately because molecules in the 
sunfl ower oil contain carbon-to-carbon double 
bonds which undergo addition reactions with 
bromine (Br2).

!
Structural formulas of reactants and products 
are usually used when writing equations for 
addition reactions so that the position of the 
added atoms can be clearly shown.

3 Reaction with steam 
Large amounts of ethanol are now made by the addition reaction of steam 
(H2O(g)) and ethene using a phosphoric acid catalyst (Figure 8.23).

Fermentation of sugar to produce ethanol is still used to make beer, 
wine and other beverages that contain ethanol. Ethanol manufactured 
from ethene is used as a reagent for industrial purposes and as a solvent in 
cosmetics, pharmaceuticals and inks.
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Addition of hydrogen to ethene in the presence of a catalyst.

4 Formation of polyethene
An addition reaction of ethene is involved in making polyethene (Figure 
8.24). As in the previous three examples, the double bond is converted to 
a carbon-carbon single bond in the reaction and a saturated product forms. 
In this case, there is no other reactant to add to the ethene molecules. The 
ethene molecules themselves join together to form a long chain.
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 Figure 10.19
Production of the ester ethyl ethanoate from 
ethanol and ethanoic acid.
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A general equation for ester formation. The OH group in the acid is replaced with the –OR′ of the alkanol.
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 Figure 10.21
Naming esters.

chemfact
Although the fi rst part of an ester’s name 
is derived from the alkanol from which it is 
formed, when we are writing the formula the 
alkanol section is normally placed second. 
For example:
methyl ethanoate CH3COOCH3
propyl methanoate HCOOCH2CH2CH3

Ethyl ethanoate is commonly known as ethyl acetate. As well as being 
used as an artifi cial fl avouring, it is used as a solvent in some paints, adhesives 
and nail varnish.

The general equation for the esterifi cation reaction involving a carboxylic 
acid and an alkanol is shown in Figure 10.20.

Esters have two-part names, with the fi rst part derived from the name of 
the alkanol from which it is made, where ‘yl’ replaces ‘anol’. The second part 
comes from the carboxylic acid, where ‘ic acid’ is replaced by the suffi x ‘ate’. 
Thus the ester formed from ethanol and ethanoic acid is ethyl ethanoate 
(Figure 10.21).

Polyesters are copolymers made from alkanol and carboxylic acid monomers bonded 
together by ester bonds formed between the hydroxyl and carboxyl functional groups 
of the monomers (Figure 10.22).

Polyesters are an extremely versatile group of polymers. They are used in fabrics 
under trade names such as Dacron, Terylene and Crimplene; clothes made from these 
fabrics can be ‘permanently pressed’ by applying heat to soften the fi bres. They are 
also used to make drink bottles, for coating surfboards, and constructing car bodies and 
swimming pools.
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 Figure 10.22
Polyesters are copolymers. Monomers with 
two hydroxyl functional groups react in a 
condensation polymerisation reaction with 
molecules that have two carboxylic acid 
groups to form a polymer.

ethanoic acid ethanol ethyl ethanoate water+ → +
the –oate comes 

from the –oic acid
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Proteins are polymers formed by condensation reactions between amino 
acids; during these reactions the amino acids join and form long unbranched 
chains. The amine group of one amino acid reacts with the carboxyl group of 
an adjacent amino acid. A covalent bond is formed and a molecule of water 
is eliminated, as shown in Figure 12.28.

Molecules made from amino acids are often called peptides. When two 
amino acid molecules react together a dipeptide is formed, and when three 
molecules react together a tripeptide is formed. A polymer made from 
amino acids is known as a polypeptide, and polypeptides built up from more 
than 50 amino acids are usually called proteins (Figure 12.29). The group of 
atoms –CONH– that links the constituent amino acids is an amide group, 
referred to as a peptide linkage in proteins.

Proteins differ from one another in the number, type and sequence of their 
constituent amino acids. Each protein has a precise chemical composition, 
amino acid sequence, and three-dimensional shape. There can be more than 
500 amino acid units in a large protein. Determining the structure of these 
complex materials has provided challenging problems for chemists.

chemfact
A shorthand notation is often used represent 
the sequence of amino acids in a polypeptide 
chain. The sequence of amino acids (valine, 
serine, cysteine, alanine) in the section of the 
polypeptide chain shown in Figure 12.28 is 
represented as:

val ser cys ala

 Figure 12.30
Professor Dorothy Hodgkin and her research group discovered the three-dimensional structure of one of 
the smallest proteins, insulin, in 1969. It contains 51 amino acid units and acts as a hormone, controlling 
the use of glucose in the body. In 1964, Hodgkin was awarded the Nobel Prize in Chemistry for using 
X-ray crystallography to determine the structure of vitamin B12.

 Figure 12.28
The condensation reaction between two amino acids. Note how the carboxyl and amine groups react in 
forming the dipeptide and water.
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 Figure 12.29
A section of a polypeptide chain, showing peptide linkages.
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chemfact
During the synthesis of a protein in the body, 
the sequence of amino acids in the protein 
is controlled by a complex polymer called 
deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) that is found 
in the nuclei of cells. Sections called genes 
along the DNA polymer chain contain the 
instructions for building all the thousands 
of different proteins found in any organism. 
The structure and function of DNA are 
discussed in Chapter 13.
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along the DNA polymer chain contain the 
instructions for building all the thousands 
of different proteins found in any organism. 
The structure and function of DNA are 
discussed in Chapter 13.
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chemical bonding: primary, secondary and tertiary structures of proteins

Protein Structure
Skin 
Hormones 
Enzymes 
Antibodies 
Toxins 
Haemoglobin

Examples of Proteins

Primary Structure
condensation reaction 

between two amino acids

Secondary Structure

sequence of amino acids

hydrogen bonds between amino acids that 
form α-helices and β-pleated sheets

Tertiary Structure

Z-groupZ-group Z-group

Z-group

interactions between Z-groups

dispersion forces  
ionic-ionic interactions 
covalent cross-links 
hydrogen bonds

hydrogen bonds between 
amino acids

between non-polar Z-groups

between –NH3+ & –COOH Z-groups

between cysteine amino acids (–S–S–)

between –OH and/or –NH on Z-groups
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chemical bonding: the role of the tertiary structure of proteins in enzyme action

Proteins as Enzymes

biological catalysts 
increase reaction rates 
operate at mild conditions (e.g. inside cells) 
selective (with substrates) 
sensitive (to heat and pH changes)

Substrate enters active site 
Enzyme forms intermolecular bonds with substrate 
Bonds within the substrate are weakened, lowering EA 

Substrate breaks into products

Enzymes are:

How Enzymes Work: dispersion forces 
dipole-dipole interactions 
ion-dipole interactions 
hydrogen bonds 
ionic-ionic interactions
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 Enzymes are very selective. For example, platinum metal catalyses many 
reactions. On the other hand, the enzyme glucokinase catalyses the fi rst 
step in the oxidation of sugar in human liver cells (glycolysis). This is the 
only function that glucokinase has, and no other enzyme can perform this 
function. A typical living cell contains 200 different enzymes, each one 
responsible for controlling a particular reaction.

Hundreds of enzymes have been isolated in pure form, ranging in size from 
molecules with relative molecular masses of 10 000 to molecules with 
relative molecular masses of several million.

The catalytic activity of an enzyme depends on its tertiary structure. 
A slight change in its three-dimensional shape can render an enzyme 
inoperative. The active site of an enzyme is usually a fl exible hollow or 
cavity within the molecule. Some enzymes have small, non-protein parts 
called cofactors, such as vitamins or metal atoms, associated with the active 
site. These cofactors are necessary for the catalytic effect.

A reactant molecule, known as the substrate, is manoeuvred into this 
site and it is there at the surface of the enzyme that reaction takes place. 
The steps in the action of an enzyme are shown in Figure 12.32. They are 
as follows:
1 The reactant (substrate) enters the active site.
2 Bonds formed between the enzyme and substrate weaken bonds within 

the substrate, lowering the reaction’s activation energy.
3 The substrate breaks or rearranges into new products and these products 

are released.
Typically, reactions occur at the rate of one thousand per second on an 
active site. During respiration the enzyme carbonic anhydrase catalyses the 
decomposition of 600 000 carbonic acid molecules (H2CO3) into carbon 
dioxide and water each second!

In many cases, the enzyme and substrate bind together because part of 
the substrate and the active site are non-polar and so dispersion forces are 
signifi cant. In other cases, the substrate is held in place by attraction between 
positive and negative charges, attraction of a metal ion in the enzyme to 
a negative dipole on the substrate, or hydrogen bonding between enzyme 
and substrate. Figure 12.33 shows the interactions at the active site of the 
enzyme (ACE) responsible for catalysing a biochemical reaction in which 
a dipeptide consisting of leucine and histidine is chopped off the end of a 
short polypeptide chain (angiotensin I).

!
The polypeptide product of the reaction 
catalysed by ACE is an important factor in 
controlling blood pressure.

19

chemfact
It takes energy to break bonds so a chemical 
reaction can take place. The amount of 
energy required is called the activation 
energy. Activation energy will be discussed in 
more detail in Chapter 15.

 Figure 12.32
a-c Steps in the action of an enzyme.
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 Figure 12.33
A model of the active site of angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE).
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chemical bonding: denaturing of proteins: effect of changes in pH and temperature on bonding

Denaturing Enzymes

High Temperature

Unsuitable pH
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The selectivity of enzymes is one of their most important features. 
Although thousands of different reactions are possible in a cell, the presence 
of enzymes ensures that particular reactions occur rapidly and that others 
proceed at insignifi cant rates. In this way, order is maintained in living cells. 
This selectivity arises because the shape and functional groups in the active 
site of the enzyme allow it to bind only with certain substrates. The enzyme 
and substrate are often described as fi tting together ‘like a lock and key’.

Figure 12.33 shows some of the types of bond that can form between 
enzyme and substrate:
1 ion–dipole interactions (between Zn2+ and 

δ –
O=C)

2 hydrogen bonds (between N–
δ +
H and 

δ –
O=C)

3 ionic interactions (O– and +NH3).
Dispersion forces and dipole–dipole interactions may also be involved as an 
enzyme–substrate complex forms.

Denaturation of enzymes

We have seen that the structure of a protein is important to its correct 
functioning. Since the bonds responsible for holding the protein chains in 
particular shapes are often relatively weak, slight changes in conditions can 
disrupt the attractions between parts of the chain, causing the chain to unfold 
and rendering the protein ineffective (Figure 12.34). A change that destroys 
the biological activity of a protein is called denaturation. Denaturation may 
result because of increased temperature, a change in pH, or the addition of 
various chemicals.

Enzyme activity is dependent on temperature. As temperature increases, 
the rate of the reaction catalysed by the enzyme increases because of increased 
collisions between enzyme and substrate, until an optimum temperature, 
about 40°C, is reached. As the temperature increases further the enzyme is 
denatured and the reaction rate decreases rapidly (Figure 12.35).

Enzymes operate effectively within a small pH range (Figure 12.36). 
Not all enzymes have the same optimum pH. Pepsin, an enzyme that breaks 
down protein in the stomach, is most effi cient at a pH of 1.5. The optimum 
pH of salivary amylase, an enzyme that catalyses the hydrolysis of starch in 
the mouth, is 7.4. Lipase, which breaks down fats in the small intestine, has 
an optimum pH of 8–9. You will recall that the ionisation of amino acids is 
dependent on pH. The bonds that determine the tertiary structure of the 
enzyme are altered as changes in pH alter the ionisation of the amino acid 
residues in the protein.

 Figure 12.35
Effect of temperature on enzyme activity.
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 Figure 12.34
When a protein is denatured the chains unravel and then often clump together to form a solid mass.

What Happens when Enzymes Denature

bonds in the tertiary structure break

tertiary structure is changed

active site is no longer the correct 
shape to bond with the substrate
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excessive kinetic energy breaks the bonds 
that give rise to its tertiary structure
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Once a protein has been denatured, the unfolded chains tend to form 
randomly looped structures which come into close contact. The chains 
become entangled and bond with each other, often by disulfi de bridges, so 
that large clumps of protein molecules are formed. This process is called 
coagulation (Figure 12.34).

You will be familiar with a number of instances of denaturation:
 When an egg is cooked, the ovalbumin protein in the egg white changes 

from a clear liquid to a white solid. Heating above 60°C causes the 
protein to denature and coagulate.

 Milk curdles when vinegar is added to it. Denaturation and coagulation 
of the casein protein in milk is caused by the change in acidity. A similar 
effect is observed when milk sours due to the production of lactic acid 
by bacteria called Lactobacillus that are present in the milk.

 Enzymes are special proteins that act as catalysts for reactions 
in living systems.

 Enzymes are specifi c for a particular reaction.
 Enzymes are denatured by heat or by a change in pH.

12.5

E i l t i th t t t l t f ti E ifi f ti l ti

summary

19 a  Find the names and describe the functions of two enzymes 
in the body.

 b  Explain why the action of enzymes justifi es the statement 
‘Enzymes make life possible’.

 c  Why is the action of an enzyme often described as 
operating like a ‘lock and key’?

20 What are the main differences between enzymes and inorganic 
catalysts?

21 The enzyme carbonic anhydrase catalyses the decomposition 
of carbonic acid molecules to carbon dioxide and water in the 

lungs. When heated to more than 60°C, the enzyme becomes 
denatured.

 a What is meant by the term ‘denatured’?
 b  Describe the events that usually occur to the structure of an 

enzyme when it is denatured.
 c  Does the primary structure of the carbonic anhydrase 

enzyme change during this process?
 d  Why is the functioning of the enzyme closely related to its 

tertiary structure?

key questions

 Figure 12.36
Effect of pH on enzyme activity.
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12.6

Proteins as markers 
for disease
New and improved techniques for the separation, identifi cation and 
measurement of small amounts of substances have enabled researchers to 
identify proteins that indicate the presence of disease. Analytical techniques 
such as mass spectrometry (Chapter 8), infrared and NMR spectroscopy 
(Chapter 7) and advanced chromatographic techniques (Chapter 6) as 
well as two-dimensional electrophoresis are used to identify these protein 
markers.

The body’s natural defences produce proteins called antibodies in the 
fi ght against infection caused by bacteria or viruses. These antibodies are 
specifi c to a particular disease.

!
Electrophoresis is the movement of electrically 
charged particles under the infl uence of 
an electric fi eld. Different particles move at 
different speeds, so electrophoresis can be 
used for analysis.
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chemical bonding: primary and secondary structure of DNA

DNA

Primary Structure of DNA

Secondary Structure of DNA

13333333313113DNA
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Primary structure of the polymer
Covalent bonds are responsible for producing the primary structure of 
DNA. A covalent bond is formed between the 5′-phosphate group on 
one nucleotide and the 3′-hydroxy group on the deoxyribose of another 
nucleotide. One end of the DNA strand has a hydroxyl group and is called 
the 3′ end. The end of the polymer with the phosphate group is called the 5′ 
end. In this way, nucleotides undergo condensation polymerisation to form 
a long chain of nucleotides (Figure 13.5).

A base is also covalently bonded to the sugar group at the C1 site via a 
condensation reaction (Figure 13.6). It is the sequence of bases along the 
sugar–phosphate backbone that forms the primary structure and is the basis 
for the genetic code.

Secondary structure of the polymer
As is the case in proteins, hydrogen bonding is responsible for maintaining the 
secondary structure of DNA.

Erwin Chargaff’s stoichiometric studies of the mole amounts of the four 
bases in a wide variety of living things had led to the discovery that:
1 for a given species, the percentage of each of the four bases is the same in 

all cells and is characteristic of the organism
2 the mole amounts of thymine (a purine) and adenine (a pyrimidine) are 

equal
3 the mole amounts of cytosine (a pyrimidine) and guanine (a purine) are 

equal.
By considering the structures of the base pairs adenine and thymine, 

it can be seen that they are able to fi t together, rather like the pieces of a 
jigsaw. It is possible for two hydrogen bonds to form between the δ– on 
nitrogen and oxygen atoms and the δ+ on hydrogen atoms on the adjacent 
base (Figure 13.7). Similarly with the base pairs cytosine and guanine, three 
hydrogen bonds can form between δ– on nitrogen and oxygen atoms of one 
base and the δ+ on hydrogen atoms on the adjacent base (Figure 13.7).

As shown in Figure 13.8, the secondary structure of DNA is a pair of 
DNA polynucleotide strands held together by hydrogen bonding between the 
bases adenine–thymine and cytosine–guanine. The structure twists around 
to form a right-handed double helix—the shape of a spiral staircase—where 
the sugar–phosphate backbone forms the handrails and the pairs of bases are 
the steps. The pairing of bases, A–T and C–G, is referred to as complementary 
base pairing and results in ‘steps’ of a constant width.

chemfact
The bases in the hen are 29% each adenine 
and thymine and 21% each cytosine and 
guanine. In contrast, the marine crab has 
approximately 47% each adenine and 
thymine and only 3% each cytosine and 
guanine.

 Figure 13.6
Formation of a nucleotide. Skeletal formulas are used for simplicity.

+ 2H2O

there are four types 
of bases; this one is 

guanine

condensation 1

condensation 2 two water molecules 
from the two 
condensation 

reactions

deoxyribose!
(five-carbon sugar)

the phosphate group, bonded 
to two deoxyriboses, is called 

a phosphodiester bond

secondary 
amine group

Covalent bonds are responsible for producing the primary structure of DNA. A covalent bond is formed 
between the 5′-phosphate group on one nucleotide and the 3′-hydroxy group on the deoxyribose of another 
nucleotide. Nucleotides undergo condensation polymerisation to form a single-stranded DNA helix.

All due to hydrogen bonding between base pairs
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 Figure 13.7
Hydrogen bonding between a thymine and adenine, and b guanine and cytosine.

 Figure 13.8
a Hydrogen bonding between complementary bases produces a ladder-like structure. Note that the 
strands run in opposite directions. b The polynucleotide ‘ladder’ twists to form a right-handed double 
helix.
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Hydrogen bonding between a thymine and adenine, and b guanine and cytosine.

 Figure 13.8
a Hydrogen bonding between complementary bases produces a ladder-like structure. Note that the 
strands run in opposite directions. b The polynucleotide ‘ladder’ twists to form a right-handed double 
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organic reaction pathways including appropriate equations and reagents: production 
of esters from alkenes !
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10.5

11 Draw the structural formulas of the following esters and name 
them.

 a CH3COOCH3
 b CH3COOCH2CH3
 c CH3CH2COOCH2CH3

12 Write equations that describe the formation of an ester that 
smells like:

 a pineapple (ethyl butanoate)
 b rum (ethyl methanoate).

key questions

Reaction pathways
Organic chemists are highly skilled at devising molecular structures that 
have exactly the right properties needed for a particular purpose. They then 
have to devise an effi cient method for converting a readily available starting 
material—often an alkene or an alkane—into the product they want. The 
reaction pathway selected needs to take into account the yield and purity 
of the products and also minimise any unwanted side-products and waste 
materials. Time and cost factors also need to be considered. There is a lot of 
current interest in working out greener synthetic routes—ones that minimise 
waste, use more environmentally friendly solvents, require less energy and 
help to preserve the world’s resources.

Figure 10.26 shows the main chemical reaction pathways that can be 
used to form compounds based on ethane and ethene. Pathways for other 
alkanes can be constructed by replacing a CH3 group in ethane with another 
alkyl group.

 Figure 10.26
Reaction pathways based on ethane and ethene.
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Making Esters from Alkenes

• Comes up regularly in exams 
• Learn this pathway!
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a carboxyl group, COOH, to be reacted with one with a hydroxyl group, 
OH. The ester group, –COO–, provides a covalent link between the two 
molecules. A water molecule, H2O, is also produced.

Most fats and oils are formed by a condensation reaction between a 
single molecule of glycerol and three molecules of fatty acids, as shown in 
Figure 12.3. Fatty acids contain a carboxyl functional group which reacts 
with the hydroxyl groups in the glycerol. The –COO– groups in fat are 
ester functional groups or ester linkages. Three molecules of water are also 
produced in this reaction. Fats and oils formed from this process are called 
triglycerides. Most fats have two or three different fatty acids attached to the 
glycerol molecule. Triglycerides are large, non-polar molecules and therefore 
insoluble in aqueous solutions.

Types of fats
Fats are distinguished on the basis of the fatty acids from which they are 
made (Table 12.1).
 Saturated fats are made from fatty acids, such as palmitic acid, that 

contain only single carbon–carbon bonds. Saturated fats are generally 
unreactive and occur as waxy solids at room temperature.

 Mono-unsaturated fats are made from fatty acids, such as oleic acid, that 
contain one carbon–carbon double bond.

 Polyunsaturated fats are made from fatty acids, such as linoleic acid, that 
contain more than one carbon–carbon double bond. Polyunsaturated fats 
have lower melting points than saturated fats, and often occur as liquids 
(oils) at room temperature. They are more reactive than saturated fats.

Type Semi-structural formula Molecular 
formula

Name

Saturated CH3(CH2)14COOH C16H32O2 Palmitic 
acid

Mono-unsaturated CH3(CH2)7CH=CH(CH2)7COOH C18H34O2 Oleic 
acid

Polyunsaturated CH3(CH2)4CH=CHCH2CH=CH(CH2)7COOH C18H32O2 Linoleic 
acid

Table 12.1 Examples of different types of fatty acids

The different physical states of saturated and polyunsaturated fats are 
thought to arise because molecules of saturated fats can pack more closely 
together, resulting in stronger dispersion forces between the molecules. 
The arrangement of the carbon chain sections at the double bonds sites 
of polyunsaturated fats do not permit such close packing. Consequently 
saturated fats have higher melting points than unsaturated fats.

!
Glycerol is an example of an alkanol; fatty acids 
are carboxylic acids. Fatty acids are so-called 
because they consist of a long hydrocarbon 
chain connected to a carboxyl group, which 
has acid properties.

 Figure 12.3
Glycerol reacts with three molecules of fatty 
acids to form a fat.
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chemfact
Antioxidants and stabilisers are added to 
margarine because the carbon–carbon 
double bonds in polyunsaturated fats are 
reactive. The antioxidants are oxidised 
in preference to the double bond in the 
unsaturated fats. These additives prevent 
the polyunsaturated fats from reacting with 
oxygen in the air and producing substances 
with unpleasant odours whose presence 
leads to a condition known as rancidity.

!
Notice that, on the basis of molecular formulas, 
in saturated fats the H : C ratio is 2 : 1 whereas 
for unsaturated fats it is less than 2 : 1.

Triglycerides

Esterification Reactions Produce Triglycerides

Naming

1 3 1 3: ::

condensation 1

condensation 2

condensation 3

three water 
molecules from the 
three condensation 

reactions

names of these long chain fatty 
acids come from page 10 of the 

formula booklet

• Check the formula booklet on page 10 for how to name long chain fatty acids. 
• Tristearin is made from glycerol and 3 molecules of stearic acid, for example.

• Triarachidonin is made from glycerol and 3 molecules of arachidonic acid, for example.

formula booklet says “C17H35COOH”

the COOH is here

the C17H35 therefore 
remains unchanged

still C17H35

the COOH groups have 
formed ester linkages
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Two other important disaccharides are lactose and sucrose. Lactose is a 
disaccharide made by the condensation of galactose and glucose. It is not as 
sweet as glucose. Lactose is synthesised in the mammary glands of mammals 
and is the main carbohydrate present in milk. 

In contrast, sucrose is widely used as a sweetener because of its 
intense taste. It is formed from the condensation of fructose and glucose 
(Figure 12.13b). Sucrose is found in the sap of some trees and the juices 
of many fruits. Table sugar is produced commercially by extracting sucrose 
from sugarcane or sugar beet.

Polysaccharides: the complex carbohydrates
As the name implies, polysaccharides are polymer carbohydrates made 
by linking monosaccharides into a chain. Polysaccharides are polymers 
of glucose molecules linked together in different ways by condensation 
reactions. Polysaccharides are generally insoluble in water and have no taste. 
The three most important polysaccharides biologically are:
 glycogen
 starch
 cellulose.

Glycogen is found in animals, where it acts as a glucose storage molecule. 
As glucose can be oxidised to produce energy more rapidly than fat, all 
animals store some glucose for use when energy is required quickly. Excess 
glucose is polymerised to form glycogen, which is stored in the liver and 
in muscle tissue. When no more glycogen can be stored in these places, 
additional glucose is converted into fat. As energy is required, the glycogen 
is hydrolysed to yield glucose for respiration.

Starch is the glucose storage molecule in plants; the plant equivalent of 
glycogen. The starch is stored and used at night to meet the plant’s ongoing 
energy requirements when glucose production from photosynthesis has 
ceased.

Figure 12.15 represents the digestion of starch and glycogen in the body. 
During digestion, the polymers must be broken down to release the glucose 
monomers. The polymers are fi rst hydrolysed. This hydrolysis is catalysed 
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 Figure 12.13
The condensation of a glucose molecules to form maltose, and b glucose and fructose molecules to form sucrose. Glycosidic linkages are highlighted.
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 Figure 12.14
Starch and glycogen are polymers of glucose. 
The glucose molecules are joined together 
the same way, but glycogen is more highly 
branched than starch. Hydrogen bonds 
between parallel chains are formed in cellulose, 
producing strong, water-insoluble fi bres.
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Primary structure of the polymer
Covalent bonds are responsible for producing the primary structure of 
DNA. A covalent bond is formed between the 5′-phosphate group on 
one nucleotide and the 3′-hydroxy group on the deoxyribose of another 
nucleotide. One end of the DNA strand has a hydroxyl group and is called 
the 3′ end. The end of the polymer with the phosphate group is called the 5′ 
end. In this way, nucleotides undergo condensation polymerisation to form 
a long chain of nucleotides (Figure 13.5).

A base is also covalently bonded to the sugar group at the C1 site via a 
condensation reaction (Figure 13.6). It is the sequence of bases along the 
sugar–phosphate backbone that forms the primary structure and is the basis 
for the genetic code.

Secondary structure of the polymer
As is the case in proteins, hydrogen bonding is responsible for maintaining the 
secondary structure of DNA.

Erwin Chargaff’s stoichiometric studies of the mole amounts of the four 
bases in a wide variety of living things had led to the discovery that:
1 for a given species, the percentage of each of the four bases is the same in 

all cells and is characteristic of the organism
2 the mole amounts of thymine (a purine) and adenine (a pyrimidine) are 

equal
3 the mole amounts of cytosine (a pyrimidine) and guanine (a purine) are 

equal.
By considering the structures of the base pairs adenine and thymine, 

it can be seen that they are able to fi t together, rather like the pieces of a 
jigsaw. It is possible for two hydrogen bonds to form between the δ– on 
nitrogen and oxygen atoms and the δ+ on hydrogen atoms on the adjacent 
base (Figure 13.7). Similarly with the base pairs cytosine and guanine, three 
hydrogen bonds can form between δ– on nitrogen and oxygen atoms of one 
base and the δ+ on hydrogen atoms on the adjacent base (Figure 13.7).

As shown in Figure 13.8, the secondary structure of DNA is a pair of 
DNA polynucleotide strands held together by hydrogen bonding between the 
bases adenine–thymine and cytosine–guanine. The structure twists around 
to form a right-handed double helix—the shape of a spiral staircase—where 
the sugar–phosphate backbone forms the handrails and the pairs of bases are 
the steps. The pairing of bases, A–T and C–G, is referred to as complementary 
base pairing and results in ‘steps’ of a constant width.

chemfact
The bases in the hen are 29% each adenine 
and thymine and 21% each cytosine and 
guanine. In contrast, the marine crab has 
approximately 47% each adenine and 
thymine and only 3% each cytosine and 
guanine.

 Figure 13.6
Formation of a nucleotide. Skeletal formulas are used for simplicity.
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Proteins are polymers formed by condensation reactions between amino 
acids; during these reactions the amino acids join and form long unbranched 
chains. The amine group of one amino acid reacts with the carboxyl group of 
an adjacent amino acid. A covalent bond is formed and a molecule of water 
is eliminated, as shown in Figure 12.28.

Molecules made from amino acids are often called peptides. When two 
amino acid molecules react together a dipeptide is formed, and when three 
molecules react together a tripeptide is formed. A polymer made from 
amino acids is known as a polypeptide, and polypeptides built up from more 
than 50 amino acids are usually called proteins (Figure 12.29). The group of 
atoms –CONH– that links the constituent amino acids is an amide group, 
referred to as a peptide linkage in proteins.

Proteins differ from one another in the number, type and sequence of their 
constituent amino acids. Each protein has a precise chemical composition, 
amino acid sequence, and three-dimensional shape. There can be more than 
500 amino acid units in a large protein. Determining the structure of these 
complex materials has provided challenging problems for chemists.

chemfact
A shorthand notation is often used represent 
the sequence of amino acids in a polypeptide 
chain. The sequence of amino acids (valine, 
serine, cysteine, alanine) in the section of the 
polypeptide chain shown in Figure 12.28 is 
represented as:

val ser cys ala

 Figure 12.30
Professor Dorothy Hodgkin and her research group discovered the three-dimensional structure of one of 
the smallest proteins, insulin, in 1969. It contains 51 amino acid units and acts as a hormone, controlling 
the use of glucose in the body. In 1964, Hodgkin was awarded the Nobel Prize in Chemistry for using 
X-ray crystallography to determine the structure of vitamin B12.

 Figure 12.28
The condensation reaction between two amino acids. Note how the carboxyl and amine groups react in 
forming the dipeptide and water.
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 Figure 12.29
A section of a polypeptide chain, showing peptide linkages.
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chemfact
During the synthesis of a protein in the body, 
the sequence of amino acids in the protein 
is controlled by a complex polymer called 
deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) that is found 
in the nuclei of cells. Sections called genes 
along the DNA polymer chain contain the 
instructions for building all the thousands 
of different proteins found in any organism. 
The structure and function of DNA are 
discussed in Chapter 13.

amide links 
(result from condensation reactions between –NH2 & –COOH groups)

the phosphate group, bonded 
to two deoxyriboses, is called 

a phosphodiester bond
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The cellulose found in biomass such as woody plants can also serve as a 
raw material for ethanol production. Genetically engineered E. coli bacteria 
have been developed that convert the polysaccharides in materials like 
forestry waste, corn stalks and sugarcane residue into ethanol. Aside from 
producing a valuable chemical, the process reduces the need to dispose of 
these waste materials in landfi ll or by burning.

In Canada, a different process has been developed using a special patented 
enzyme to convert the plant cellulose into glucose. This is then fermented, 
in the same sort of way as shown in Figure 11.3, to make ethanol. It can 
make more than 300 L of ethanol from every tonne of plant fi bre. The lignin 
(the non-cellulose parts of the plant fi bre) is burned to make electricity to 
drive the process, and the emissions are recycled.

The roll-out of E10 petrol (containing 10% ethanol) has begun across 
Australia. The speed of this is partly limited by the availability of supplies of 
ethanol. This mix can be used by most modern car engines and will extend 
the availability of petrol while helping to reduce production of additional 
carbon dioxide. Research also suggests that the use of E10 petrol reduces 
the quantity of particles such as unburnt carbon and gases such as oxides of 
nitrogen that are emitted by exhausts and that contribute to air pollution.

Biodiesel
Biodiesel is a mix of esters produced by a chemical reaction between 
vegetable oil and an alcohol such as methanol.

The chemical and physical properties of the esters in biodiesel are very 
similar to those of diesel (petrodiesel). In Europe, biodiesel containing 5% 
esters has been available since 1995. It is possible to run diesel vehicles on 
100% ester fuel.

The usual raw material is fresh vegetable oil from sources such as soybeans, 
canola or palm oil, but recycled vegetable oil or animal fats can also be used. 
Fats and oils are triglycerides with a molecular structure consisting of three 
hydrocarbon chains attached by ester functional groups to a backbone of 
three carbon atoms, as shown in Figure 11.6.

The triglyceride is hydrolysed by warming it with methanol and potassium 
hydroxide solution. The potassium hydroxide solution acts as a catalyst in 
this hydrolysis reaction so that overall the triglyceride breaks down to three 
molecules of fatty acid esters, plus glycerol (Figure 11.7).

chemfact
Modern car engines can function normally 
on E10 petrol/ethanol mixtures. A higher 
proportion of ethanol can cause corrosion 
problems in the fuel tank and fuel lines due 
to ethanol’s ability to absorb water from the 
atmosphere.

!
The esters in biodiesel are known as FAMEs—
fatty acid methyl esters.
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 Figure 11.6
A triglyceride found in vegetable oil. Can you 
identify the ester functional groups?
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 Figure 11.7
The hydrolysis of triglycerides to fatty acids and glycerol.

 Figure 11.5
E10 petrol is sold at many service stations.
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fuels including the fermentation of sugars to produce ethanol

Making Biochemical Fuels
Ethanol

Biodiesel

Crush the feedstock 
Wet & mix 
Heat to 100°C for 3 hours 
Cool to 32°C 
Ferment glucose into ethanol & CO2 
Steam distillation to extract the ethanol

with enzymes, this converts starch into glucose

Petrol is added to the ethanol in varying proportions (5%—90%) to prevent people from drinking it.!
This is called “denaturing” or “poisoning” the ethanol.

‘wet’ means “add water to make it a slurry”

Stops at 10–20% ethanol, just like wine production because a 
high concentration of ethanol renders the enzymes inactive. 
Fermentation is done by genetically engineered E. coli.
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The cellulose found in biomass such as woody plants can also serve as a 
raw material for ethanol production. Genetically engineered E. coli bacteria 
have been developed that convert the polysaccharides in materials like 
forestry waste, corn stalks and sugarcane residue into ethanol. Aside from 
producing a valuable chemical, the process reduces the need to dispose of 
these waste materials in landfi ll or by burning.

In Canada, a different process has been developed using a special patented 
enzyme to convert the plant cellulose into glucose. This is then fermented, 
in the same sort of way as shown in Figure 11.3, to make ethanol. It can 
make more than 300 L of ethanol from every tonne of plant fi bre. The lignin 
(the non-cellulose parts of the plant fi bre) is burned to make electricity to 
drive the process, and the emissions are recycled.

The roll-out of E10 petrol (containing 10% ethanol) has begun across 
Australia. The speed of this is partly limited by the availability of supplies of 
ethanol. This mix can be used by most modern car engines and will extend 
the availability of petrol while helping to reduce production of additional 
carbon dioxide. Research also suggests that the use of E10 petrol reduces 
the quantity of particles such as unburnt carbon and gases such as oxides of 
nitrogen that are emitted by exhausts and that contribute to air pollution.

Biodiesel
Biodiesel is a mix of esters produced by a chemical reaction between 
vegetable oil and an alcohol such as methanol.

The chemical and physical properties of the esters in biodiesel are very 
similar to those of diesel (petrodiesel). In Europe, biodiesel containing 5% 
esters has been available since 1995. It is possible to run diesel vehicles on 
100% ester fuel.

The usual raw material is fresh vegetable oil from sources such as soybeans, 
canola or palm oil, but recycled vegetable oil or animal fats can also be used. 
Fats and oils are triglycerides with a molecular structure consisting of three 
hydrocarbon chains attached by ester functional groups to a backbone of 
three carbon atoms, as shown in Figure 11.6.

The triglyceride is hydrolysed by warming it with methanol and potassium 
hydroxide solution. The potassium hydroxide solution acts as a catalyst in 
this hydrolysis reaction so that overall the triglyceride breaks down to three 
molecules of fatty acid esters, plus glycerol (Figure 11.7).

chemfact
Modern car engines can function normally 
on E10 petrol/ethanol mixtures. A higher 
proportion of ethanol can cause corrosion 
problems in the fuel tank and fuel lines due 
to ethanol’s ability to absorb water from the 
atmosphere.

!
The esters in biodiesel are known as FAMEs—
fatty acid methyl esters.
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was an extract from coal tar—the black, sticky substance that is produced 
when coal is heated in the absence of air. Once he had made salicylic acid 
he replaced the hydroxyl functional group with an ester functional group 
to form acetylsalicylic acid (Figure 14.4). This is the compound known 
commercially as aspirin.

The production of a substance to be used as a medicine usually requires 
a number of chemical steps, known as a synthetic pathway. You should recall 
that the general chemical reaction to form an ester is:

 carboxylic acid + alcohol –—³ ester + water

This reaction could be used to form acetylsalicylic acid. Interestingly, it is the 
hydroxyl group in the salicylic acid molecule that functions as the alcohol 
in a reaction with ethanoic acid (acetic acid) to form acetylsalicylic acid 
and water.

This is a slow reaction. Also the yield is low, as the water formed tends 
to drive the reaction backwards. In an alternative reaction pathway, which is 
faster and produces higher yields, the ethanoic acid is replaced with ethanoic 
anhydride (acetic anhydride). This is the preferred pathway for the synthesis 
of aspirin (Figures 14.3, 14.4).

 Figure 14.2
Felix Hoffmann, who fi rst synthesised aspirin in 
a chemically pure form in 1897.

!
Ethanoic anhydride is prepared by combining 
two molecules of ethanoic acid (Figure 14.3). 
A water molecule is also produced.

 Figure 14.4
Structural equation for the preparation of acetylsalicylic acid (aspirin) from salicylic acid and ethanoic 
(acetic) anhydride. Unreacted ethanoic anhydride is converted to ethanoic acid by the addition of water.
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The products, acetylsalicylic acid and acetic (ethanoic) acid, have to be 
separated and the product purifi ed before it can be put into tablet form and 
packaged for sale.

Acetylsalicylic acid is virtually tasteless and is much less irritating to the 
stomach than salicylic acid itself. It is not until after it has passed through the 
stomach that it reacts with water (hydrolyses) in the alkaline conditions in 
the small intestine and returns to the more effective salicylic acid.
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 Figure 14.5
Acetylsalicylic acid is hydrolysed in the small 
intestine to salicylic acid.
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chemfact
During World War I, Britain was unable to 
obtain aspirin from its German manufacturer. 
In 1915, the British government offered a 
reward of £20 000 to anyone who could 
develop a workable manufacturing process 
for aspirin so that the country could make 
its own supply. The reward was won by a 
Melbourne pharmacist, George Nicholas, 
who went on to market aspirin under the 
name ‘Aspro’. The name ‘Aspro’ comes from 
Nicholas Products.
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was an extract from coal tar—the black, sticky substance that is produced 
when coal is heated in the absence of air. Once he had made salicylic acid 
he replaced the hydroxyl functional group with an ester functional group 
to form acetylsalicylic acid (Figure 14.4). This is the compound known 
commercially as aspirin.

The production of a substance to be used as a medicine usually requires 
a number of chemical steps, known as a synthetic pathway. You should recall 
that the general chemical reaction to form an ester is:

 carboxylic acid + alcohol –—³ ester + water

This reaction could be used to form acetylsalicylic acid. Interestingly, it is the 
hydroxyl group in the salicylic acid molecule that functions as the alcohol 
in a reaction with ethanoic acid (acetic acid) to form acetylsalicylic acid 
and water.

This is a slow reaction. Also the yield is low, as the water formed tends 
to drive the reaction backwards. In an alternative reaction pathway, which is 
faster and produces higher yields, the ethanoic acid is replaced with ethanoic 
anhydride (acetic anhydride). This is the preferred pathway for the synthesis 
of aspirin (Figures 14.3, 14.4).
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Ethanoic anhydride is prepared by combining 
two molecules of ethanoic acid (Figure 14.3). 
A water molecule is also produced.
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(acetic) anhydride. Unreacted ethanoic anhydride is converted to ethanoic acid by the addition of water.
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was an extract from coal tar—the black, sticky substance that is produced 
when coal is heated in the absence of air. Once he had made salicylic acid 
he replaced the hydroxyl functional group with an ester functional group 
to form acetylsalicylic acid (Figure 14.4). This is the compound known 
commercially as aspirin.

The production of a substance to be used as a medicine usually requires 
a number of chemical steps, known as a synthetic pathway. You should recall 
that the general chemical reaction to form an ester is:

 carboxylic acid + alcohol –—³ ester + water

This reaction could be used to form acetylsalicylic acid. Interestingly, it is the 
hydroxyl group in the salicylic acid molecule that functions as the alcohol 
in a reaction with ethanoic acid (acetic acid) to form acetylsalicylic acid 
and water.

This is a slow reaction. Also the yield is low, as the water formed tends 
to drive the reaction backwards. In an alternative reaction pathway, which is 
faster and produces higher yields, the ethanoic acid is replaced with ethanoic 
anhydride (acetic anhydride). This is the preferred pathway for the synthesis 
of aspirin (Figures 14.3, 14.4).

 Figure 14.2
Felix Hoffmann, who fi rst synthesised aspirin in 
a chemically pure form in 1897.

!
Ethanoic anhydride is prepared by combining 
two molecules of ethanoic acid (Figure 14.3). 
A water molecule is also produced.

 Figure 14.4
Structural equation for the preparation of acetylsalicylic acid (aspirin) from salicylic acid and ethanoic 
(acetic) anhydride. Unreacted ethanoic anhydride is converted to ethanoic acid by the addition of water.
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he replaced the hydroxyl functional group with an ester functional group 
to form acetylsalicylic acid (Figure 14.4). This is the compound known 
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a number of chemical steps, known as a synthetic pathway. You should recall 
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to form acetylsalicylic acid (Figure 14.4). This is the compound known 
commercially as aspirin.
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a number of chemical steps, known as a synthetic pathway. You should recall 
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This reaction could be used to form acetylsalicylic acid. Interestingly, it is the 
hydroxyl group in the salicylic acid molecule that functions as the alcohol 
in a reaction with ethanoic acid (acetic acid) to form acetylsalicylic acid 
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This is a slow reaction. Also the yield is low, as the water formed tends 
to drive the reaction backwards. In an alternative reaction pathway, which is 
faster and produces higher yields, the ethanoic acid is replaced with ethanoic 
anhydride (acetic anhydride). This is the preferred pathway for the synthesis 
of aspirin (Figures 14.3, 14.4).
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when coal is heated in the absence of air. Once he had made salicylic acid 
he replaced the hydroxyl functional group with an ester functional group 
to form acetylsalicylic acid (Figure 14.4). This is the compound known 
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a number of chemical steps, known as a synthetic pathway. You should recall 
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This reaction could be used to form acetylsalicylic acid. Interestingly, it is the 
hydroxyl group in the salicylic acid molecule that functions as the alcohol 
in a reaction with ethanoic acid (acetic acid) to form acetylsalicylic acid 
and water.

This is a slow reaction. Also the yield is low, as the water formed tends 
to drive the reaction backwards. In an alternative reaction pathway, which is 
faster and produces higher yields, the ethanoic acid is replaced with ethanoic 
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of aspirin (Figures 14.3, 14.4).
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4.1.1

collision theory and factors that affect the rate of a reaction including temperature, pressure, 
concentration and use of catalysts, excluding: a formal treatment of the Maxwell-Boltzmann 
distribution, reaction mechanisms and rate laws

Collision Theory
∆H

4 Ways to Increase the Rate of A Reaction

Maxwell-Boltzmann Distribution
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2.2.3

kinetic molecular theory and its use in explaining properties of gases

Kinetic molecular theory

random motion,  
negligible volume 
exert no forces on each other 
collide elastically with each other and the container walls 
kinetic energy which is directly proportional to the absolute 

temperature of the gas

5 big assumptions:

Pressure force exerted on a surface by gas particles as they collide with 
each other and with the walls of the container

Gases take up the shape and volume of any container

Kinetic Energy 
vs temperature

kinetic energy

proportion of 
molecules with a 
particular kinetic 

energy

20°C

30°C

40°C

50°C

a small increase in temperature causes a large increase in the 
number of particles with kinetic energy above a certain level

Partial Pressure the hypothetical pressure of that gas if it alone occupied the 
volume of the mixture at the same temperature

EA (activation energy)

Shaded area represents 
number of particles with 
enough energy to react 
(>EA)
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gy Reactants

Products

EA!
(activation energy)

∆H
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Reactants

Products
EA!

(activation energy)

∆H

Exothermic Endothermicnegative ∆H 
gives out energy

positive ∆H 
requires energy

	increase	surface area   
	increase	concentration   
	increase	temperature   
	 add a	catalyst       

Remember this list by the acronym: 

SCaT, Cat!
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(activation energy 
without a catalyst)
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Exothermic negative ∆H 
gives out energy

EA with catalyst
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4.1.2

energy profile diagrams and the use of ΔH notation including: activation energy; alternative 
reaction pathways for catalysed reactions; and deduction of ΔH for an overall reaction given 
energy profiles or ΔH of two related reactions

∆H
Calculating ∆H

En
er

gy
, H Reactants

Products

EA!
(activation energy)

∆H

Exothermic negative ∆H 
gives out energy

∆H = Hproducts – Hreactants

Effects of a Catalyst

∆H stays 
the same

EA is 
decreased
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For example, dilution of a solution containing the equilibrium system:

 Fe3+(aq) + SCN–(aq)  Fe(SCN)2+(aq)
 2 particles in solution  1 particle in solution

results in an increase in the amount of Fe3+ and SCN– ions. In terms of Le 
Chatelier’s principle, a net back reaction increases the total concentration of 
particles in solution, offsetting the effect of dilution. Despite the net back 
reaction, the concentration of Fe3+ and SCN– at the new equilibrium will 
be lower than their concentration prior to dilution (Figure 16.14) as the 
equilibrium shift only partially offsets the change.

Changing the temperature
Earlier we saw that the effect of a temperature change on an equilibrium 
reaction depends upon whether the reaction is exothermic or endothermic. 
Le Chatelier’s principle can also be used to determine the effect of heating 
on equilibrium mixtures.

The conversion of brown nitrogen dioxide gas to colourless dinitrogen 
tetroxide gas is exothermic, and therefore could (but wouldn’t usually) be 
written as:

2NO2(g)  N2O4(g) + energy

Heating increases the energy of the substances in the mixture. Applying 
Le Chatelier’s principle, the reaction ‘opposes’ an increase in energy by 
removing energy—that is, a net backward reaction occurs (Figure 16.16). 
When a new equilibrium is attained, there is less dinitrogen tetroxide and 
more nitrogen dioxide present (Figure 16.15).

chemfact
FeSCN2+ has a dark red colour. It has been 
used in theatrical productions to make fake 
blood, formed by breaking separate plastic 
bags containing pale-coloured Fe3+ ions and 
colourless SCN– ions together.

 Figure 16.15
Heating an equilibrium mixture of NO2 and N2O4 
favours the formation of brown NO2 gas.
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 Figure 16.14
Graph showing the effect of dilution on the 
equilibrium 
Fe3+(aq) + SCN–(aq)   Fe(SCN)2+(aq).
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 Figure 16.16
The effect of heating on the equilibrium 
2NO2(g)   N2O4(g).

For endothermic reactions, net forward reactions occur as the temperature 
rises. We can summarise this as follows.

An increase in temperature in an equilibrium mixture results in:
 a net backward reaction (less products) for exothermic reactions
 a net forward reaction (more products) for endothermic reactions.

The infl uence of catalysts
Catalysts increase the rate of reactions (Chapter 15). It has been shown 
experimentally that they increase the rate of forward and back reactions 
equally. As a consequence, the presence of a catalyst does not change the 
position of an equilibrium. A catalyst therefore has no effect on the equilibrium 
yield of a reaction.

A catalyst may, however, greatly increase the rate at which an equilibrium 
is attained and it is for this reason that catalysts are employed in many 
industrial and biological systems.

CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM
• Le Chatelier’s principle —temperature

RIUM
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4.1.3

equilibrium: representation of reversible and non-reversible reactions: homogeneous equilibria and 
the equilibrium law (equilibrium expressions restricted to use of concentrations), Le Chatelier’s 
Principle and factors which affect the position of equilibrium 

Equilibria

Reversible Reactions

Le Chatelier’s Principle

Factors that Affect the Position of an Equilibrium
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 Figure 16.2
Ni–metal hydride batteries are used to power 
this digital camera. The chemical reaction in the 
batteries that provides electricity is reversed in 
order to recharge them.
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 Figure 16.3
The variation of the rates of the forward and 
back reactions with time when nitrogen and 
hydrogen are mixed.
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 Figure 16.4
Changes in the concentrations of N2, H2 and 
NH3 as a mixture of nitrogen and hydrogen gas 
reacts. As indicated by the coeffi cients of the 
equation for the reaction, for every amount of 
N2 that reacts, three times as much H2 reacts 
and twice as much NH3 is produced.

batteries are in use. They are conveniently recharged, using an adaptor 
plugged into the mains electricity supply, and can be reused hundreds of 
times. During recharging the reverse reaction takes place, regenerating 
chemicals that had been consumed. The reactions involved are:

NiOOH(s) + MH(s) 
discharging

recharging
 Ni(OH)2(s) + M(s)

 where M represents metals such as V, Ti, Cr and Co.
 You may have heated blue-coloured hydrated copper(II) sulfate 

(CuSO4.5H2O) in a test-tube. A white solid (CuSO4) forms and droplets 
of water appear on the walls of the test-tube. When water is mixed with 
the white powder, the blue compound is re-formed. This reaction is 
represented by the equilibrium equation:

CuSO4.5H2O(s)  CuSO4(s) + 5H2O(l)

The reaction between nitrogen and hydrogen to form ammonia, described 
above, can also be regarded as a reversible reaction, since ammonia 
decomposes into nitrogen and hydrogen when it is heated. The equation for 
this reaction is written as:

N2(g) + 3H2(g)  2NH3(g)

Equilibrium explained
We can use the idea that processes can be reversed to understand why some 
reactions reach an equilibrium. Chemists have shown that in these reactions 
the forward and reverse reactions occur simultaneously.

Suppose nitrogen gas and hydrogen gas were added to a sealed container 
at a constant temperature, as in Figure 16.1. The nitrogen and hydrogen start 
to react immediately, forming ammonia. The following sequence of events 
then occurs:
 As the forward reaction proceeds, the concentrations of nitrogen and 

hydrogen decrease, so the rate of the ammonia production, that is,
N2(g) + 3H2(g) –—³ 2NH3(g), decreases.

 At the same time as ammonia is being formed, some ammonia molecules 
react to re-form nitrogen and hydrogen. The rate of this reverse (or ‘back’) 
reaction, 2NH3(g) –—³ N2(g) + 3H2(g), increases as the concentration of 
ammonia increases.

 Eventually the forward and back reactions proceed at the same rate 
(Figure 16.3). When this situation is reached, ammonia is formed 
at exactly the same rate as it is breaking down. The concentrations of 
ammonia, nitrogen and hydrogen will then remain constant. At the 
equilibrium position no further change will take place in the rate of 
either the forward reaction or the back reaction. The reaction has reached 
a point of balance—an equilibrium, i.e. N2(g) + 3H2(g)  2NH3(g). 
Figure 16.4 shows the changes in the concentrations of the chemicals.

Equilibrium is a dynamic state, since the forward and back reactions have not 
ceased. Instead they occur simultaneously at the same rate. During dynamic 
equilibrium:
 the amounts and concentrations of chemical substances remain constant
 the total gas pressure is constant (if gases are involved)
 the temperature is constant
 the reaction is ‘incomplete’ (all of the substances are present in the 

equilibrium mixture).

some reactions do not go to completion 
they use the symbol above

⇌

Example
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 Figure 16.2
Ni–metal hydride batteries are used to power 
this digital camera. The chemical reaction in the 
batteries that provides electricity is reversed in 
order to recharge them.
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 Figure 16.3
The variation of the rates of the forward and 
back reactions with time when nitrogen and 
hydrogen are mixed.
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 Figure 16.4
Changes in the concentrations of N2, H2 and 
NH3 as a mixture of nitrogen and hydrogen gas 
reacts. As indicated by the coeffi cients of the 
equation for the reaction, for every amount of 
N2 that reacts, three times as much H2 reacts 
and twice as much NH3 is produced.

batteries are in use. They are conveniently recharged, using an adaptor 
plugged into the mains electricity supply, and can be reused hundreds of 
times. During recharging the reverse reaction takes place, regenerating 
chemicals that had been consumed. The reactions involved are:

NiOOH(s) + MH(s) 
discharging

recharging
 Ni(OH)2(s) + M(s)

 where M represents metals such as V, Ti, Cr and Co.
 You may have heated blue-coloured hydrated copper(II) sulfate 

(CuSO4.5H2O) in a test-tube. A white solid (CuSO4) forms and droplets 
of water appear on the walls of the test-tube. When water is mixed with 
the white powder, the blue compound is re-formed. This reaction is 
represented by the equilibrium equation:

CuSO4.5H2O(s)  CuSO4(s) + 5H2O(l)

The reaction between nitrogen and hydrogen to form ammonia, described 
above, can also be regarded as a reversible reaction, since ammonia 
decomposes into nitrogen and hydrogen when it is heated. The equation for 
this reaction is written as:

N2(g) + 3H2(g)  2NH3(g)

Equilibrium explained
We can use the idea that processes can be reversed to understand why some 
reactions reach an equilibrium. Chemists have shown that in these reactions 
the forward and reverse reactions occur simultaneously.

Suppose nitrogen gas and hydrogen gas were added to a sealed container 
at a constant temperature, as in Figure 16.1. The nitrogen and hydrogen start 
to react immediately, forming ammonia. The following sequence of events 
then occurs:
 As the forward reaction proceeds, the concentrations of nitrogen and 

hydrogen decrease, so the rate of the ammonia production, that is,
N2(g) + 3H2(g) –—³ 2NH3(g), decreases.

 At the same time as ammonia is being formed, some ammonia molecules 
react to re-form nitrogen and hydrogen. The rate of this reverse (or ‘back’) 
reaction, 2NH3(g) –—³ N2(g) + 3H2(g), increases as the concentration of 
ammonia increases.

 Eventually the forward and back reactions proceed at the same rate 
(Figure 16.3). When this situation is reached, ammonia is formed 
at exactly the same rate as it is breaking down. The concentrations of 
ammonia, nitrogen and hydrogen will then remain constant. At the 
equilibrium position no further change will take place in the rate of 
either the forward reaction or the back reaction. The reaction has reached 
a point of balance—an equilibrium, i.e. N2(g) + 3H2(g)  2NH3(g). 
Figure 16.4 shows the changes in the concentrations of the chemicals.

Equilibrium is a dynamic state, since the forward and back reactions have not 
ceased. Instead they occur simultaneously at the same rate. During dynamic 
equilibrium:
 the amounts and concentrations of chemical substances remain constant
 the total gas pressure is constant (if gases are involved)
 the temperature is constant
 the reaction is ‘incomplete’ (all of the substances are present in the 

equilibrium mixture).
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initially, the forward 
reaction and reverse 

reaction have different 
reaction rates

at equilibrium, the 
forward and reverse 

reaction rates are equal

In a Dynamic Equilibrium

constant concentrations 
constant temperature 
constant total gas pressure 
the reaction is incomplete  
(all substances are present in 
the equilibrium mixture)

REMEMBER:  
conc—temp—pressure—incomplete
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For the equation aW + bX  cY + dZ at a particular temperature, 
then:

 K = 
[Y]c[Z]d

[W]a[X]b

where K is a constant. This is known as the equilibrium law.
Note that the equilibrium law depends upon the equation used for the 

reaction. For example, the equilibrium between the gases N2O4 and NO2 
can be represented by several equations, including:

   N2O4(g)  2NO2(g), for which K1 = 
[NO2]

2

[N2O4]

  2NO2(g)  N2O4(g), for which K2 = 
[N2O4]
[NO2]

2

1
2

N2O4(g)  NO2(g), for which K3 = 
[NO2]

[N2O4]
1/2

It is therefore important that the equation be specifi ed when an equilibrium 
constant is quoted.

You can see that if one equation is the reverse of another the equilbrium 
constants will be the inverse or reciprocal of each other. Doubling the 
coeffi cients of an equation causes the value of K to be squared.

What does an equilibrium constant tell us?
Since the value of an equilibrium constant is based on the equilibrium 
concentrations of products divided by the equilibrium concentrations of 
reactants, it gives an indication of the extent of reaction, i.e. how far the 
forward reaction proceeds before equilibrium is established.
 For values of K that are between about 10–4 and 104, there will be 

signifi cant amounts of reactants and products present at equilibrium. 
The reactions in Tables 16.1 and 16.2 are examples of this.

 For values of K that are very large (> 104), the equilibrium mixture 
consists mostly of products, with relatively small amounts of reactants. 
For example:

HCl(aq) + H2O(l)  H3O
+(aq) + Cl–(aq);  K = 107 at 25°C

 For values of K that are very small (< 10–4), the equilibrium mixture 
consists mostly of reactants, with relatively small amounts of products. 
For example:

CH3COOH(aq) + H2O(l)  H3O
+(aq) + CH3COO–(aq);  

K = 1.8 × 10–5 at 25°C

Effect of temperature on equilibria
By experiment, it has been shown that the value of the equilibrium constant, 
K, for a particular reaction depends only upon temperature. It is not affected 
by actions such as addition of reactants or products, changes in pressure, or 
the use of catalysts.

The effect of a change in temperature on an equilibrium depends on 
whether the reaction is exothermic or endothermic. As temperature 
increases:
 for exothermic reactions, the amount of products decreases and so the 

value of K decreases
 for endothermic reactions, the amount of products increases and so the 

value of K increases (Figure 16.8).

!
K1, K2 and K3 are related mathematically:

K1 = 1
K2

 = K3
2

;∆/ 2

Exothermic
(–)

Endothermic
(+)

 Figure 16.8
Effect of temperature on K for exothermic and 
endothermic reactions.

EQUILIBRIUM
• Principles of equilibrium
• Concentration fraction and K
• Concentration fraction
• Equilibrium law (extension)
• Determining concentration fractions

K is the 
equilibrium 

constant

K is unique for each formula and at each temperature.

Large K (>104) 
indicates that the 

equilibrium mixture 
consists mostly of 

products

K≈1 indicates that 
[reactants] ≈ 

[products]

Small K (<104) 
indicates that the 

equilibrium mixture 
consists mostly of 

reactants
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If an equilibrium system is subjected to a 
change, the system will adjust itself to 
partially oppose the effect of the change.

Increase Temperature Increase Pressure Add Reactants Add Products

Equilibrium will then shift 
slightly in favour of the 
endothermic reaction

Equilibrium will then shift slightly 
in favour of the reaction with 
fewer moles of gaseous product

Equilibrium will then shift 
slightly in favour of the 
forward reaction

Equilibrium will then shift 
slightly in favour of the 
reverse reaction
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 dilution (for equilibria in solution)
 changing the temperature.

Let us consider the effect of each of these changes in turn.

Adding extra reactant or product
Suppose a vessel contains an equilibrium mixture represented by the 
equation:

N2(g) + 3H2(g)  2NH3(g)

If extra nitrogen gas were added to the vessel without changing the volume 
or temperature, the mixture would momentarily not be in equilibrium. The 
following events occur as the composition of the mixture adjusts to return 
to equilibrium:
 the increased concentration of nitrogen gas causes the rate of the forward 

reaction to increase and more ammonia is formed
 as the concentration of ammonia increases, the rate of the back reaction 

to re-form N2 and H2 increases
 ultimately the rates of the forward and back reaction become equal again 

and a new equilibrium is established (Figure 16.9).
Note that when equilibrium is re-established the concentrations of all 
substances have changed. The overall effect of adding nitrogen is to increase 
the concentration of ammonia at equilibrium—a net forward reaction. 
For similar reasons, adding extra amounts of the other reactant, H2, also 
increases the concentration of ammonia. It is important to note, however, 
that even though the concentration of the added reactant decreases as the 
system moves to establish the new equilibrium, its fi nal concentration is 
higher than in the original equilibrium.

Addition of more product, NH3, increases the rate of the back reaction. 
When equilibrium is re-established the concentrations of the reactants, 
N2 and H2, are increased. The concentration of NH3, while decreasing as 
the system moves to the new equilibrium, is higher than at the original 
equilibrium.

It is sometimes possible to arrange to remove a reactant or product from 
an equilibrium mixture. As you would anticipate, this has the opposite effect 
on an equilibrium from addition of the substance.

To summarise:
 addition of a reactant leads to the formation of more products (a net 

forward reaction)
 addition of a product leads to the formation of more reactants (a net 

back reaction).
Notice that, in all cases, a net reaction occurs that acts to partially counteract 
the effect of the change. A useful generalisation called Le Chatelier’s principle 
will help you to remember this:

If an equilibrium system is subjected to a change, the system will adjust itself 
to partially oppose the effect of the change.

This principle can be used to predict the consequences of adding 
substances to or removing substances from an equilibrium mixture. It can 
also be employed to predict the effect of changes of pressure and temperature 
on equilibria.

N2

H2

NH3

Initial equilibrium
Nitrogen
added

New equilibrium
established

Time

Concentration
(not to scale)

 Figure 16.9
A representation of changes in concentrations 
that occur when additional nitrogen gas is 
added to the equilibrium 
N2(g) + 3H2(g)   2NH3(g).

chemfact
The effect of adding more nitrogen can also 
be predicted using the equilibrium law:

K = 
[NH3]

2

[N2][H2]
3

When extra nitrogen is added, the 
concentration fraction will be momentarily 
less than K. The mixture is then no longer in 
equilibrium. A net forward reaction will occur, 
increasing the amount of products, until the 
concentration fraction again becomes equal 
to K.

CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM
• Le Chatelier’s principle—concentration

RIUM

!
Henri Louis Le Chatelier (1850–1936) 
published ‘A General Statement of the Laws 
of Chemical Equilibrium’ in the Journal of 
the French Academy of Sciences in 1884. 
Le Chatelier also developed the oxyacetylene 
welding torch, and the thermocouple for 
accurate temperature measurement.
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The system adjusts to the increased pressure by undergoing a net back reaction: the 
equilibrium moves in the direction that produces fewer particles and reduces the pressure 
(Figure 16.12). Note that the concentration of NO2 in the new equilbrium will be higher than in 
the initial equilibrium, but not as high as it would be if there had not been a net back reaction 
(Figure 16.13).

In general the effect of a change of pressure, by changing the container volume, 
depends on the relative number of gas particles on both sides of the equation.

By adding an inert gas
The total pressure of an equilibrium mixture of gases may also be changed, 
without changing the volume of the container, by adding a non-reacting gas 
such as helium, neon or argon.

The impact of this change is very different to the previous case where 
the pressure is altered by changing the container’s volume. Despite the 
increase in total pressure that occurs when a non-reacting gas is added, the 
concentrations of the individual chemicals involved in the equilibrium are 
not affected by the presence of the extra gas. The system therefore stays in 
equilibrium and there is no net forward or back reaction.

Dilution
For equilibria occurring in solution, the effect of diluting the solution by 
adding water is similar to changing the volume in gaseous equilibria. Where 
possible, a net reaction occurs in the direction that produces the greater number 
of particles.
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 Figure 16.12
The effect of increased pressure on the 
equilibrium N2O4(g)  2NO2(g).
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 Figure 16.11
The effect of increased pressure on the 
equilibrium 2SO2(g) + O2(g)   2SO3(g). 
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 Figure 16.10
A representation of the effect of increased pressure on the equilibrium 2SO2(g) + O2(g)   2SO3(g).
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(initial equilibrium)

Immediately
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equilibrium

 Figure 16.13
When the pressure on an equilibrium mixture of N2O4 and NO2 is increased, the colour of the gas initially 
darkens but then fades as the reaction 2NO2(g)   N2O4(g) occurs.

CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM
• Le Chatelier’s principle—pressure
• Le Chatelier’s principle—inert gas
• Le Chatelier’s principle—dilution

RIUM

Is there a Catalyst?

Catalysts have no effect 
on equilibrium! They just 
allow equilibrium to be 
reached faster.
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Acidity of solutions
We have studied acid–base reactions previously in some detail in Units 2 and 
3. We can now re-examine some aspects of acids and bases in light of our 
new understanding of equilibrium.

The Brønsted–Lowry theory defi nes an acid as a proton donor and a base 
as a proton acceptor. An acid–base reaction involves the transfer of one or 
more protons from an acid to a base. Substances that donate protons are 
referred to as acids, and substances that accept protons are referred to as bases. 
Some substances have the ability to donate or accept protons depending on 
the circumstances. These substances are described as amphiprotic. Water is 
a good example.

The ionisation constant of water
In Unit 2 we saw that water will react with itself in a process called self-
ionisation:

H2O(l) + H2O(l)  H3O
+(aq) + OH–(aq)

At equilibrium, K = 
[H3O

+][OH–]
[H2O]2 .

In aqueous solutions, water molecules are usually far more abundant than 
any other substance present. The concentration of water in aqueous solutions 
is virtually constant at about 56 M. We therefore write the equilibrium law 
for the ionisation of water as:

[H3O
+][OH–] = K × [H2O]2 = a constant

This expression can also be written as:

Kw = [H3O
+][OH–]

where Kw is called the ionisation constant of water. This equilibrium law 
applies to both pure water and all aqueous solutions.

In pure water at 25°C, chemists have found that the concentration of both 
H3O

+ and OH– ions is 10–7 M. The value of Kw at 25°C can be calculated:

Kw = [H3O
+][OH–] = 10–7 × 10–7 = 1.0 × 10–14 M2

Notice that the concentrations of ions in pure water are extremely small. 
For each H3O

+ ion present in a glass of water, there are 560 million H2O 
molecules! There are ions there, though, so, although pure water is regarded 
as a poor conductor of electricity, it does conduct slightly.

Acidic and basic solutions
In solutions of acidic substances, H3O

+ ions are formed by reaction of the 
acid with water, as well as from self-ionisation of water. So the concentration 
of H3O

+ ions will be greater than 10–7 M at 25°C. Since the product 
[H3O

+][OH–] remains constant, the concentration of OH– ions in an acidic 
solution at 25°C must be less than 10–7 M.

The opposite is true for basic solutions. The concentration of OH– ions 
in a basic solution is greater than 10–7 M and that of H3O

+ ions is less than 
10–7 M.

In summary, at 25°C:
 in pure water and neutral solutions: [H3O

+] = [OH–] = 10–7 M
 in acidic solutions: [H3O

+] > 10–7 M and [OH–] < 10–7 M

17.1
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Kw = [H3O
+][OH–] = 10–7 × 10–7 = 1.0 × 10–14 M2

Notice that the concentrations of ions in pure water are extremely small. 
For each H3O

+ ion present in a glass of water, there are 560 million H2O 
molecules! There are ions there, though, so, although pure water is regarded 
as a poor conductor of electricity, it does conduct slightly.

Acidic and basic solutions
In solutions of acidic substances, H3O

+ ions are formed by reaction of the 
acid with water, as well as from self-ionisation of water. So the concentration 
of H3O

+ ions will be greater than 10–7 M at 25°C. Since the product 
[H3O

+][OH–] remains constant, the concentration of OH– ions in an acidic 
solution at 25°C must be less than 10–7 M.

The opposite is true for basic solutions. The concentration of OH– ions 
in a basic solution is greater than 10–7 M and that of H3O

+ ions is less than 
10–7 M.

In summary, at 25°C:
 in pure water and neutral solutions: [H3O

+] = [OH–] = 10–7 M
 in acidic solutions: [H3O

+] > 10–7 M and [OH–] < 10–7 M

17.1
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Acidity of solutions
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17.1

Because Kw is a constant, an 
increase in [H+] results in a 
decrease in [OH–] and vice versa
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 in basic solutions: [H3O
+] < 10–7 M and [OH–] > 10–7 M.

The higher the concentration of H3O
+ ions in a solution, the more 

acidic the solution is. Concentrations of H3O
+ range from about 10–14 M in 

strongly basic solutions, such as 1 M sodium hydroxide solution, to 10 M 
in concentrated strong acids, such as 10 M hydrochloric acid. Indicators 
that change colour at specifi c concentrations of H3O

+ ions can be used to 
measure the acidity of solutions.

pH: a convenient way to measure acidity
The range of H3O

+ concentrations in solutions is so great that a convenient 
scale, called the pH scale, has been developed to measure acidity. pH is 
defi ned as:

pH = –log10 [H3O
+]

Alternatively, this expression can be rearranged to give:

[H3O
+] = 10–pH

 For pure water at 25°C, [H3O
+] = 10–7 M, so pH = –log10 10–7 = 7.

 For acidic solutions, [H3O
+] > 10–7 M, so pH < 7. For example, a solution 

of 0.020 M HCl at 25°C has [H3O
+] = 0.020 M so pH = –log10 0.020 

= 1.7.
 For basic solutions, [H3O

+] < 10–7 M; so pH > 7. For example, a solution 
of 0.300 M NaOH at 25°C has [OH–] = 0.300 M.

 Since [H3O
+][OH–] = 1.0 × 10–14 M2,

  [H3O
+] × 0.30 M = 1.0 × 10-14 M2

  [H3O
+] = 

1.0 × 10-14 M2

0.30 M  = 3.33 × 10-14 M

 So pH = –log10 (3.33 × 10–14) = 13.5
Using the pH scale, the most acidic solutions have pH values slightly less 
than 0 and the most basic solutions have values of about 14 (Figure 17.4).

Worked example 17.1a
Calculate the concentration of hydrogen ions in blood if the pH of blood is 7.4.

Solution
[H3O

+] = 10–pH

 = 10–7.4 = 4.0 × 10–8 M (using a calculator)
The concentration of H3O

+ ions in blood is 4.0 × 10–8 M.

Worked example 17.1b
40.0 mL of 0.200 M hydrochloric acid reacts with 20.0 mL of 0.100 M sodium hydroxide 
solution. Calculate the pH of the resulting solution.

Solution
The reaction can be represented by the equation:

HCl(aq) + NaOH(aq)  NaCl(aq) + H2O(l)

Reactions between strong acids and strong bases can be regarded as being virtually 
complete, so:
 n(HCl) = c × V = 0.200 × 0.0400 = 0.008 00 mol
 n(NaOH) = 0.100 × 0.0200 = 0.002 00 mol
From the equation, n(HCl) reacted with NaOH = n(NaOH) = 0.002 00 mol.
So, n(HCl) unreacted = 0.008 00 – 0.002 00 = 0.006 00 mol.

 Figure 17.4
The pH values of some common solutions.
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From the equation for the reaction we can see that for every mole of ethanoic acid that ionises, 
one mole of H3O

+ and one mole of CH3COO– will be formed. So we can say:

[H3O
+] = [CH3COO–]

If we substitute this into the expression for Ka, we get:
[H3O

+]2

[CH3COOH]  = 1.75 × 10–5 M

We also know from the equation for the reaction that in a 0.50 M solution of ethanoic acid:

[CH3COOH] + [CH3COO–] = 0.50 M

However, ethanoic acid is a weak acid with a very small Ka, so we know it will only ionise to a 
very small extent. As the small value of Ka indicates that little CH3COO– is formed by ionisation, 
we can approximate the above expression to:

[CH3COOH] ≈ 0.50 M

If we substitute this into the revised expression for Ka, we get:

 
[H3O

+]2

0.50 M
 = 1.75 × 10–5 M

 [H3O
+]2 = 8.75 × 10–6

 [H3O
+] = 2.96 × 10–3

 pH = –log [2.96 × 10–3] = 2.5
We can measure the extent of the reaction by calculating the percentage hydrolysis (or 

percentage ionisation), the fraction of the acid that is ionised. Percentage hydrolysis is given 
by the expression:

 
[CH3COO–] × 100

[CH3COOH]
 = 

2.96 × 10–3

0.50
 × 100

 = 0.59%
This means that in a 0.50 M solution just six in every thousand CH3COOH molecules are 
hydrolysed at any instant—no wonder it’s classifi ed as a weak acid!

These ideas can be generalised to solutions of any weak acid represented by 
HA:

HA(aq) + H2O(l)  A–(aq) + H3O
+(aq)

[H3O
+] = [A–] and [HA] does not change during the ionisation (hydrolysis).

Buffers: using equilibrium to resist change
Buffers are solutions that can absorb the addition of acids or bases with little 
change of pH. They can be made most easily by mixing a weak acid and a salt 
of its conjugate base.

To understand how buffers work, let us consider one made from a mixture 
of ethanoic acid and sodium ethanoate. The resulting solution will contain an 
equilibrium mixture of CH3COOH, H3O

+ and CH3COO–.

CH3COOH(aq) + H2O(l)  CH3COO–(aq) + H3O
+(aq)

The important feature of this solution is that it contains signifi cant amounts 
of both the weak acid and its conjugate base.

If a solution of a strong acid such as HCl is added to the equilibrium 
mixture of ethanoic acid/ethanoate ion, the pH will decrease, but much 
less than one would expect. The addition of the HCl solution disturbs the 
equilibrium. Le Chatelier’s principle tells us that the system will respond to 
oppose the change and restore equilibrium. The addition of H3O

+ causes a 
net back reaction, consuming H3O

+ and creating more CH3COOH.

chemfact
Chemists defi ne a corresponding quantity, 
the basicity constant, Kb, to measure the 
strength of bases. Taking ammonia as an 
example:
NH3(aq) + H2O(l)   NH4

+(aq) + OH–(aq)

Kb = 
[NH4

+][OH–]

[NH3]
For a weak acid and its conjugate base, 
Ka × Kb = Kw.
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 Figure 17.5
How the equilibrium between a weak acid, 
HA, and its conjugate base, A–, keeps the pH 
constant.

review

Since an HCl molecule can donate only 
one proton in its reaction with water, it is 
described as monoprotic. Polyprotic acids can 
donate more than one proton per molecule. 
H2SO4, with two protons per molecule to 
donate, is a diprotic acid, and H3PO4, with 
three protons it can donate, is a triprotic acid.
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17.2

Acidity constants
Most acid–base reactions in water can be considered as equilibrium reactions. 
Hydrochloric acid, for example, ionises in water according to the equation:

HCl(aq) + H2O(l)  H3O
+(aq) + Cl–(aq)

The expression for the equilibrium constant can be written as:

K = 
[H3O

+][Cl–]
[HCl][H2O]

In this reaction, the Cl– ion can be described as the conjugate base of HCl. 
In any acid–base reaction, the conjugate base is the substance formed from 
the acid when it donates a proton (H+). Similarly, HCl is referred to as the 
conjugate acid of Cl–.

Since water is the solvent in aqueous solutions and its concentration is 
virtually constant, we can write the equilibrium expression as:

K[H2O] = 
[H3O

+][Cl–]
[HCl]

 = Ka

The quantity Ka is known as the acidity constant. The value of Ka for 
hydrochloric acid is 107 M at 25°C. This means that in hydrochloric acid 
solutions, most of the hydrochloric acid has been converted to H3O

+ and Cl–. 
This is why hydrochloric acid is classifi ed as a strong acid.

In contrast, ethanoic acid has an acidity constant of 1.75 × 10–5 M at 
25°C. In a solution of ethanoic acid, the position of equilibrium favours the 
reactants and there is a relatively small amount of products.

 CH3COOH(aq) + H2O(l)  CH3COO–(aq) + H3O
+(aq)

 K = 
[H3O

+][CH3COO–]
[CH3COOH][H2O]

 Ka = 
[H3O

+][CH3COO–]
[CH3COOH]

Ethanoic acid is classifi ed as a weak acid because at equilibrium only a small 
proportion of the acid has been ionised.

The acidity constant can be used as a measure of an acid’s strength. The 
acidity constants of several common acids are given in Table 17.2. From the 
table you can see, for example, that while phosphoric acid is stronger than 
citric acid, it is weaker than nitric acid.

Calculations involving acidity constants
The following example shows how an acidity constant can be used to 
calculate the pH of a solution of a weak acid.

Worked example 17.2
Calculate the pH and percentage hydrolysis of a 0.50 M ethanoic acid solution, given that the 
Ka for ethanoic acid is 1.75 × 10–5 M.

Solution
The equation for the ionisation of ethanoic acid is:

CH3COOH(aq) + H2O(l)  CH3COO–(aq) + H3O
+(aq)

Ka = 
[H3O

+][CH3COO–]
[CH3COOH]

 = 1.75 × 10–5 M

Acid Ka (M)
Ethanoic acid 1.75 × 10–5

Citric acid* 7.2 × 10–4

Phosphoric acid* 7 × 10–3

Nitric acid 2 × 101

Hydrochloric acid 107

Sulfuric acid* 109

TABLE 17.2 Ka values for some 
common acids at 25°C

* In the case of the polyprotic acids citric 
acid, phosphoric acid and sulfuric acid, 
the Ka value quoted involves the loss of the 
fi rst proton.

!
Refer to the Acidity Constant table in the 
VCE Chemistry Data Book. This is available on 
the VCAA website.

New equation

Old equation

Assume:
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From the equation for the reaction we can see that for every mole of ethanoic acid that ionises, 
one mole of H3O

+ and one mole of CH3COO– will be formed. So we can say:

[H3O
+] = [CH3COO–]

If we substitute this into the expression for Ka, we get:
[H3O

+]2

[CH3COOH]  = 1.75 × 10–5 M

We also know from the equation for the reaction that in a 0.50 M solution of ethanoic acid:

[CH3COOH] + [CH3COO–] = 0.50 M

However, ethanoic acid is a weak acid with a very small Ka, so we know it will only ionise to a 
very small extent. As the small value of Ka indicates that little CH3COO– is formed by ionisation, 
we can approximate the above expression to:

[CH3COOH] ≈ 0.50 M

If we substitute this into the revised expression for Ka, we get:

 
[H3O

+]2

0.50 M
 = 1.75 × 10–5 M

 [H3O
+]2 = 8.75 × 10–6

 [H3O
+] = 2.96 × 10–3

 pH = –log [2.96 × 10–3] = 2.5
We can measure the extent of the reaction by calculating the percentage hydrolysis (or 

percentage ionisation), the fraction of the acid that is ionised. Percentage hydrolysis is given 
by the expression:

 
[CH3COO–] × 100

[CH3COOH]
 = 

2.96 × 10–3

0.50
 × 100

 = 0.59%
This means that in a 0.50 M solution just six in every thousand CH3COOH molecules are 
hydrolysed at any instant—no wonder it’s classifi ed as a weak acid!

These ideas can be generalised to solutions of any weak acid represented by 
HA:

HA(aq) + H2O(l)  A–(aq) + H3O
+(aq)

[H3O
+] = [A–] and [HA] does not change during the ionisation (hydrolysis).

Buffers: using equilibrium to resist change
Buffers are solutions that can absorb the addition of acids or bases with little 
change of pH. They can be made most easily by mixing a weak acid and a salt 
of its conjugate base.

To understand how buffers work, let us consider one made from a mixture 
of ethanoic acid and sodium ethanoate. The resulting solution will contain an 
equilibrium mixture of CH3COOH, H3O

+ and CH3COO–.

CH3COOH(aq) + H2O(l)  CH3COO–(aq) + H3O
+(aq)

The important feature of this solution is that it contains signifi cant amounts 
of both the weak acid and its conjugate base.

If a solution of a strong acid such as HCl is added to the equilibrium 
mixture of ethanoic acid/ethanoate ion, the pH will decrease, but much 
less than one would expect. The addition of the HCl solution disturbs the 
equilibrium. Le Chatelier’s principle tells us that the system will respond to 
oppose the change and restore equilibrium. The addition of H3O

+ causes a 
net back reaction, consuming H3O

+ and creating more CH3COOH.

chemfact
Chemists defi ne a corresponding quantity, 
the basicity constant, Kb, to measure the 
strength of bases. Taking ammonia as an 
example:
NH3(aq) + H2O(l)   NH4

+(aq) + OH–(aq)

Kb = 
[NH4

+][OH–]

[NH3]
For a weak acid and its conjugate base, 
Ka × Kb = Kw.
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 Figure 17.5
How the equilibrium between a weak acid, 
HA, and its conjugate base, A–, keeps the pH 
constant.

review

Since an HCl molecule can donate only 
one proton in its reaction with water, it is 
described as monoprotic. Polyprotic acids can 
donate more than one proton per molecule. 
H2SO4, with two protons per molecule to 
donate, is a diprotic acid, and H3PO4, with 
three protons it can donate, is a triprotic acid.

Assume:

Old equation

For a 0.5 M solution of a weak acid (e.g. ethanoic acid), we can assume 
that none of it dissociates into CH3COO– and H+. Therefore, [CH3COO–] ≈ 0.
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4.2.1

comparison of the renewability of energy sources including coal, petroleum, natural gas, nuclear 
fuels and biochemical fuels 

Renewable Energy Sources

+ –
coal cheap pollutes

oil easy to transport limited supply

natural gas efficient for heating homes pollutes (less than coal)

nuclear fission high energy output radioactive waste

nuclear fusion high energy output unproven technology

solar cheap, clean dependent on weather

hydroelectricity cheap, clean dam destroys local habitat

wind cheap, clean dependent on weather

tidal/wave cheap, clean dependent on tides/waves

biomass (wood, biogas, ethanol, 
biodiesel) cheap, clean, “carbon-neutral” low energy output
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4.2.2

application of calorimetry to measure energy changes in chemical reactions in solution calorimetry 
and bomb calorimetry, including calibration of a calorimeter and the effects of heat loss

406 2525Supplying and using energy

406
uSu

!
A useful formula to use in calculations such as 
this is:
Energy (J) = 4.184 × mass of water (g) 
 × temperature rise (°C)
or
Energy (J) = 4.184 × volume of water (mL) 
 × density of water 
 × temperature rise (°C).
The density of water varies with temperature. 
The density of water at 5°C is 1.0000 g mL–1.

25.3

Measuring the heat 
released during a reaction
Bomb and solution calorimetry
Enthalpy changes are measured directly using an instrument called a 
calorimeter. Figure 25.7a shows the components of a ‘bomb’ calorimeter 
used for reactions that involve gaseous reactants or products. The reaction 
vessel in a bomb calorimeter is designed to withstand the high pressures that 
may be created during reactions. A calorimeter employed for reactions in 
aqueous solutions is shown in Figure 25.7b. Both calorimeters are insulated 
to reduce loss or gain of energy to or from the outside environment.

When a reaction takes place in a calorimeter, the heat change causes 
a rise or fall in the temperature of the contents of the calorimeter. Before 
the calorimeter can be of use, we must fi rst determine how much energy 
is required to change the temperature within a calorimeter by 1°C. This is 
known as the calibration factor of the calorimeter.

Solution
Since the density of water is 1.00 g mL–1, the mass of 120 mL of water is 120 g.
The energy required to raise the temperature of 120 g of water by 1°C = 4.184 × 120 
= 502.0 J.
Since the temperature rises by (100.0 – 20.0) = 80.0°C, the total energy required 
= 502.0 × 80 = 40 160 J.
The energy required to raise the temperature of the water to 100°C is 40.2 kJ.

 Figure 25.7
Calorimeters used for measuring energy changes in reactions. 
a A bomb calorimeter used for reactions that involve gases.  b A solution calorimeter. Breaking the glass bulb starts the reaction.

Thermometer

Electric heater for
calibrating the

calorimeter

Electric heater for
calibrating the

calorimeter
Electric heater

to ignite sample Stirrer StirrerThermometer

Insulated container

Pressurised vessel

Oxygen under
pressure

Water

Sample in crucible

Insulated
container

Glass bulb
containing

second reactant

Solution of
one reactant

a b

Calorimeters

E = V×I×t E = V×I×t

Bomb Calorimeter Solution Calorimeter

Method Find out how much heat is being absorbed by the 
calorimeter.

Calibration Run an electric current through the calibration heater. Using E = 
V×I×t, and by reading the thermometer, find the calibration factor.

Calibration Factor = V×I×t
∆T

Units: J °C–1

Energy Change = Calibration Factor × ∆T Units: J

∆H = Energy Change
n Units: J mol–1

Experiment

The exam could ask for either 
∆H or Heat of Combustion

∆H = Energy Change
gram

Units:Heat of 
Combustion

High heat of combustion = better fuel! 
Wood ≈ 18 kJ mol–1 

H2 gas = 143 kJ mol–1

kJ g–1 
kJ L–1 
kJ mol–1
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4.2.3

use of the electrochemical series in predicting the products of redox reactions and deducing overall 
equations from redox half equations

Electrochemical Series

294 1611166611Water294
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between the iron and oxygen and water to provide a surface protection. 
Other methods are based on an understanding of the electrochemical nature 
of corrosion.

Surface protection
Surface protection involves covering the surface of the iron to prevent 
contact with oxygen and moisture. Materials such as paint and plastic can be 
used for this purpose.

Iron can also be protected by alloying with small quantities of metals 
such as chromium, nickel, manganese and molybdenum to produce stainless 
steel. The atoms of the metals used to make the alloy are all bonded into 
the metallic lattice. These metals oxidise slightly in air, but the oxide coating 
produced is continuous and unreactive. This oxide layer forms a dense, 
impervious barrier between the metal and oxygen and water, protecting 
the metal from further oxidation. The metal is said to be in a passive state. 
The surface protection on stainless steel (Figure 16.16) is therefore quite 
different from a coating of paint or plastic. 

Metals such as iron and steel can also be coated with thin layers of other 
metals in a process known as electroplating. These other metals, which 
include chromium and nickel, again form protective oxide coatings. Cans 
used for food are made from steel plated with tin (Figure 16.16). Tin is 
a much less reactive metal than iron and does not corrode greatly in the 
atmosphere.

Electrochemical protection
Impressed current cathodic protection
Impressed current protection involves reversing the direction of electron (or 
current) fl ow by using a low-voltage, direct current (DC) power supply to 
give the iron being protected a negative charge. Because the iron is receiving 
electrons, oxidation is inhibited (oxidation would produce more electrons). 
The iron becomes the site of the reduction reaction, that is, a cathode. This 
method is used to protect large-scale steel structures such as wharves and 
pipelines. A single DC source operating at 4.2 V and 2.5 amps will protect 
many kilometres of pipeline (Figure 16.17). This form of protection is 
known as cathodic protection.

Sacrifi cial protection
This also involves the iron acting as the cathode. A more easily oxidised 
metal, such as zinc, forms the anode and is ‘sacrifi ced’. The more reactive 
metal loses electrons and forms metal cations in preference to the iron. The 
iron is not oxidised in the presence of zinc because the zinc has protected 
the iron from corrosion. This type of protection is known as electrochemical 
or sacrifi cial protection—the zinc has been sacrifi ced in order to protect the 
iron from corrosion.

This is a widely used method of protection against corrosion. For example, 
many roofs are made from sheets of galvanised iron—iron that has been 
given a protective coating of zinc. When the zinc coating is scratched, the 
iron is still protected because the zinc loses electrons more readily than the 
iron. The zinc becomes the anode to the iron cathode. The zinc is slowly 
corroded but the iron is protected for years (Figure 16.18).

Underground steel pipelines, bridge pillars and the steel hulls of ships can 
be protected by blocks or plates of zinc (or other more reactive metals) in 

 Figure 16.16
These food cans are made from steel that 
has been plated with tin to prevent them from 
corroding.

pipeline

unreactive
electrode

– +
power source

 Figure 16.17
This pipeline carries natural gas. A direct current 
source is connected at intervals to give the pipe a 
negative charge and so protect it from corrosion.
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2.1.4

redox reactions in aqueous solution including writing balanced equations for 
oxidation and reduction reactions, for example metal displacement reactions, 
corrosion of iron

Redox OIL RIG
Oxidation is 

loss of e–
Reduction is 

gain of e–

If one reactant is oxidised, 
another is reduced.

Redox Half-Equations

Overall Redox Equation
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Solution
Each sodium atom loses one electron:

 Na(s) ——h Na+(s) + e−

The sodium has therefore been oxidised.
Each chlorine molecule gains two electrons to form two separate chloride ions:

 Cl2(g) + 2e− ——h 2Cl−(s)

The chlorine has therefore been reduced.

Worked example 16.2b
When a strip of copper wire is suspended in a solution of silver nitrate, long crystals of silver 
metal can be observed. The solution changes to a pale blue colour, indicating the presence 
of Cu2+(aq) ions.
Write half equations for this reaction and identify the substances oxidised and reduced.

Solution
The fi rst half equation for this reaction is for the copper metal forming copper(II) ions:

 Cu(s) ——h Cu2+(aq) + 2e−

This represents the oxidation reaction, since each copper atom has lost two electrons to form 
a Cu2+ ion.
The second half equation involves the aqueous silver ions forming silver metal:

 Ag+(aq) + e− ——h Ag(s)

This represents the reduction reaction, since each Ag+ ion has gained an electron to form a 
neutral silver atom.

Writing an overall redox equation
When we write equations for redox reactions, we normally write the two 
half equations fi rst and then add them together to get an overall equation. 
It is important to remember that an overall equation does not show any 
electrons transferred—the electrons lost in the oxidation reaction are gained in 
the reduction reaction.

In the example of copper and the solution of silver ions:
 each copper atom that is oxidised loses two electrons
 each Ag+(aq) ion that is reduced gains one electron.

Two Ag+(aq) ions must therefore be reduced to take up the electrons lost 
by each copper atom that is oxidised. To write an overall equation for 
this reaction, the half equation involving the reduction of the Ag+(aq) is 
multiplied by a factor of 2 before combining it with the half equation for 
oxidation of Cu:

 Cu(s) ——h Cu2+(aq) + 2e−

 (Ag+(aq) + e− ——h Ag(s)) × 2

The overall equation is:

 Cu(s) + 2Ag+(aq) ——h Cu2+(aq) + 2Ag(s)

Remember that in both half and overall equations for redox reactions:
 the number of atoms of each element present in the products is equal to 

the number present in the reactants. Atoms are conserved in all chemical 
reactions.

 the total charge on the product side of the equation is equal to the 
total charge on the reactant side of the equation. Charge is conserved in 
chemical reactions.

 Figure 16.4
Copper wire placed in a silver nitrate solution 
forms deposits of silver crystals.
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Solution
Each sodium atom loses one electron:

 Na(s) ——h Na+(s) + e−

The sodium has therefore been oxidised.
Each chlorine molecule gains two electrons to form two separate chloride ions:

 Cl2(g) + 2e− ——h 2Cl−(s)

The chlorine has therefore been reduced.

Worked example 16.2b
When a strip of copper wire is suspended in a solution of silver nitrate, long crystals of silver 
metal can be observed. The solution changes to a pale blue colour, indicating the presence 
of Cu2+(aq) ions.
Write half equations for this reaction and identify the substances oxidised and reduced.

Solution
The fi rst half equation for this reaction is for the copper metal forming copper(II) ions:

 Cu(s) ——h Cu2+(aq) + 2e−

This represents the oxidation reaction, since each copper atom has lost two electrons to form 
a Cu2+ ion.
The second half equation involves the aqueous silver ions forming silver metal:

 Ag+(aq) + e− ——h Ag(s)

This represents the reduction reaction, since each Ag+ ion has gained an electron to form a 
neutral silver atom.

Writing an overall redox equation
When we write equations for redox reactions, we normally write the two 
half equations fi rst and then add them together to get an overall equation. 
It is important to remember that an overall equation does not show any 
electrons transferred—the electrons lost in the oxidation reaction are gained in 
the reduction reaction.

In the example of copper and the solution of silver ions:
 each copper atom that is oxidised loses two electrons
 each Ag+(aq) ion that is reduced gains one electron.

Two Ag+(aq) ions must therefore be reduced to take up the electrons lost 
by each copper atom that is oxidised. To write an overall equation for 
this reaction, the half equation involving the reduction of the Ag+(aq) is 
multiplied by a factor of 2 before combining it with the half equation for 
oxidation of Cu:

 Cu(s) ——h Cu2+(aq) + 2e−

 (Ag+(aq) + e− ——h Ag(s)) × 2

The overall equation is:

 Cu(s) + 2Ag+(aq) ——h Cu2+(aq) + 2Ag(s)

Remember that in both half and overall equations for redox reactions:
 the number of atoms of each element present in the products is equal to 

the number present in the reactants. Atoms are conserved in all chemical 
reactions.

 the total charge on the product side of the equation is equal to the 
total charge on the reactant side of the equation. Charge is conserved in 
chemical reactions.

 Figure 16.4
Copper wire placed in a silver nitrate solution 
forms deposits of silver crystals.

Oxidation is 
loss of e–Cu is a reductant

Ag is an oxidant Reduction is 
gain of e–
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Solution
Each sodium atom loses one electron:

 Na(s) ——h Na+(s) + e−

The sodium has therefore been oxidised.
Each chlorine molecule gains two electrons to form two separate chloride ions:

 Cl2(g) + 2e− ——h 2Cl−(s)

The chlorine has therefore been reduced.

Worked example 16.2b
When a strip of copper wire is suspended in a solution of silver nitrate, long crystals of silver 
metal can be observed. The solution changes to a pale blue colour, indicating the presence 
of Cu2+(aq) ions.
Write half equations for this reaction and identify the substances oxidised and reduced.

Solution
The fi rst half equation for this reaction is for the copper metal forming copper(II) ions:

 Cu(s) ——h Cu2+(aq) + 2e−

This represents the oxidation reaction, since each copper atom has lost two electrons to form 
a Cu2+ ion.
The second half equation involves the aqueous silver ions forming silver metal:

 Ag+(aq) + e− ——h Ag(s)

This represents the reduction reaction, since each Ag+ ion has gained an electron to form a 
neutral silver atom.

Writing an overall redox equation
When we write equations for redox reactions, we normally write the two 
half equations fi rst and then add them together to get an overall equation. 
It is important to remember that an overall equation does not show any 
electrons transferred—the electrons lost in the oxidation reaction are gained in 
the reduction reaction.

In the example of copper and the solution of silver ions:
 each copper atom that is oxidised loses two electrons
 each Ag+(aq) ion that is reduced gains one electron.

Two Ag+(aq) ions must therefore be reduced to take up the electrons lost 
by each copper atom that is oxidised. To write an overall equation for 
this reaction, the half equation involving the reduction of the Ag+(aq) is 
multiplied by a factor of 2 before combining it with the half equation for 
oxidation of Cu:

 Cu(s) ——h Cu2+(aq) + 2e−

 (Ag+(aq) + e− ——h Ag(s)) × 2

The overall equation is:

 Cu(s) + 2Ag+(aq) ——h Cu2+(aq) + 2Ag(s)

Remember that in both half and overall equations for redox reactions:
 the number of atoms of each element present in the products is equal to 

the number present in the reactants. Atoms are conserved in all chemical 
reactions.

 the total charge on the product side of the equation is equal to the 
total charge on the reactant side of the equation. Charge is conserved in 
chemical reactions.

 Figure 16.4
Copper wire placed in a silver nitrate solution 
forms deposits of silver crystals.

Will be 
reduced ReducedOxidisedWill be 

oxidised

Examples:

Example:

Balancing Redox Equations Ions 
Water (to balance oxygens) 
Protons (to balance hydrogens) 
Electrons (add as many as you need)

Balance redox equations in this easy order:

Oxidation Numbers
They help to identify oxidants and 

reductants in a reaction 
There are Six Big Rules:

free elements are zero (N2, He, O2 etc) 
monoatomic ions = charge on the ion (Al3+ is +3) 
metals = valency (often +2) 
oxygen = –2    fluorine = –1    hydrogen = +1 
in a molecule, sum of oxidation number = 0 
in polyatomic ions, sum of oxidation numbers = charge on ion (e.g. NO3– totals –1)

Metal Reactivity Series
For a metal to reduce a metal ion 
into a solid, the first (solid) metal 

must be a stronger reductant than 
the second (aqueous) metal

K 
Mg 
Zn 
Fe 
Sn 
Cu 
Au

the stronger reductants 
(on top) can reduce the 
metals underneath

Electrochemical Series
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Electrons fl ow from the zinc atoms to the copper(II) ions as these collide. 
Evidence for this fl ow can be obtained by setting up an apparatus as shown 
in Figure 16.6.

The zinc metal and solution containing copper(II) ions are in separate 
beakers. A copper strip, dipping in the solution of copper(II) ions, is 
connected by a piece of wire to a galvanometer—a meter for detecting a 
fl ow of electrons. A zinc strip, dipping in a solution of zinc chloride, is also 
connected to the galvanometer by a piece of wire. The solutions in the two 
beakers are connected by a salt bridge. The salt bridge contains an ionic 
compound. The ions fl ow through the salt bridge between the solutions to 
complete the circuit. The salt bridge may be something as simple as a piece 
of fi lter paper soaked in a solution of potassium nitrate. 

This apparatus is known as a galvanic cell or electrochemical cell. A 
galvanic cell is an energy converter that separates the oxidant from the 
reductant. Chemical energy is converted into electrical energy. When this 

galvanometer 

salt bridge 

copper sulfate
solution

copper strip zinc strip

zinc chloride
solution

Beaker A 
• a dilute solution of 
   copper sulfate 
• copper strip 
 

Beaker B 
• a dilute solution of 
   zinc chloride 
• zinc strip 
 

 

 Figure 16.7
The apparatus used to demonstrate electron fl ow during oxidation–reduction reactions.

zinc

e–
e–

Zn

Zn

Zn
Zn2+

K+

Cu

Cu2+Cu2+

Cu2+

salt bridge

copper

electron flow

Zn(s) Zn2+(aq) + 2e– Cu2+(aq) + 2e– Cu(s)

NO3
–

e–

e–

 Figure 16.8
An electrochemical cell demonstrating a fl ow of electrons in a redox reaction.

!
Galvanic cells are named after the Italian 
scientist Luigi Galvani, who fi rst made the 
connection between chemical reactions 
and electricity.

 Figure 16.6
Zinc and copper strips placed in solutions of 
zinc sulfate and copper sulfate respectively.

Galvanic Cell

OXIDATION HALF-CELL REDUCTION HALF-CELL

a device in which chemical energy 
from a spontaneous redox reaction is 
converted into electrical energy. 

negative 
anode

positive 
cathode

wire allows flow of electrons 
towards the positive cathode

salt bridge

allows movement of: 

cations to the cathode; and 
anions to the anode

reaction on top goes forwards
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2. The electrochemical series

 Eq�LQ�YROW

)��J�����H±� � �)±�DT�� �����

+�2��DT�����+��DT�����H±� � �+�2�O�� �����

$X��DT����H±� � $X�V�� �����

&O��J�����H±� � �&O±�DT�� �����

2��J�����+��DT�����H±� � �+�2���� �����

%U��O�����H±� � �%U±�DT�� �����

$J��DT����H±� � $J�V�� �����

)H���DT����H±� � )H���DT�� �����

2��J������+��DT�����H±� � +�2��DT�� �����

,��V�����H±� � �,±�DT�� �����

2��J�����+�2�O�����H±� � �2+±�DT�� �����

&X���DT�����H±�� � &X�V�� �����

6Q���DT�����H±� � 6Q���DT�� �����

6�V�����+��DT�����H±� � +�6�J�� �����

�+��DT�����H±� � +��J�� ������

3E���DT�����H±� � 3E�V�� ±����

6Q���DT�����H±� � 6Q�V�� ±����

1L���DT�����H±� � 1L�V�� ±����

&R���DT�����H±� � &R�V�� ±����

)H���DT�����H±� � )H�V�� ±����

=Q���DT�����H±� � =Q�V�� ±����
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&D���DT�����H±� � &D�V�� ±����

.��DT����H±� � .�V�� ±����

/L��DT����H±� � /L�V�� ±����

When you connect any two half-cells with a 
wire and a salt bridge:

reaction underneath goes backwards

top one gets reduced

bottom one gets oxidised

SEE DATA 
BOOK 
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The overall equation can therefore be written as:

 2Fe(s) + O2(aq) + 2H2O(l) ——h 2Fe2+(aq) + 4OH−(aq)

The iron(II) ions then react with the hydroxide ions to form a green 
precipitate of iron(II) hydroxide:

 Fe2+(aq) + 2OH−(aq) ——h Fe(OH)2(s)

Figure 16.15 summarises this process. 
On exposure to more moisture and oxygen, the iron(II) hydroxide is 

further oxidised to iron(III) hydroxide, a red-brown precipitate:

 4Fe(OH)2(s) + O2(aq) + 2H2O(l) ——h 4Fe(OH)3(s)

In air, the iron(III) hydroxide loses water from its structure to form 
Fe2O3.xH2O, the hydrated iron oxide known as rust. The porous rust easily 
fl akes off the surface of the iron, exposing the iron underneath to further 
oxidation.

The wet corrosion of iron is a galvanic process. Galvanic cells are set up 
on the metal surface, where different regions act as anodes and cathodes:
 The cathode region, where oxygen gains electrons and is reduced, occurs 

at sites of high oxygen concentration.
 The anode region, where iron loses electrons and is oxidised, often 

occurs in an area of stress in the metal where the metal lattice has been 
deformed, for example, at the tip of a nail. 

In general, the anode region is one where there is a lower oxygen concentration. 
Corrosion is therefore greatest at the centre of a water drop or under a layer 
of chipped paint where the oxygen concentration is lowest. The cathode 
region is at the edge of the water drop or where the paint is missing as the 
oxygen concentration there is greatest.

Wet corrosion, leading to the formation of rust, is accelerated by the 
presence of dissolved salts in the water coating the metal. This is particularly 
noticeable near the coast. The dissolved ions from the salt promote corrosion 
by increasing the conductivity of the water.

Iron will rust more rapidly if it contains impurities or if it is in contact 
with a less reactive metal. For example, if iron and copper are in contact 
with each other, an electrochemical cell will be formed in which the less 
reactive copper will act as a cathode and the iron as the anode. The iron will 
corrode more quickly than if it were on its own.

Protecting against corrosion
There are several ways to protect iron and steel structures against corrosion. 
These depend on the environment in which the structure is located, the design 
and intended use of the structure and the relative costs of various protection 
measures. The simplest of these measures rely on the creation of a barrier 
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 Figure 16.15
Wet corrosion operates like a mini galvanic cell, 
where electrons are transferred though the iron, 
and ions fl ow through the water droplets.
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between the iron and oxygen and water to provide a surface protection. 
Other methods are based on an understanding of the electrochemical nature 
of corrosion.

Surface protection
Surface protection involves covering the surface of the iron to prevent 
contact with oxygen and moisture. Materials such as paint and plastic can be 
used for this purpose.

Iron can also be protected by alloying with small quantities of metals 
such as chromium, nickel, manganese and molybdenum to produce stainless 
steel. The atoms of the metals used to make the alloy are all bonded into 
the metallic lattice. These metals oxidise slightly in air, but the oxide coating 
produced is continuous and unreactive. This oxide layer forms a dense, 
impervious barrier between the metal and oxygen and water, protecting 
the metal from further oxidation. The metal is said to be in a passive state. 
The surface protection on stainless steel (Figure 16.16) is therefore quite 
different from a coating of paint or plastic. 

Metals such as iron and steel can also be coated with thin layers of other 
metals in a process known as electroplating. These other metals, which 
include chromium and nickel, again form protective oxide coatings. Cans 
used for food are made from steel plated with tin (Figure 16.16). Tin is 
a much less reactive metal than iron and does not corrode greatly in the 
atmosphere.

Electrochemical protection
Impressed current cathodic protection
Impressed current protection involves reversing the direction of electron (or 
current) fl ow by using a low-voltage, direct current (DC) power supply to 
give the iron being protected a negative charge. Because the iron is receiving 
electrons, oxidation is inhibited (oxidation would produce more electrons). 
The iron becomes the site of the reduction reaction, that is, a cathode. This 
method is used to protect large-scale steel structures such as wharves and 
pipelines. A single DC source operating at 4.2 V and 2.5 amps will protect 
many kilometres of pipeline (Figure 16.17). This form of protection is 
known as cathodic protection.

Sacrifi cial protection
This also involves the iron acting as the cathode. A more easily oxidised 
metal, such as zinc, forms the anode and is ‘sacrifi ced’. The more reactive 
metal loses electrons and forms metal cations in preference to the iron. The 
iron is not oxidised in the presence of zinc because the zinc has protected 
the iron from corrosion. This type of protection is known as electrochemical 
or sacrifi cial protection—the zinc has been sacrifi ced in order to protect the 
iron from corrosion.

This is a widely used method of protection against corrosion. For example, 
many roofs are made from sheets of galvanised iron—iron that has been 
given a protective coating of zinc. When the zinc coating is scratched, the 
iron is still protected because the zinc loses electrons more readily than the 
iron. The zinc becomes the anode to the iron cathode. The zinc is slowly 
corroded but the iron is protected for years (Figure 16.18).

Underground steel pipelines, bridge pillars and the steel hulls of ships can 
be protected by blocks or plates of zinc (or other more reactive metals) in 

 Figure 16.16
These food cans are made from steel that 
has been plated with tin to prevent them from 
corroding.
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 Figure 16.17
This pipeline carries natural gas. A direct current 
source is connected at intervals to give the pipe a 
negative charge and so protect it from corrosion.
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Solution
Each sodium atom loses one electron:

 Na(s) ——h Na+(s) + e−

The sodium has therefore been oxidised.
Each chlorine molecule gains two electrons to form two separate chloride ions:

 Cl2(g) + 2e− ——h 2Cl−(s)

The chlorine has therefore been reduced.

Worked example 16.2b
When a strip of copper wire is suspended in a solution of silver nitrate, long crystals of silver 
metal can be observed. The solution changes to a pale blue colour, indicating the presence 
of Cu2+(aq) ions.
Write half equations for this reaction and identify the substances oxidised and reduced.

Solution
The fi rst half equation for this reaction is for the copper metal forming copper(II) ions:

 Cu(s) ——h Cu2+(aq) + 2e−

This represents the oxidation reaction, since each copper atom has lost two electrons to form 
a Cu2+ ion.
The second half equation involves the aqueous silver ions forming silver metal:

 Ag+(aq) + e− ——h Ag(s)

This represents the reduction reaction, since each Ag+ ion has gained an electron to form a 
neutral silver atom.

Writing an overall redox equation
When we write equations for redox reactions, we normally write the two 
half equations fi rst and then add them together to get an overall equation. 
It is important to remember that an overall equation does not show any 
electrons transferred—the electrons lost in the oxidation reaction are gained in 
the reduction reaction.

In the example of copper and the solution of silver ions:
 each copper atom that is oxidised loses two electrons
 each Ag+(aq) ion that is reduced gains one electron.

Two Ag+(aq) ions must therefore be reduced to take up the electrons lost 
by each copper atom that is oxidised. To write an overall equation for 
this reaction, the half equation involving the reduction of the Ag+(aq) is 
multiplied by a factor of 2 before combining it with the half equation for 
oxidation of Cu:

 Cu(s) ——h Cu2+(aq) + 2e−

 (Ag+(aq) + e− ——h Ag(s)) × 2

The overall equation is:

 Cu(s) + 2Ag+(aq) ——h Cu2+(aq) + 2Ag(s)

Remember that in both half and overall equations for redox reactions:
 the number of atoms of each element present in the products is equal to 

the number present in the reactants. Atoms are conserved in all chemical 
reactions.

 the total charge on the product side of the equation is equal to the 
total charge on the reactant side of the equation. Charge is conserved in 
chemical reactions.

 Figure 16.4
Copper wire placed in a silver nitrate solution 
forms deposits of silver crystals.
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Balancing Redox Equations Ions 
Water (to balance oxygens) 
Protons (to balance hydrogens) 
Electrons (add as many as you need)

Balance redox equations in this easy order:

Oxidation Numbers
They help to identify oxidants and 

reductants in a reaction 
There are Six Big Rules:

free elements are zero (N2, He, O2 etc) 
monoatomic ions = charge on the ion (Al3+ is +3) 
metals = valency (often +2) 
oxygen = –2    fluorine = –1    hydrogen = +1 
in a molecule, sum of oxidation number = 0 
in polyatomic ions, sum of oxidation numbers = charge on ion (e.g. NO3– totals –1)

Metal Reactivity Series
For a metal to reduce a metal ion 
into a solid, the first (solid) metal 

must be a stronger reductant than 
the second (aqueous) metal

K 
Mg 
Zn 
Fe 
Sn 
Cu 
Au

the stronger reductants 
(on top) can reduce the 
metals underneath
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Electrons fl ow from the zinc atoms to the copper(II) ions as these collide. 
Evidence for this fl ow can be obtained by setting up an apparatus as shown 
in Figure 16.6.

The zinc metal and solution containing copper(II) ions are in separate 
beakers. A copper strip, dipping in the solution of copper(II) ions, is 
connected by a piece of wire to a galvanometer—a meter for detecting a 
fl ow of electrons. A zinc strip, dipping in a solution of zinc chloride, is also 
connected to the galvanometer by a piece of wire. The solutions in the two 
beakers are connected by a salt bridge. The salt bridge contains an ionic 
compound. The ions fl ow through the salt bridge between the solutions to 
complete the circuit. The salt bridge may be something as simple as a piece 
of fi lter paper soaked in a solution of potassium nitrate. 

This apparatus is known as a galvanic cell or electrochemical cell. A 
galvanic cell is an energy converter that separates the oxidant from the 
reductant. Chemical energy is converted into electrical energy. When this 
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copper sulfate
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zinc chloride
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 Figure 16.7
The apparatus used to demonstrate electron fl ow during oxidation–reduction reactions.
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 Figure 16.8
An electrochemical cell demonstrating a fl ow of electrons in a redox reaction.

!
Galvanic cells are named after the Italian 
scientist Luigi Galvani, who fi rst made the 
connection between chemical reactions 
and electricity.

 Figure 16.6
Zinc and copper strips placed in solutions of 
zinc sulfate and copper sulfate respectively.
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The overall equation can therefore be written as:

 2Fe(s) + O2(aq) + 2H2O(l) ——h 2Fe2+(aq) + 4OH−(aq)

The iron(II) ions then react with the hydroxide ions to form a green 
precipitate of iron(II) hydroxide:

 Fe2+(aq) + 2OH−(aq) ——h Fe(OH)2(s)

Figure 16.15 summarises this process. 
On exposure to more moisture and oxygen, the iron(II) hydroxide is 

further oxidised to iron(III) hydroxide, a red-brown precipitate:

 4Fe(OH)2(s) + O2(aq) + 2H2O(l) ——h 4Fe(OH)3(s)

In air, the iron(III) hydroxide loses water from its structure to form 
Fe2O3.xH2O, the hydrated iron oxide known as rust. The porous rust easily 
fl akes off the surface of the iron, exposing the iron underneath to further 
oxidation.

The wet corrosion of iron is a galvanic process. Galvanic cells are set up 
on the metal surface, where different regions act as anodes and cathodes:
 The cathode region, where oxygen gains electrons and is reduced, occurs 

at sites of high oxygen concentration.
 The anode region, where iron loses electrons and is oxidised, often 

occurs in an area of stress in the metal where the metal lattice has been 
deformed, for example, at the tip of a nail. 

In general, the anode region is one where there is a lower oxygen concentration. 
Corrosion is therefore greatest at the centre of a water drop or under a layer 
of chipped paint where the oxygen concentration is lowest. The cathode 
region is at the edge of the water drop or where the paint is missing as the 
oxygen concentration there is greatest.

Wet corrosion, leading to the formation of rust, is accelerated by the 
presence of dissolved salts in the water coating the metal. This is particularly 
noticeable near the coast. The dissolved ions from the salt promote corrosion 
by increasing the conductivity of the water.

Iron will rust more rapidly if it contains impurities or if it is in contact 
with a less reactive metal. For example, if iron and copper are in contact 
with each other, an electrochemical cell will be formed in which the less 
reactive copper will act as a cathode and the iron as the anode. The iron will 
corrode more quickly than if it were on its own.

Protecting against corrosion
There are several ways to protect iron and steel structures against corrosion. 
These depend on the environment in which the structure is located, the design 
and intended use of the structure and the relative costs of various protection 
measures. The simplest of these measures rely on the creation of a barrier 
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Wet corrosion operates like a mini galvanic cell, 
where electrons are transferred though the iron, 
and ions fl ow through the water droplets.
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between the iron and oxygen and water to provide a surface protection. 
Other methods are based on an understanding of the electrochemical nature 
of corrosion.

Surface protection
Surface protection involves covering the surface of the iron to prevent 
contact with oxygen and moisture. Materials such as paint and plastic can be 
used for this purpose.

Iron can also be protected by alloying with small quantities of metals 
such as chromium, nickel, manganese and molybdenum to produce stainless 
steel. The atoms of the metals used to make the alloy are all bonded into 
the metallic lattice. These metals oxidise slightly in air, but the oxide coating 
produced is continuous and unreactive. This oxide layer forms a dense, 
impervious barrier between the metal and oxygen and water, protecting 
the metal from further oxidation. The metal is said to be in a passive state. 
The surface protection on stainless steel (Figure 16.16) is therefore quite 
different from a coating of paint or plastic. 

Metals such as iron and steel can also be coated with thin layers of other 
metals in a process known as electroplating. These other metals, which 
include chromium and nickel, again form protective oxide coatings. Cans 
used for food are made from steel plated with tin (Figure 16.16). Tin is 
a much less reactive metal than iron and does not corrode greatly in the 
atmosphere.

Electrochemical protection
Impressed current cathodic protection
Impressed current protection involves reversing the direction of electron (or 
current) fl ow by using a low-voltage, direct current (DC) power supply to 
give the iron being protected a negative charge. Because the iron is receiving 
electrons, oxidation is inhibited (oxidation would produce more electrons). 
The iron becomes the site of the reduction reaction, that is, a cathode. This 
method is used to protect large-scale steel structures such as wharves and 
pipelines. A single DC source operating at 4.2 V and 2.5 amps will protect 
many kilometres of pipeline (Figure 16.17). This form of protection is 
known as cathodic protection.

Sacrifi cial protection
This also involves the iron acting as the cathode. A more easily oxidised 
metal, such as zinc, forms the anode and is ‘sacrifi ced’. The more reactive 
metal loses electrons and forms metal cations in preference to the iron. The 
iron is not oxidised in the presence of zinc because the zinc has protected 
the iron from corrosion. This type of protection is known as electrochemical 
or sacrifi cial protection—the zinc has been sacrifi ced in order to protect the 
iron from corrosion.

This is a widely used method of protection against corrosion. For example, 
many roofs are made from sheets of galvanised iron—iron that has been 
given a protective coating of zinc. When the zinc coating is scratched, the 
iron is still protected because the zinc loses electrons more readily than the 
iron. The zinc becomes the anode to the iron cathode. The zinc is slowly 
corroded but the iron is protected for years (Figure 16.18).

Underground steel pipelines, bridge pillars and the steel hulls of ships can 
be protected by blocks or plates of zinc (or other more reactive metals) in 

 Figure 16.16
These food cans are made from steel that 
has been plated with tin to prevent them from 
corroding.
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 Figure 16.17
This pipeline carries natural gas. A direct current 
source is connected at intervals to give the pipe a 
negative charge and so protect it from corrosion.
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Solution
Each sodium atom loses one electron:

 Na(s) ——h Na+(s) + e−

The sodium has therefore been oxidised.
Each chlorine molecule gains two electrons to form two separate chloride ions:

 Cl2(g) + 2e− ——h 2Cl−(s)

The chlorine has therefore been reduced.

Worked example 16.2b
When a strip of copper wire is suspended in a solution of silver nitrate, long crystals of silver 
metal can be observed. The solution changes to a pale blue colour, indicating the presence 
of Cu2+(aq) ions.
Write half equations for this reaction and identify the substances oxidised and reduced.

Solution
The fi rst half equation for this reaction is for the copper metal forming copper(II) ions:

 Cu(s) ——h Cu2+(aq) + 2e−

This represents the oxidation reaction, since each copper atom has lost two electrons to form 
a Cu2+ ion.
The second half equation involves the aqueous silver ions forming silver metal:

 Ag+(aq) + e− ——h Ag(s)

This represents the reduction reaction, since each Ag+ ion has gained an electron to form a 
neutral silver atom.

Writing an overall redox equation
When we write equations for redox reactions, we normally write the two 
half equations fi rst and then add them together to get an overall equation. 
It is important to remember that an overall equation does not show any 
electrons transferred—the electrons lost in the oxidation reaction are gained in 
the reduction reaction.

In the example of copper and the solution of silver ions:
 each copper atom that is oxidised loses two electrons
 each Ag+(aq) ion that is reduced gains one electron.

Two Ag+(aq) ions must therefore be reduced to take up the electrons lost 
by each copper atom that is oxidised. To write an overall equation for 
this reaction, the half equation involving the reduction of the Ag+(aq) is 
multiplied by a factor of 2 before combining it with the half equation for 
oxidation of Cu:

 Cu(s) ——h Cu2+(aq) + 2e−

 (Ag+(aq) + e− ——h Ag(s)) × 2

The overall equation is:

 Cu(s) + 2Ag+(aq) ——h Cu2+(aq) + 2Ag(s)

Remember that in both half and overall equations for redox reactions:
 the number of atoms of each element present in the products is equal to 

the number present in the reactants. Atoms are conserved in all chemical 
reactions.

 the total charge on the product side of the equation is equal to the 
total charge on the reactant side of the equation. Charge is conserved in 
chemical reactions.

 Figure 16.4
Copper wire placed in a silver nitrate solution 
forms deposits of silver crystals.
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by each copper atom that is oxidised. To write an overall equation for 
this reaction, the half equation involving the reduction of the Ag+(aq) is 
multiplied by a factor of 2 before combining it with the half equation for 
oxidation of Cu:

 Cu(s) ——h Cu2+(aq) + 2e−

 (Ag+(aq) + e− ——h Ag(s)) × 2

The overall equation is:

 Cu(s) + 2Ag+(aq) ——h Cu2+(aq) + 2Ag(s)

Remember that in both half and overall equations for redox reactions:
 the number of atoms of each element present in the products is equal to 

the number present in the reactants. Atoms are conserved in all chemical 
reactions.

 the total charge on the product side of the equation is equal to the 
total charge on the reactant side of the equation. Charge is conserved in 
chemical reactions.

 Figure 16.4
Copper wire placed in a silver nitrate solution 
forms deposits of silver crystals.

Oxidation is 
loss of e–Cu is a reductant

Ag is an oxidant Reduction is 
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Solution
Each sodium atom loses one electron:

 Na(s) ——h Na+(s) + e−

The sodium has therefore been oxidised.
Each chlorine molecule gains two electrons to form two separate chloride ions:

 Cl2(g) + 2e− ——h 2Cl−(s)

The chlorine has therefore been reduced.

Worked example 16.2b
When a strip of copper wire is suspended in a solution of silver nitrate, long crystals of silver 
metal can be observed. The solution changes to a pale blue colour, indicating the presence 
of Cu2+(aq) ions.
Write half equations for this reaction and identify the substances oxidised and reduced.

Solution
The fi rst half equation for this reaction is for the copper metal forming copper(II) ions:

 Cu(s) ——h Cu2+(aq) + 2e−

This represents the oxidation reaction, since each copper atom has lost two electrons to form 
a Cu2+ ion.
The second half equation involves the aqueous silver ions forming silver metal:

 Ag+(aq) + e− ——h Ag(s)

This represents the reduction reaction, since each Ag+ ion has gained an electron to form a 
neutral silver atom.

Writing an overall redox equation
When we write equations for redox reactions, we normally write the two 
half equations fi rst and then add them together to get an overall equation. 
It is important to remember that an overall equation does not show any 
electrons transferred—the electrons lost in the oxidation reaction are gained in 
the reduction reaction.

In the example of copper and the solution of silver ions:
 each copper atom that is oxidised loses two electrons
 each Ag+(aq) ion that is reduced gains one electron.

Two Ag+(aq) ions must therefore be reduced to take up the electrons lost 
by each copper atom that is oxidised. To write an overall equation for 
this reaction, the half equation involving the reduction of the Ag+(aq) is 
multiplied by a factor of 2 before combining it with the half equation for 
oxidation of Cu:

 Cu(s) ——h Cu2+(aq) + 2e−

 (Ag+(aq) + e− ——h Ag(s)) × 2

The overall equation is:

 Cu(s) + 2Ag+(aq) ——h Cu2+(aq) + 2Ag(s)

Remember that in both half and overall equations for redox reactions:
 the number of atoms of each element present in the products is equal to 

the number present in the reactants. Atoms are conserved in all chemical 
reactions.

 the total charge on the product side of the equation is equal to the 
total charge on the reactant side of the equation. Charge is conserved in 
chemical reactions.

 Figure 16.4
Copper wire placed in a silver nitrate solution 
forms deposits of silver crystals.

Will be 
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Examples:

Example:

Balancing Redox Equations Ions 
Water (to balance oxygens) 
Protons (to balance hydrogens) 
Electrons (add as many as you need)

Balance redox equations in this easy order:

Oxidation Numbers
They help to identify oxidants and 

reductants in a reaction 
There are Six Big Rules:

free elements are zero (N2, He, O2 etc) 
monoatomic ions = charge on the ion (Al3+ is +3) 
metals = valency (often +2) 
oxygen = –2    fluorine = –1    hydrogen = +1 
in a molecule, sum of oxidation number = 0 
in polyatomic ions, sum of oxidation numbers = charge on ion (e.g. NO3– totals –1)

Metal Reactivity Series
For a metal to reduce a metal ion 
into a solid, the first (solid) metal 

must be a stronger reductant than 
the second (aqueous) metal

K 
Mg 
Zn 
Fe 
Sn 
Cu 
Au

the stronger reductants 
(on top) can reduce the 
metals underneath

Electrochemical Series
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Electrons fl ow from the zinc atoms to the copper(II) ions as these collide. 
Evidence for this fl ow can be obtained by setting up an apparatus as shown 
in Figure 16.6.

The zinc metal and solution containing copper(II) ions are in separate 
beakers. A copper strip, dipping in the solution of copper(II) ions, is 
connected by a piece of wire to a galvanometer—a meter for detecting a 
fl ow of electrons. A zinc strip, dipping in a solution of zinc chloride, is also 
connected to the galvanometer by a piece of wire. The solutions in the two 
beakers are connected by a salt bridge. The salt bridge contains an ionic 
compound. The ions fl ow through the salt bridge between the solutions to 
complete the circuit. The salt bridge may be something as simple as a piece 
of fi lter paper soaked in a solution of potassium nitrate. 

This apparatus is known as a galvanic cell or electrochemical cell. A 
galvanic cell is an energy converter that separates the oxidant from the 
reductant. Chemical energy is converted into electrical energy. When this 

galvanometer 

salt bridge 

copper sulfate
solution

copper strip zinc strip

zinc chloride
solution

Beaker A 
• a dilute solution of 
   copper sulfate 
• copper strip 
 

Beaker B 
• a dilute solution of 
   zinc chloride 
• zinc strip 
 

 

 Figure 16.7
The apparatus used to demonstrate electron fl ow during oxidation–reduction reactions.
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e–
e–

Zn
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Zn
Zn2+

K+

Cu

Cu2+Cu2+

Cu2+

salt bridge

copper

electron flow

Zn(s) Zn2+(aq) + 2e– Cu2+(aq) + 2e– Cu(s)

NO3
–

e–

e–

 Figure 16.8
An electrochemical cell demonstrating a fl ow of electrons in a redox reaction.

!
Galvanic cells are named after the Italian 
scientist Luigi Galvani, who fi rst made the 
connection between chemical reactions 
and electricity.

 Figure 16.6
Zinc and copper strips placed in solutions of 
zinc sulfate and copper sulfate respectively.

Galvanic Cell

OXIDATION HALF-CELL REDUCTION HALF-CELL

a device in which chemical energy 
from a spontaneous redox reaction is 
converted into electrical energy. 

negative 
anode

positive 
cathode

wire allows flow of electrons 
towards the positive cathode

salt bridge

allows movement of: 

cations to the cathode; and 
anions to the anode

reaction on top goes forwards
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2. The electrochemical series

 Eq�LQ�YROW

)��J�����H±� � �)±�DT�� �����

+�2��DT�����+��DT�����H±� � �+�2�O�� �����

$X��DT����H±� � $X�V�� �����

&O��J�����H±� � �&O±�DT�� �����

2��J�����+��DT�����H±� � �+�2���� �����

%U��O�����H±� � �%U±�DT�� �����

$J��DT����H±� � $J�V�� �����

)H���DT����H±� � )H���DT�� �����

2��J������+��DT�����H±� � +�2��DT�� �����

,��V�����H±� � �,±�DT�� �����

2��J�����+�2�O�����H±� � �2+±�DT�� �����

&X���DT�����H±�� � &X�V�� �����

6Q���DT�����H±� � 6Q���DT�� �����

6�V�����+��DT�����H±� � +�6�J�� �����

�+��DT�����H±� � +��J�� ������

3E���DT�����H±� � 3E�V�� ±����

6Q���DT�����H±� � 6Q�V�� ±����

1L���DT�����H±� � 1L�V�� ±����

&R���DT�����H±� � &R�V�� ±����

)H���DT�����H±� � )H�V�� ±����

=Q���DT�����H±� � =Q�V�� ±����

�+�2�O�����H±� � +��J�����2+±�DT�� ±����

0Q���DT�����H±� � 0Q�V�� ±����

$O���DT�����H±� � $O�V�� ±����

0J���DT�����H±� � 0J�V�� ±����

1D��DT����H±� � 1D�V�� ±����

&D���DT�����H±� � &D�V�� ±����

.��DT����H±� � .�V�� ±����

/L��DT����H±� � /L�V�� ±����

When you connect any two half-cells with a 
wire and a salt bridge:

reaction underneath goes backwards

top one gets reduced

bottom one gets oxidised

SEE DATA 
BOOK 

Corrosion
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The overall equation can therefore be written as:

 2Fe(s) + O2(aq) + 2H2O(l) ——h 2Fe2+(aq) + 4OH−(aq)

The iron(II) ions then react with the hydroxide ions to form a green 
precipitate of iron(II) hydroxide:

 Fe2+(aq) + 2OH−(aq) ——h Fe(OH)2(s)

Figure 16.15 summarises this process. 
On exposure to more moisture and oxygen, the iron(II) hydroxide is 

further oxidised to iron(III) hydroxide, a red-brown precipitate:

 4Fe(OH)2(s) + O2(aq) + 2H2O(l) ——h 4Fe(OH)3(s)

In air, the iron(III) hydroxide loses water from its structure to form 
Fe2O3.xH2O, the hydrated iron oxide known as rust. The porous rust easily 
fl akes off the surface of the iron, exposing the iron underneath to further 
oxidation.

The wet corrosion of iron is a galvanic process. Galvanic cells are set up 
on the metal surface, where different regions act as anodes and cathodes:
 The cathode region, where oxygen gains electrons and is reduced, occurs 

at sites of high oxygen concentration.
 The anode region, where iron loses electrons and is oxidised, often 

occurs in an area of stress in the metal where the metal lattice has been 
deformed, for example, at the tip of a nail. 

In general, the anode region is one where there is a lower oxygen concentration. 
Corrosion is therefore greatest at the centre of a water drop or under a layer 
of chipped paint where the oxygen concentration is lowest. The cathode 
region is at the edge of the water drop or where the paint is missing as the 
oxygen concentration there is greatest.

Wet corrosion, leading to the formation of rust, is accelerated by the 
presence of dissolved salts in the water coating the metal. This is particularly 
noticeable near the coast. The dissolved ions from the salt promote corrosion 
by increasing the conductivity of the water.

Iron will rust more rapidly if it contains impurities or if it is in contact 
with a less reactive metal. For example, if iron and copper are in contact 
with each other, an electrochemical cell will be formed in which the less 
reactive copper will act as a cathode and the iron as the anode. The iron will 
corrode more quickly than if it were on its own.

Protecting against corrosion
There are several ways to protect iron and steel structures against corrosion. 
These depend on the environment in which the structure is located, the design 
and intended use of the structure and the relative costs of various protection 
measures. The simplest of these measures rely on the creation of a barrier 

Water

Rust

Anodic area

Iron reacts
to form a pit

Cathodic area

At the anode:
Fe(s)        Fe2+(aq) + 2e–

At the cathode:
O2(aq) + 2H2O(l) + 4e–        4OH–(aq)

O2

e–
Fe2+

 Figure 16.15
Wet corrosion operates like a mini galvanic cell, 
where electrons are transferred though the iron, 
and ions fl ow through the water droplets.

OXIDATIONREDUCTION

Fe(OH)2(s) and Fe(OH)3(s) 
will be formed. The latter is 
red-brown coloured rust.

Protect from corrosion by either 
painting, alloying or giving the 
metal a negative charge.
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26.3

Potential difference
A current fl ows in a galvanic cell because one half cell has a greater tendency 
to push electrons into the external circuit than the other half cell. Chemists 
say that a potential difference exists between the two half cells. The potential 
difference of a cell is sometimes called the emf.
 The potential difference of a cell is measured in volts (symbol V) and 

is determined using a voltmeter. The potential difference measures the 
amount of energy supplied by a fi xed amount of charge fl owing from a 
galvanic cell.

 A Daniell cell has a potential difference of about one volt.
A rough indication of cell voltage can be obtained from the electrochemical 
series. Large potential differences are obtained when a half cell containing a 
strong oxidant is connected to a half cell with a strong reductant. A potential 
difference of 3.7 V is obtained by connecting a Mg2+/Mg half cell to a 
Cl2/Cl– half cell at standard conditions. The reactions in these two half cells 
are spaced far apart in the electrochemical series.

Potential differences of cells at standard conditions can be calculated 
using the E° values listed in Table 26.2. These standard half-cell potentials 
give a numerical measure of the tendency of a half cell reaction to occur as a 
reduction reaction. Reduction reactions are most likely to occur in half cells 
with high E° values, such as F2(g)/F–(aq) (E° = 2.87 V), whereas oxidation 
reactions are most likely to occur in half cells with low E° values, such as 
Li+(aq)/Li(s) (E° = –3.05 V).

It is impossible to measure the potential difference of an isolated half cell 
since both oxidation and reduction must take place for a potential difference 
to exist. E° values for half cells are measured by connecting the cells to a 
reference half cell. A hydrogen half cell, H+(aq)/H2(g), at standard conditions, 
known as the standard hydrogen electrode, is used for this purpose and its E° 
value is arbitrarily assigned as zero. The standard potentials of other cells are 
then measured as shown in Figure 26.10.

The potential difference of a cell at standard conditions is the difference 
between the E° values of its two half cells, i.e.

cell potential difference = higher half-cell E° – lower half-cell E°

For the cell composed of Ag+/Ag and Fe2+/Fe half cells as shown in Figure 26.6, 
the cell voltage at standard conditions can be calculated as follows:

 cell potential difference = higher half-cell E° – lower half-cell E°
 = E° (Ag+(aq)/Ag(s)) – E° (Fe2+(aq)/Fe(s))
 = 0.80 – (–0.41)
 = 1.21 V

Different values for the cell voltage are obtained under non-standard 
conditions.

!
The volt is named after Italian physicist 
Alessandro Volta in recognition of his 
contribution to our understanding of electricity 
and electrochemical cells.

 Figure 26.10
Measuring the standard half-cell potential of 
a Fe2+(aq)/Fe(s) half cell. From the voltmeter 
reading and negative polarity of the iron 
electrode, the E° of the half cell is 0.41 V.

Platinum
electrode

Fe2+(aq)H+(aq)

Iron
electrode _

+
H2(g)

Both cells at standard conditions

0.41 V

Electron
flow

Voltmeter
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4.2.4

limitations of predictions made using the electrochemical series, including the determination of 
maximum cell voltage under standard conditions

Limitations of Predictions Made Using the Electrochemical Series

Standard half cell potentials (E°) are 
measured under standard conditions. Under 
different conditions, the potentials will be 
different.

Standard Conditions

Rate
Electrochemical Series doesn’t tell you the 
rate at which these reactions occur. Some 
redox reactions happen so slowly that they 
appear not to be happening at all (e.g. 
breakdown of H2O2(l) into H2O(l).
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4.2.5

the chemical principles, half-equations and overall equations of simple primary and secondary 
galvanic cells

Primary Cells

Zinc-Carbon Dry CellAlkaline Cell

Button Cell

Secondary (Rechargeable) Cells

Car Batteries

also known as 
‘accumulators’

Nickel-Cadmium Cells27777777727227Cells and batteries
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27.2

Primary cells
Batteries such as dry cells, alkaline cells and button cells have one important 
feature in common: they are non-rechargeable. They go fl at when the cell 
reaction reaches equilibrium, and you have to buy a replacement. Cells that 
cannot be recharged are called primary cells. In primary cells, the products 
slowly migrate away from the electrodes and are consumed by side reactions 
occurring in the cell.

The zinc–carbon dry cell
The fi rst mass-produced and widely used small-scale source of electrical 
energy was the zinc–carbon dry cell. It was an updated commercial version 
of a cell fi rst developed by the French scientist Georges Leclanché in 
1866. Figure 27.5 shows what you would see if you cut a dry cell open. 
An electrolyte composed of a moist paste of zinc chloride and ammonium 
chloride plays the same role as the salt bridge in the cells we discussed in 
Chapter 26.

chemistry in actionychemistry in action

A case study: lithium ion rechargeable cells (continued)

A lithium ion cell delivers a steady 3.6 volts as it discharges. If you have used lithium 
ion cells, you will have noticed that they become fl at suddenly. When a lithium ion cell is 
discharging, the products of the reaction remain available within the cell. By supplying the 
discharged cell with electrical energy, the electrode reactions can be reversed and the 
reactants regenerated.

LiCoO2(s) –—³ Li(s) + CoO2(s)

As a cell is discharged and recharged, lithium ions migrate back and forth through the 
electrolyte, giving rise to the name ‘lithium ion’ cell.

Although their complex internal structure makes them more expensive to manufacture, 
lithium ion cells have increased in popularity because of their high energy density and light 
weight. They also have a low rate of self-discharge and do not suffer from ‘memory’ effects 
like some other types of rechargeable cell. The only notable disadvantage of the lithium ion 
cell is its comparatively short three-year working life. Still, in many applications a lithium 
ion cell will outlast the appliance that it is used to operate.

!
Lithium ion cells are very different from lithium 
metal cells. Lithium metal cells have only 
recently become widely available. They are 
also high energy and light, but they are not 
rechargeable.

!
A prototype electric car, the Eliica or electric 
lithium ion car, reached a speed of 370 km/h. 
The downside is that it takes 10 hours to 
recharge the banks of lithium ion batteries.

 Figure 27.4
When a lithium ion cell or battery is recharged, 
the electrical energy from the recharger 
forces the reverse reaction to regenerate the 
reactants.

Separator

Cathode

Anode

Header
Casing

Metal cap (+)

Mixture of carbon
and manganese
dioxide

Ammonium
chloride and
zinc chloride
electrolyte

Cathode:
carbon rod

Anode: zinc case (–)

 Figure 27.5
The construction of a zinc–carbon dry cell 
is simple and has changed little in the last 
100 years.
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 At the anode (–):
 Oxidation of the zinc case produces electrons:

Zn(s) –—³ Zn2+(aq) + 2e–

 At the cathode (+):
 Manganese dioxide is reduced in a complicated reaction that is thought 

to be:

2MnO2(s) + 2NH4
+(aq) + 2e– –—³ Mn2O3(s) + 2NH3(aq) + H2O(l)

A new cell produces about 1.5 volts, but this diminishes signifi cantly during 
use. To maintain a net forward reaction, the soluble reaction products must 
migrate away from the electrodes. During use, the build-up of products 
around the electrodes slows and can even stop the forward reaction. This 
effect, known as polarisation, is more marked during prolonged operation. If 
a cell is allowed to rest, the products migrate away from the electrodes and 
the cell ‘recovers’. Warming the cell with the heat of your hand can often 
increase the rate of recovery. However, once the reaction in the cell fi nally 
reaches equilibrium, the cell will be ‘fl at’, and cannot be used again.

You can still buy zinc–carbon cells and batteries. While some minor 
improvements have been made to the cell, the technology is basically the 
same as it was in the fi rst dry cells over a century ago. Zinc–carbon dry 
cells now tend to be restricted to applications that require a cheap portable 
source of energy for infrequent low-drain use. Their inability to perform in 
high-drain, high-use applications has seen zinc–carbon cells largely replaced 
by alkaline cells.

Alkaline cells
The alkaline cell was invented in the late 1800s, but it was not until after 
World War II (1939–45) that the basic idea was developed seriously. Since 
that time, an expanding range of appliances has appeared that require high-
capacity, small power sources. With earlier types of cell unable to meet these 
demands, the alkaline cell appeared on the market in the late 1960s.

Although the chemical reaction that occurs within an alkaline cell 
has much in common with the zinc–carbon dry cell, the construction is 
completely different (Figure 27.6). The alkaline cell is optimised for 
performance and longevity.
 At the anode (–):

 Zinc powder around the central metal rod is oxidised:

Zn(s) –—³ Zn2+(aq) + 2e–

 Once formed, Zn2+ reacts immediately with OH– ions in the electrolyte 
to form zinc hydroxide. The overall reaction at the anode is therefore 
written as:

Zn(s) + 2OH–(aq) –—³ Zn(OH)2(s) + 2e–

 At the cathode (+):
 Manganese dioxide is reduced:

2MnO2(s) + H2O(l) + 2e– –—³ Mn2O3(s) + 2OH–(aq)

The technological improvements incorporated in the alkaline cell’s 
construction give it about fi ve times the life of a zinc–carbon dry cell. 
Although alkaline cells are slightly more expensive than dry cells, they offer 
better value for money and are especially cost-effi cient in torches, fl ashguns 
and motorised toys, where high currents are needed intermittently.

!
A high performance version of the zinc–carbon 
dry cell has been produced using a thicker 
zinc case, more manganese dioxide and a zinc 
chloride electrolyte. Consequently the cell would 
last longer, produce higher currents and be less 
susceptible to polarisation. These ‘heavy duty’ 
dry cells have largely been replaced by alkaline 
cells.

!
Removal of the products of a reaction favours 
formation of a greater amount of products—an 
application of Le Chatelier’s principle.

Metal cap (+)

Cathode:
outer steel
case

Powdered
zinc

Mixture of
manganese dioxide
and carbon

Potassium hydroxide
electrolyte

Anode: steel
or brass

Metal base (–)

 Figure 27.6
Construction of an alkaline cell.

!
An alkaline cell needs less electrolyte than a 
dry cell, allowing more reactant to be included. 
A typical D size alkaline cell contains about 
40 g of manganese dioxide, compared with 
25 g in a dry cell of equivalent size.
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Button cells
Button cells are used in very small devices such as watches, some calculators 
and PDAs, and remote car locks. There are two main types: silver–zinc cells 
and lithium cells.

Both are relatively expensive because of their small size and the materials 
used to make them.

Lithium button cells produce about 3 volts during discharge, and silver–
zinc cells give an almost constant 1.6 volts. A variant of the lithium cell 
employing iodine as the oxidant is used to power heart pacemaker implants 
and is designed to last for fi fteen years.

Worked example 27.2a
The overall reaction that occurs in the silver–zinc button cell is:

Zn(s) + Ag2O(s) + H2O(l) –—³ Zn(OH)2(s) + 2Ag(s)

Write equations for the anode and cathode reactions.

Solution
Oxidation occurs at the anode. Zinc is oxidised to Zn(OH)2:

Zn(s) + 2OH–(aq) –—³ Zn(OH)2(s) + 2e–

Silver oxide is reduced to silver at the cathode:

Ag2O(s) + H2O(l) + 2e– –—³ 2Ag(s) + 2OH–(aq)

The construction of a lithium button cell is shown in Figure 27.7. The 
most common type of lithium button cell uses manganese dioxide as 
the oxidant.

Worked example 27.2b
The following reactions occur in the lithium button cell:

Li –—³ Li+ + e–

MnO2 + Li+ + e– –—³ LiMnO2

a Which reaction occurs at the negative electrode?
b Write an overall equation for the reaction occuring in the lithium cell.

Solution
a  Electrons are produced at the negative electrode. The oxidation of lithium metal to lithium 

ions produces electrons. The reaction is Li –—³ Li+ + e–.
b  The equations must be combined in such a way that there are equal numbers of electrons 

on both sides. In this case the equations can simply be added:

Li + MnO2 + Li+ + e– –—³ Li+ + e– + LiMnO2

This simplifi es to:

Li + MnO2 –—³ LiMnO2

chemfact
The fi rst button cells used the reaction 
between zinc and mercury(II) oxide:
Zn(s) + 2OH– (aq) –—³ Zn(OH)2(s) + 2e–

HgO(s) + 2H2O(l) + 2e– –—³ Hg(l) + 2OH–(aq)
Mercury and its compounds are toxic, so 
the disposal of these mercury cells created 
health and environmental safety concerns. 
Cells such as the silver–zinc cell have 
replaced mercury cells.

 Figure 27.7
Construction of a lithium button cell.

Metal cap (–)

Lithium metal

Electrolyte

Cathode: outer
container of 
nickel or steel (+)

Manganese(IV) oxide

 Galvanic cells that cannot be recharged are known as primary 
cells.

 The products produced by the redox reactions in primary cells 
migrate away from the electrodes and are consumed by side 
reactions.

 The dry cell, alkaline cell and the silver–zinc and lithium button 
cells are examples of primary cells.

27.1–27.2

G l i ll th t t b h d k i Th d ll lk li ll d th il i d lithi b tt

summary recharging process also reconstitutes the sulfuric 
acid electrolyte. As the density of sulfuric acid 
(1.84 g mL−1) is signifi cantly greater than that of 
water, the level of charge carried by the battery 
can be measured by the density of the acid 
electrolyte. To determine whether a battery is 
fully discharged or ‘fl at’, a device that measures 
the specifi c gravity (density) of the electrolyte is 
used; the greater the density, the more charge is 
carried by the battery.

In theory, it should be possible to discharge a 
battery and recharge it indefi nitely. In practice, 
however, this is not the case. One of the main 
problems is that the lead(II) sulfate formed on the 
electrodes becomes coarse in texture and drops 
off the electrode grids. Side reactions, such as the 
production of hydrogen gas from the reduction of 
H+ ions, also limit the effectiveness of the battery. 
As a result, most lead–acid accumulators have a 
life of approximately four years.

Given the number of cars on the road worldwide, 
the car battery market is an enormous one. 
Recent advertisements using words like 
‘maintenance free’ and ‘calcium’ suggest that 
research into these batteries is alive and well. 
Both of these terms refer to improved metal and 
metal oxide grids being used in the lead batteries. 
Although the advertising may suggest otherwise, 
the anode in modern ‘calcium’ batteries is not in 
fact calcium at all, but rather it is lead with a 
small percentage of calcium. The improved grids 
help the battery plates withstand the constant 
discharging and recharging cycles.

Two other areas promise to keep large batteries 
like these in the scientifi c arena—electric vehicles 
and alternative energy sources. An electric car is 
powered by stored chemical potential energy in 
a bank of rechargeable batteries. While a series 
of lead–acid accumulators can be used, their 
considerable weight is a signifi cant drawback 
to the performance and range of such vehicles. 
Research is being carried out into batteries with 
similar voltage and current characteristics to the 
lead–acid accumulator, but of lower density.

Solar and wind energy are often employed in 
remote areas to supply electric power where 
mains electricity is not available. These natural, 
renewable energy sources are only intermittent 
sources of power and so rechargeable lead–acid 
batteries are utilised to store energy for use at 
night or in periods of calm.

Pb (–)
electrode

PbO2 (+)
electrode

H2SO4(aq)

recharge e–

discharge e–

recharge e–
discharge e–

Figure 15.4.9 Discharge and recharge of a car battery.

Figure 15.4.10 A car battery charger.

Figure 15.4.11 Batteries are used to store energy generated by wind turbines.
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At anode, zinc powder is oxidised 
Zn(s) + 2OH– → Zn(OH)2(s) + 2e– !
At cathode, manganese dioxide is reduced 
2MnO2(s) + H2O(l) + 2e– → Mn2O3(s) + 2OH–(aq)

At anode, zinc casing is oxidised 
Zn(s) → Zn2+(aq) + 2e– !
At cathode, manganese dioxide is reduced 
2MnO2(s) + 2NH4+(aq) + 2e– → Mn2O3(s) + 2NH3(aq) + H2O(l)

At anode, lithium (or silver) is oxidised 
Li → Li+ + e– !
At cathode, manganese dioxide (or zinc) is reduced 
MnO2 + Li+ + e– → LiMnO2

At anode, lead is oxidised to lead(II) sulfate 
Pb(s) + SO42–(aq) → PbSO4(s) + 2e– !
At cathode, lead(IV) sulfate is reduced to lead (II) sulfate 
PbO2(s) + SO42–(aq) + 4H+ + 2e– → PbSO4(s) + H2O(l) !
Overall equation: 
Pb(s) + PbO2(s) + SO42–(aq) + 4H+ ⇌ 2PbSO4(s) + H2O(l)

At anode, cadmium is oxidised to cadmium hydroxide 
Cd(s) + 2OH–(aq) → Cd(OH)2(s) + 2e– !
At cathode, nickel hydroxide is reduced from +3 to +2 
NiOOH(s) + H2O(l) + e– → Ni(OH)2(s) + OH–(aq) !
Overall equation: 
Cd(s) + 2OH–(aq) + 2NiOOH(s) + 2H2O(l) 
→ 2Ni(OH)2(s) + 2OH–(aq) + Cd(OH)2(s)
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the chemical principles, half-equations and overall equations of fuel cells; advantages and 
disadvantages of fuel cells compared to conventional energy sources

Fuel Cells
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 Figure 27.15
This fuel cell was used to supply electricity for 
the Apollo space program some 40 years ago. 
Fuel cells are still used in the space program.

 Figure 27.14
An alkaline fuel cell.

– +

Oxygen
gas inlet

Hydrogen
gas inlet

Porous
anode

Porous
cathode

Water
outlet

Electrolyte

Each cell produces about one volt. Higher voltages are obtained by connecting 
a number of fuel cells in series to form a battery or fuel cell stack. The only 
by-products are water and heat. The nature of the electrodes is crucial to 
successful operation of the cell as they function as catalysts for the reaction, 
and the size of the current depends on their surface area.

Advances in fuel-cell technology have led to the development of the 
acid fuel cell. This cell uses concentrated phosphoric acid as the electrolyte 
and air as the source of oxygen; it uses hydrogen but does not require the 
hydrogen to be pure. The overall reaction is the same as in the alkaline fuel 
cell, but the specifi c electrode reactions are different. Since the fi rst 11 MW 
experimental unit was installed at Goi, Japan, in 1991, over 400 phosphoric 
acid fuel cells have been put into use around the world, including one 
in Sydney.

Scientists are striving to reduce the overall costs of cells and to improve 
the current that can be drawn by increasing the rate of reaction at the 
electrodes. Variations on the basic concept have been developed and tested, 
with several types reaching limited trials. Some of these are summarised in 
Table 27.1. Fuel cells are named according to the electrolyte and catalysts 
used in them. The various electrolytes operate most effi ciently over a set 
temperature range, and the nature of the electrolyte infl uences the use of 
the fuel cell.

Transport
Most major vehicle manufacturers are investigating the use of fuel cells 
as an alternative to the internal combustion engine. In Perth, buses using 
hydrogen-powered fuel cells have been in operation for a number of years. 
This use of fuel cells improves fuel effi ciency and reduces greenhouse gases 
and other emissions as well as our reliance on oil.

chemfact
The electrode reactions in an acid fuel cell 
are:
anode: H2(g) –—³ 2H+(aq) + 2e–

cathode: O2(g) + 4H+(aq) + 4e– –—³ 2H2O(l)

At anode, hydrogen gas is oxidised 
H2(g) + 2OH–(aq) → 2H2O(l) + 2e– 

!
At cathode, oxygen gas is reduced 
O2(g) + 2H2O(l) + 4e– → 4OH–(aq) !
Overall equation: 
2H2(g) + O2(g) → 2H2O(l)

+ Convert chemical energy directly to electrical energy

+ Only by-product is clean water

+ Fuel cells generate electricity as long as fuel is supplied

+ Can use a variety of fuels

+ Easy to generate electricity off-the-grid

– Requires a constant fuel supply

– Expensive

– Can only produce direct current (DC)

– Impurities in the hydrogen fuel can affect performance
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the chemical principles, half-equations and overall equations of simple electrolytic cells; 
comparison of electrolytic cells using molten and aqueous electrolytes, and inert and non-inert 
electrodes

Electrolytic Cells
Reactions are the OPPOSITE to those in the galvanic cell. 
Reactions are non-spontaneous and require energy.

Examples Galvanisation 
Extracting metals from ores 
Recharging rechargeable batteries including car batteries 
Increasing the thickness of the surface oxide layer of aluminium

plating a thin film of metal over another metal to make it prettier or more resistant to corrosion

mining

e.g. cans

Diagram
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28.1

Chemical energy from 
electrical energy
In Chapters 26 and 27 we saw that spontaneous redox reactions can be 
used as a source of electrical energy. In this chapter we will see that the 
passage of electrical energy from a power supply, such as a battery, through 
a conducting liquid causes redox reactions to occur. This process is called 
electrolysis and has a variety of applications.

During electrolysis, electrical energy is converted into chemical energy. 
The reactions that occur in electrolytic cells are essentially the opposite to 
those occurring in galvanic cells (Figure 28.1). Reactions in electrolytic cells 
would not normally happen without the application of electrical energy, 
and so they are called non-spontaneous reactions. Chemicals formed 
by electrolysis are often diffi cult to obtain by other means. Many useful 
materials are manufactured using this process.

Important applications of electrolysis include:
 plating of a thin fi lm of metal on surfaces of other metals to improve 

appearance or prevent corrosion (Figure 28.2)
 extraction of reactive metals such as sodium and aluminium from their 

ores
 industrial production of sodium hydroxide, copper, chlorine and hydrogen
 recharging of car batteries and other rechargeable cells, such as lithium 

batteries
 increasing the thickness of the surface oxide layer on aluminium metal to 

improve its resistance to corrosion.  Figure 28.2
Tin cans are used as packaging for a wide 
range of products. The tin coating on the can 
prevents it from corroding.

28.2

Electroplating
We tend to take the existence of tin cans for granted. They are used extensively 
for packaging food items as varied as soups, baked beans, peaches and fi sh. 
Although we call them tin cans, they are mainly composed of steel, with 
a thin surface coating of tin only a fraction of a millimetre thick that has 
been applied by electrolysis. Tin corrodes very slowly and prevents contact 
between the iron, moisture and air; it therefore prevents the iron rusting.

The deposition of a layer of metal on the surface of another metal 
by electrolysis is called electroplating. Electroplating is performed in an 
electrolytic cell such as the simplifi ed one used for tin plating shown in 
Figure 28.3. The object to be plated is connected by a wire to the negative 
terminal of a power supply. This object is regarded as the negative electrode 
in the cell. It is immersed in a solution, such as tin nitrate solution, which 
contains ions of the metal that is to form the plating. This solution is referred 
to as the electrolyte. In tin plating, an electrode of tin metal is connected to 
the positive terminal of the power supply.

When the cell is in operation the power supply acts as an ‘electron pump’, 
pushing electrons onto the negative electrode and removing electrons from 
the positive electrode.

Electrolytic cell

Galvanic cell

Electrical
energy

Chemical
energy

 Figure 28.1
Energy conversions in electrolytic and galvanic 
cells.

 Figure 28.3
A cell used for electroplating tin.

+ –

+ –

Electron
flow

Tin rod

Object
being
plated

Tin nitrate solution (electrolyte)

Power
supply

Sn2+

NO3
–

OPPOSITE

e–

e–

e–

e–

At cathode, tin is reduced 
Sn2+(aq) + 2e– → Sn(s)

Cathode is NEGATIVE in this cell

At anode, tin is oxidised 
Sn(s) → Sn2+(aq) + 2e–

Anode is POSITIVE in this cell

+ – AN OIL RIG CAT: Cathode gains electrons & is reducedAN OIL RIG CAT: Anode loses electrons & is oxidised

A coating of tin forms around the can.Tin plating rod loses mass.

Electrolytes Allow charged ions to flow between the electrodes

Molten Electrolytes Aqueous Electrolytes
Large amounts of energy are 
required to melt the 
electrolyte

Little energy required. 
Cheaper than using molten 
electrolytes.

Examples Examples
When producing H2 and Cl2, a selective 
membrane is placed in the middle of the 
electrolyte to prevent the H2 and Cl2 from 
reacting with each other.

Used in the electro-refining of copper. 
98% pure ‘blister copper’ is the anode; 
99.999% pure copper is the cathode.

Sodium chloride electrolyte

Sulfuric acid electrolyte

Molten sodium electrolyte

Na3AlF6 (cryolite) electrolyte
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The charge on a given number of moles of electrons, n(e–), may be calculated 
readily. Two moles of electrons, for example, would have a charge of 
193 000 C. We can express this mathematically by:

Q = n(e–) × F   or    Q = n(e–) × 96 500

The electrode reactions when copper, tin or lead are electroplated are:

 Cu2+(aq) + 2e– –—³ Cu(s)
 Sn2+(aq) + 2e– –—³ Sn(s)
 Pb2+(aq) + 2e– –—³ Pb(s)

For one mole of each of these metals to be deposited, two moles of electrons 
are required. Two faradays of charge (193 000 C) must therefore be passed 
through the cell. To deposit one mole of chromium, three faradays of charge 
(289 500 C) are required, since the equation for the electrode reaction is:

Cr3+(aq) + 3e– –—³ Cr(s)

This is just what we observe in our graph (Figure 28.12). The three different 
lines on the graph arise because of the different charges on the metal ions.

These observations may be summarised by saying that in order to produce 
one mole of a metal, one, two, three, or another whole number of moles of electrons 
must be consumed. This is a modernised statement of Faraday’s second law 
of electrolysis.

Although we have developed Faraday’s laws by studying the deposition 
of metal at the cathode in electroplating cells, the laws apply just as well 
to the production or consumption of any substance at the electrodes 
of either electrolytic cells or galvanic cells. Calculations are based on the 
relationships:

Q = I × t or Q = n(e–) × F

The following examples show how such calculations are performed.

Worked example 28.3a
A silver-plating cell operates with a steady current of 30.0 A for 20.0 minutes. What mass of 
silver is plated on the object at the cathode?

Solution
Quantity of charge passed through the cell:
Q = I × t
 = 30.0 A × (20.00 × 60) s = 36 000 C (Note that time must be expressed in seconds.)
Amount, in mol, of electrons passed through the cell:

n(e–)  = 
Q
F

= 
36 000 C

96 500 C mol–1  
= 0.3731 mol

Since the cathode reaction is: Ag+(aq) + e– –—³ Ag(s), 1 mol of electrons will deposit 1 mol 
of silver metal, so
n(Ag) = n(e–) = 0.3731 mol
Mass of silver plated at the cathode:
m(Ag)  = n × M

= 0.3731 mol × 107.9 g mol–1 = 40.25 g
The mass of silver plated on the cathode is 40.3 g.

Worked example 28.3b
How long would it take to deposit 50.0 g of copper at the cathode of a copper-plating cell 
operating at a current of 8.00 A?

chemfact
Faraday’s laws may be restated more 
generally as follows:

The mass of any substance deposited, 
evolved or dissolved at an electrode in 
an electrochemical process is directly 
proportional to the amount of electricity 
passed through the cell.

For one mole of a substance to be 
deposited, evolved, or dissolved at an 
electrode, the passage of one, two, three, or 
another whole number of mole of electrons 
is required.
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 Figure 28.12
Variation with charge of amount of metal (mol) 
formed at the cathode for different metal-
plating cells.
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Michael Faraday (1791–1867) was an English 
chemist and physicist who, apart from working 
out the laws of electrochemistry, discovered the 
connection between magnetism and electricity 
and devised the fi rst electric motor.

Electric charge, symbol Q, is measured using the unit coulomb. The 
electric charge passing through a cell may be calculated from measurements 
of the current, I, through the cell and the time, t, for which the current fl ows. 
The relationship is:

 charge (coulombs) = current (amps) × time (seconds)
 Q = I × t

Consider the experimental results obtained from a silver-plating cell given 
in Table 28.1. The results are hardly surprising: the more charge that passes 
through the cell, the more metal is formed at the cathode. This relationship 
is shown graphically in Figure 28.10. Even if we perform this experiment in 
different silver-plating cells and vary conditions such as temperature, voltage, 
electrolyte concentration and current, the same graph is obtained as long as 
silver is the only product at the cathode.

Current (A) Time (s) Charge (C) Q = I × t Mass of silver formed (g)
2.0  200  400 0.45
2.0  400  800 0.90
2.0  600 1200 1.34
2.0  800 1600 1.79
2.0 1000 2000 2.24

TABLE 28.1 Experimental data from a silver-plating cell

These experimental results may be summarised by saying that the mass 
of metal produced at the cathode is directly proportional to the quantity of 
electricity passed through the cell. This relationship is known as Faraday’s fi rst 
law of electrolysis, after Michael Faraday who discovered it. It may be written 
symbolically as:

m ∝ Q

The second law of electrolysis
We can repeat the previous experiment using electroplating cells for metals 
other than silver. Results from experiments with cells using electrolytes 
containing Cu2+, Sn2+, Pb2+, Cr3+ and Ag+ ions are shown graphically in Figure 
28.11. While the data for each metal obey Faraday’s fi rst law, at fi rst inspection 
there seems little relationship between the graphs for each metal.

However, if we graph the amount of each metal, measured in moles, 
against charge (Figure 28.12), the results are more interesting. All data 
lie along just three lines. We see that one mole of silver is produced by 
about 96 500 coulombs of charge, whereas one mole of copper, tin or lead 
is produced by 193 000 (which is 2 × 96 500) coulombs. An underlying 
pattern is now evident.

In order to deposit one mole of silver from a solution of Ag+ ions, just one 
mole of electrons is required:

Ag+(aq) + e– –—³ Ag(s)

The charge on one mole of electrons must be 96 500 C.
The charge on one mole of electrons is known as a faraday, and given the 

symbol F. We can therefore write:

1 F = 96 500 C mol–1

 Figure 28.10
The variation with charge of mass of silver 
formed at the cathode passing through a silver-
plating cell.
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 Figure 28.11
Variation with charge of the mass of metal 
formed at the cathode for different metal-
plating cells.

chemfact
A more accurate value for one faraday, 
obtained by experiment, is 96 487 C mol–1. 
The value of 96 500 C mol–1 will be 
suffi ciently accurate for our purposes.
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4.2.8

application of Faraday’s laws in electrochemistry.

Faraday’s Laws
First Law of Electrolysis

Second Law of Electrolysis
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Michael Faraday (1791–1867) was an English 
chemist and physicist who, apart from working 
out the laws of electrochemistry, discovered the 
connection between magnetism and electricity 
and devised the fi rst electric motor.

Electric charge, symbol Q, is measured using the unit coulomb. The 
electric charge passing through a cell may be calculated from measurements 
of the current, I, through the cell and the time, t, for which the current fl ows. 
The relationship is:

 charge (coulombs) = current (amps) × time (seconds)
 Q = I × t

Consider the experimental results obtained from a silver-plating cell given 
in Table 28.1. The results are hardly surprising: the more charge that passes 
through the cell, the more metal is formed at the cathode. This relationship 
is shown graphically in Figure 28.10. Even if we perform this experiment in 
different silver-plating cells and vary conditions such as temperature, voltage, 
electrolyte concentration and current, the same graph is obtained as long as 
silver is the only product at the cathode.

Current (A) Time (s) Charge (C) Q = I × t Mass of silver formed (g)
2.0  200  400 0.45
2.0  400  800 0.90
2.0  600 1200 1.34
2.0  800 1600 1.79
2.0 1000 2000 2.24

TABLE 28.1 Experimental data from a silver-plating cell

These experimental results may be summarised by saying that the mass 
of metal produced at the cathode is directly proportional to the quantity of 
electricity passed through the cell. This relationship is known as Faraday’s fi rst 
law of electrolysis, after Michael Faraday who discovered it. It may be written 
symbolically as:

m ∝ Q

The second law of electrolysis
We can repeat the previous experiment using electroplating cells for metals 
other than silver. Results from experiments with cells using electrolytes 
containing Cu2+, Sn2+, Pb2+, Cr3+ and Ag+ ions are shown graphically in Figure 
28.11. While the data for each metal obey Faraday’s fi rst law, at fi rst inspection 
there seems little relationship between the graphs for each metal.

However, if we graph the amount of each metal, measured in moles, 
against charge (Figure 28.12), the results are more interesting. All data 
lie along just three lines. We see that one mole of silver is produced by 
about 96 500 coulombs of charge, whereas one mole of copper, tin or lead 
is produced by 193 000 (which is 2 × 96 500) coulombs. An underlying 
pattern is now evident.

In order to deposit one mole of silver from a solution of Ag+ ions, just one 
mole of electrons is required:

Ag+(aq) + e– –—³ Ag(s)

The charge on one mole of electrons must be 96 500 C.
The charge on one mole of electrons is known as a faraday, and given the 

symbol F. We can therefore write:

1 F = 96 500 C mol–1

 Figure 28.10
The variation with charge of mass of silver 
formed at the cathode passing through a silver-
plating cell.
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 Figure 28.11
Variation with charge of the mass of metal 
formed at the cathode for different metal-
plating cells.

chemfact
A more accurate value for one faraday, 
obtained by experiment, is 96 487 C mol–1. 
The value of 96 500 C mol–1 will be 
suffi ciently accurate for our purposes.

The mass of metal produced at 
the cathode is proportional the 
quantity of electricity passed 
through the cell.

is proportional to Mass Charge

Charge = Current × Time 

Q = I × t

For one mole of a substance to be 
deposited, evolved, or dissolved at 
an electrode, the passage of one, 
two, three, or another whole number 
of mole of electrons is required.
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Ag+(aq) + 1e– → Ag(s) 

Cu2+(aq) + 2e– → Cu(s) 

Cr3+(aq) + 3e– → Cr(s)

One electron reduces one Ag+ ion to silver metal

Two electrons reduce one Cu2+ ion to copper metal

Three electrons reduce one Cr3+ ion to chromium metal



 


